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Set your clocks ahead an hour Sunday morning 
THE BG NEWS 
Vol. 69 Issue 104 Bowling Green, Ohio Friday, April 3,1987 
Senate 
overrides 
bills veto 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Senate rejected a personal last- 
minute plea from President 
Reagan and voted yesterday to 
override his veto and enact into 
law an $88 billion highway and 
mass transit bill. 
The 67-33 vote, exactly the 
two-thirds majority necessary, 
capped two days of political 
struggle over the bill that be- 
came a high-stakes test of wills 
between the Republican presi- 
dent and leaders of the Senate's 
Democratic majority. 
Democrats reclaimed one 
vote they had lost in an initial 
test on Wednesday, but Republi- 
cans were unable to switch any 
of the 13 GOP senators who 
voted to override the president's 
veto the day before. 
Besides authorizing highway 
and mass transit projects that 
the president had opposed as 
overladen with pork, the bill 
permits states to boost the speed 
limit on rural stretches of inter- 
state highways to 65 mph from 
the current 55 mph. 
But arguments over the sub- 
stance of the legislation were 
overtaken by the political fight. 
Afterwards, though, the win- 
ners and losers alike sought to 
minimize the impact on the 
president's influence. 
"This isn't going to make or 
break the president of the 
United States," said Senate Ma- 
jority Leader Robert Byrd, D- 
W.Va. "There will be other ve- 
toes." 
Reagan issued a statement 
saying he was "deeply disap- 
pointed" by the outcome but 
vowed to continue battling ex- 
cessive federal spending. 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Ride like the wind 
Mark Woodworth. sophomore business major, leans into the wind as Jim Beckert, sophomore general 
social studies education major, provides the cart with power as the two make a practice run yesterday 
around the Union Oval. The two are members of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity team, and were 
practicing for the upcoming Beta 500 races to be held Saturday, April 11. 
Ferrari content 
at Iowa college 
BG official was popular here 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
Most   students   have   never 
heard his name, but if things had 
turned out differently five years 
ago, Michael Ferrari would 
University president today. 
Many faculty and staff do re- 
member him, however. But they 
should know 
that he says 
he is happy 
where he is 
now, as pres- 
ident of 
Drake Uni- 
versity in 
Des Moines, 
Iowa. 
Ferrari be- 
came interim Ferrari 
president of the University when 
President Hollis Moore died. He 
served in that position from May 
1981 to June 1982, when Presi- 
dent Olscamp was hired. 
Ferrari was considered by 
many at the time as the most 
likely to be Moore's successor. 
When the Board of Trustees 
announced it had hired someone 
from outside the University, a 
deluge of support for Ferrari 
was Dombarded upon the trust- 
Letter-writing campaigns and 
numerous telephone calls fol- 
lowed. Many people speculated 
the response would have been 
even greater if the board's deci- 
sion hadn't been announced the 
week before spring break. 
Ferrari said although there 
were many on campus who felt 
the trustees erred, ne accepted 
the decision. 
"I have no ill feelings toward 
the board. They did what they 
thought they should to provide 
vitality to Bowling Green," he 
said. 
He said the decision was made 
by a few board members who 
were in control of the board at 
the time, but he does not hold 
that against Olscamp. 
"Hehad nothing to do with it," 
he said. 
He said he appreciated the 
tremendous amount of support 
he and his family received from 
the faculty, staff, students, 
alumni and the community, and 
described his feelings about not 
being given the presidency as 
"temporary displeasure." 
"I am a firm believer that 
things generally work out for toe 
best," ne said. 
When he left the University, 
Ferrari went to Wright State 
University in Dayton where he 
served as provost from July 1983 
to July 1985. He became presi- 
dent of Drake in July 1985. 
At Drake, the board of trust- 
ees has 50 members who live 
across the country. Ferrari said 
the governor of Iowa and Drake 
alumni have been very positive 
toward him and his administra- 
tion, and he has no desire to 
leave Des Moines in the near 
future. 
"ALL THAT we need is really 
in Des Moines," he said. "We 
have had an incredible outpour- 
ing of support from the trustees 
(here)." 
Drake is the only university in 
the Iowa capital, and he said this 
makes for a very special atmo- 
3}here. Drake is a small resi- 
entially-based school with an □ See Ferrari, page 3. 
Assault suspect 
sought by police 
by Don Lee 
wire editor 
Perrysburg police and Wood County Sheriff's detectives were 
searching yesterday for a man who tried to rape a Perrysburg 
woman Wednesday and who was seen later in southern Wood 
County. 
Perrysburg Police Detective Ken Vajen said the attempted rape 
occurred at 8:46 a.m. Wednesday at the woman's apartment when a 
man who identified himself as a private investigator forced his way 
In the door. 
Assault appeared to be the man's only motive, since nothing was 
taken, Vajen said. 
The man is slender, with dark brown hair and brown eyes, about 40 
to 50 years old, and has a "weathered appearance" with deep lines in 
his face, Vajen said. 
A man fitting that description was seen in Portage on Wednesday 
afternoon when he exposed himself to another woman at the front 
door of her home. He had initially asked the woman for directions to 
Perrysburg, Vajen said. 
PORTAGE IS three miles south of Bowling Green on Ohio 25. 
The man tried to get into three other women's homes in Perrys- 
burg by posing as either an FBI agent or a private investigator, but 
was unsuccessful, Vajen said. 
On the second attempt, the man fled when the woman's husband 
appeared. The third woman slammed the door in his face, and the 
fourth refused to answer her door, Vajen said. 
Sheriffs deputies could not confirm reports that the man had also 
been seen in Bloomdale, 15 miles south of Bowling Green on the 
border with Hancock County, but a dispatcher said that Sheriffs 
detectives were working on the case. 
The man was wearing a long navy-blue jacket, navy-blue stocking 
cap and faded jeans when in Perrysburg. He was wearing a tan 
stocking cap and a long brown and black coat, Vajen said. 
GOP stung by Iranscam 
Party needs to rebuild, campus Republican leader says 
by Mike Amburgey 
staff reporter 
The controversy surrounding 
the Iran-contra affair has left 
many Americans doubting their 
president, and some feel the 
scandal has hurt toe Republican 
Party also. 
Jeffrey Lors, chairman of Col- 
lege Republicans, thinks it is a 
time of rebuilding, especially 
here at the University. 
"The Republican Party right 
now is not uke a ship out to sea - 
it's a ship that has hit some 
rough water," said Lors, a se- 
nior English major. 
Lore said the Iran-contra af- 
fair has definitely hurt Presi- 
dent Reagan, but he needs to re- 
establishhimself. 
Going through with the Strate- 
gic Defense Initiative and 
continuing to support the contra 
effort in Nicaragua are two of 
the steps Reagan needs to focus 
on, Lors said. 
Katoy Hageman, junior radio- 
television-film major, is public 
relations officer for College Re- 
"The Republican Party right 
now is not like a ship out to 
sea - it's a ship that has hit 
some rough water." 
— Jeffrey Lors, chairman 
of College Republicans 
publicans. She said she defi- 
nitely thinks toe Iran-contra af- 
fair has hurt toe Republican 
Party. 
"I'm sure it will have an im- 
pact on this campus too; it's 
really been a big blow to the 
Republican Party," 
Hageman said. 
AT THE University level, Col- 
lege Republicans must meet the 
task of rebuilding and organiz- 
ing for toe upcoming presi- 
dential election year. 
"Right now we've got about 50 
members, with 10 being really 
dedicated," Lore said. "We hope 
to have 500 by late this fall." 
In 1984 the University College 
Republicans   numbered   3,000, 
the largest of any university 
Republican group in toe nation, 
Lore said. 
A   contra   fund-raiser   is 
Skinned for next year, Lore said. 
e said College Republicans 
want to find a sponsor tor sweat- 
shirts that will depict both the 
contras and College Republi- 
cans in some way. 
"We want to try to solicit 
money from local businesses 
also/ Lore said. 
"This (the contras) is an issue 
that needs to be raised more on 
campus here," he said. 
Lore said he believes Nicara- 
gua President Daniel Ortega is 
dominating Nicaragua through 
Soviet-backed   funds,   and   ne 
thinks the contras need U.S.- 
backed funds to prevent Nicara- 
gua from becoming a commu- 
nist nation. 
Another international issue- 
that has received attention 
among University students is 
the South African system of 
apartheid and toe push to divest 
U.S. holdings ana investments 
with companies conducting busi- 
ness there. 
LORS SAID College Republi- 
cans circulated petitions for sig- 
natures calling for the removal 
of the shanty in the Union Oval 
that was placed there by student 
groups opposing toe white mi- 
nority rule in South Africa. 
"we felt the statement was 
made and now the shanty should 
be removed," Lore said. 
He said he believes "enlight- 
ened investment" is a better 
way to influence toe white gov- 
ernment away from apartheid 
because toe United States and 
other nations would still be in- 
volved with South Africa. 
"By divestment, you're only 
alienating yourself from the 
problem.   Lore said. 
Friday News in brief 
D University graduate students won't get 
their separate commencement this year, but 
they won't stop trying: See story, page 3. 
□ The man who brought 'flair' to basket- 
ball Is remembered on his retirement by News 
sportswriter Tom Reed: See story, page 4. 
G Inspecting toilets? Well, It is a job. Some 
have gone off the beaten path to earn 
money: Read about It In Friday Magazine. 
Tech writers to discuss 
role in money management 
The University chapter of the Society for 
Technical Communication will discuss the writ- 
er's role in money management during the 
chapter's annual spring conference tomorrow. 
The conference will be held at the University 
Union from 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. It is open to 
those working in, or interested in, technical 
communication. 
"Cost Management:  Making Your Dollars 
Work for You" is the theme of the conference. 
Andrea Park, coordinator of the event and a 
second-year graduate student in technical com- 
munication, said there will be several guest 
speakers this year. 
The keynote speaker is Gary Lawrence, super- 
visor of publication systems and toe support 
group for the Technical Publications Depart- 
ment at Sundstrand Corporation In Rockford, HI. 
To register for toe conference, contact Andrea 
Park at 3724310 or Marjorie Nye at 372-7552. The 
fee is $20 for students and $35 for non-students, 
and will include lunch and snacks. 
-byPattlCuUey 
Weekend weather watch 
Partly cloudy today, high in the low 30s. 
Chance of snow 20 percent. Partly cloudy to- 
night, low in toe low 20s. Chance of snow 20 
percent. Tomorrow, mostly sunny. High in the 
upper 30s. 
A chance of rain in the northeast Sunday and 
across toe state Monday and Tuesday. Highs in 
the 50s. Lows in the 20s Sunday and in toe 30s 
Monday and Tuesday. 
-by the Associated Press 
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Highway override 
a sign of the times 
Yesterday's Senate vote became the hottest 
spectacle in our Capitol, with the returning 
champion - weighing in at seven years in office - 
meeting up against a large Democratic opposition 
in a no-nolds-DaiTed grudge match. 
Many observers described Congress' rally to 
override President Reagan's veto of the $88 billion 
highway bill as a mythic struggle. At stake was 
improved transportation on one side, a balanced 
budget free of "frivolous spending" on the other (a 
budget that would be balanced of course, by keep- 
ing defense spending commensurate with inflation 
and not raising taxes.). 
Then, if the odds of this match-up weren't over- 
whelming enough, add the speed limit clause. 
Congressmen, especially from western states, 
sought to gam favor with their constituents by 
winning the right for states to raise speed limits to 
65 mph on open interstates. 
Tension was further increased by the closeness of 
the vote. As it turned out, the exact two-thirds 
majority needed - 67 votes - was obtained. 
With all these factors combined, the stage was 
set for a dramatic confrontation. But the firth act 
wasn't quite as dramatic as Hamlets. 
The vote nevertheless sent a message to a presi- 
dent who is used to having his way without compro- 
mising. 
It was a vote in favor of jobs. The bill's support- 
ers claim hundreds of thousands of jobs will be 
created. 
It was a vote for mass transit and highway 
projects. And we need federal spending in those 
areas. 
It was not, as many envisioned it, a vote to 
cripple the president for the rest of his presidency. 
Reagan still has enough clout to prevent a complete 
deadlock between the executive and legislative 
branches. 
... And the pursuit of trivia 
OUT 10,1 
by Craig Hergert 
Letters 
Tomorrow night the Graduate 
Student Senate is sponsoring a 
trivia contest. At least, they 
were planning on it as of Thurs- 
day afternoon. Only six teams 
have signed up, so the event is 
doubtful 
Now don't be alarmed. This 
column isn't yet another of my 
attempts to recruit people for 
this and that. I just have a few 
things to say about trivia con- 
tests in specific and trivia in 
general, that's all. 
The lack of interest in tomor- 
row night's contest could mean 
that people's interest in trivia 
isn't what it used to be. 
Of course, people's interest in 
critical thinking isn't what it 
used to be, either, which is why a 
course like "Great Ideas" is so 
important, and... 
Oops. Old habits are hard to 
break. Sorry. 
On the other hand, the poor 
turnout for the contest could 
mean that the Graduate Student 
Senate's publicity department is 
exactly what it used to be. 
I don't mean to knock GSS; 
I'm hoping this particular event 
of theirs survives. 
The fact is, one of the six 
teams signed up is mine. 
GSS president 
criticizes editorial 
I read with dismay the edito- 
rial in the April 1 BG News 
("Opinion should have been 
gauged first"): given its date of 
appearance I hope that it was 
simply a seasonal prank. I 
would hate to think that the 
editors of this paper are so der- 
elict in their duties as to not do 
ANY research - including read- 
ing articles from their own pub- 
lication - on an issue before they 
write editorials which charge 
student leaders with irresponsi- 
bility. 
First of all, the meeting of the 
investment committee of the 
BGSU Foundation was held on 
very short notice. I was not 
informed of it until March 16 - 
one week before spring break, 
so your call for a "well-re- 
searched, intelligent" survey to 
be prepared in time for the 
meeeting is unrealistic. And if 
you had re-read the BG News 
you would have found two arti- 
cles on the discussions on divest- 
ment which were held by GSS 
(Jan 20 and Feb. 17). The first 
article explains that the matter 
was brought to the floor of the 
Senate for discussion, but that 
action was deterred until the 
senators could poll their constit- 
uents. At the next meeting, a 
resolution requesting divest- 
ment was presented and passed, 
along with the resolution re- 
questing an honorary degree for 
Nelson Mandela. These are the 
facts which I presented publicly 
at the Divestment Forum spon- 
sored by the Pre-Law Society, 
and which GSS Repeat-Large 
Larry Jones communicated to 
the committee - that was the 
GSS version of "a factual report 
of students' views." GSS also 
made the PSO petitions avail- 
able to concerned senators as a 
way of further monitoring stu- 
dent interest in this matter. 
Check your facts next time 
before you charge off half- 
cocked making allegations of 
irresponsibility. I realize that 
this is a student paper and that 
this is a learning experience for 
you, but if you pull this garbage 
in the "real world" you can 
learn about libel. At this point all 
I demand is a written apology. 
Sheila Harrington 
GSS president 
Editor's note: The News is of 
the opinion that resolutions do 
not always gauge student opin- 
ion. In a short time, PSO was 
able to gather 1,500 student sig- 
natures for divestment. We be- 
lieve this effort, providing 
tangible evidence ot student 
opinion, could also have been 
made by the Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government and the Grad- 
uate Student Senate. 
Dry Dock is worth 
'dipping' in to 
College students today, espe- 
cially Bowling Green's, are here 
to study, learn and have a good 
time, right? Right. I think most 
of us by now have the studying 
and learning part down pat. 
However, a Tot of us aren't ex- 
ploring all our options when it 
comes to having run on a Satur- 
day night; some of you seem to 
think that alcohol is necessary to 
have a good time. Now don't get 
me wrong - I've had my share 
of alcohol and I've been to the 
bars. But, there's one place that 
is a lot of fun and doesn't involve 
any alcohol whatsoever. This 
place is called the Dry Dock. 
Just opened last semester, the 
Dry Dock is BG's newest "hot 
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spot." It's got all the atmo- 
sphere of a regular bar, but 
without the alcohol. There's 
dancing (with a live band almost 
every week), dart boards, mock- 
tails and munchies. It's a lot 
cleaner than the regular bars, 
and also more civilized (though 
you can still cut loose!). For 
those of you in the "poor college 
student syndrome, Dry Dock 
has no cover charge and food 
and drinks can be paid for with 
food coupons or cash. 
I'd like to say, from experi- 
ence, that Dry Dock is great. 
But I also know that it can be 
really boring if no one ."hows up. 
I want to suggest to each and 
every one of you to try it, just 
once. You may be surprised just 
how much fun you can have 
without alcohol. 
Jennie Hulzenga 
328 Batchelder 
Missing eight ball 
isn't worth effort 
This editorial is in reference to 
the recent "Case of the Missing 
Eight Ball" dilemma in Found- 
ers Quadrangle. Apparently the 
eight ball was stolen from the 
ancient set of pool balls which 
Founders owns. 
Brian Jones, complex coordi- 
nator, adopted yet another ridic- 
ulous rule to his already lengthy 
list of regulations by closing 
Founder!' pool table until the 
eight ball is returned. With 
Founders charging a minimum 
of $1 per hour, they earn an 
approximate gross of $1,470 per 
semester. With this amount of 
money, not only could Founders 
purchase a new eight ball, they 
could purchase IS new sets of 
balls at $45 a set, IS new pool cue 
sticks at a price of $20 each, and 
still have enough money for new 
felt at an approximate cost of $500. 
Even with the great amount of 
income provided by this hourly 
charge, this is only pennies com- 
pared to what any antique col- 
lector would pay for such a 
prehistoric table. Perhaps Mr. 
Jones could rope off the table 
and charge a fee to those billiard 
buffs interested in viewing such 
a relic. 
Perhaps this new rule does 
bring comfort to the minds of 
those who wonder what exactly 
Mr. Jones' duties entail. It is 
good to know that such matters 
of importance as a missing eight 
ball can be dealt with so effecti- 
vely. 
And to the person who stole 
the eight ball, we empathize 
with your actions. Such a price- 
less relic might be worth enough 
to pay for one's parking viola- 
tions - which leads us to another 
issue!! 
James Hwldlcstoa 
MarkNeal 
Two years ago, the team I was 
on won the whole shooting 
match. The team's name was 
Hoi Polloi, which is Greek for 
"the people." 
(Being English majors, my 
teammates and I felt obligated 
to have a pretentious title. It's 
one of those things that folks 
have come to expect from En- 
glish majors. Ana who were we 
to disappoint hoi polloF!) 
Anyway, it was a close race, 
but we pulled ahead to stay with 
the question "Who was the last 
goalie in the NHL to play with- 
out a mask?" I was the only 
person in the contest who knew 
the answer, partly because I'm 
from the land of the Minnesota 
North Stars, and partly because 
I love ridiculous names too 
much ever to forget Gump 
Worsley. 
For our prizes, we each re- 
ceived a Big Mac, a hot fudge 
sundae, a pizza and - just what 
we English majors needed-a 
dictionary. 
We also got one of those all- 
purpose trophies, the kind that 
go to bowlers and stock car 
drivers. 
Even though this was not ex- 
actly the cavalcade of prizes 
awarded on TV game shows, I'm 
planning on shooting for the title 
tomorrow night, if the contest is 
held. 
I'm participating again be- 
cause there are few times in my 
life when I can be rewarded in 
any way for what is perhaps my 
greatest talent: I remember 
things that aren't worth remem- 
bering. 
Remember the song that Ford 
used to advertise its Mustangui 
1968? Of course you don't. Why 
would you? Who could possibly 
remember that? 
I do. 
For the record: 
"Only Mustang makes things 
Only Mustang makes life great. 
Mustang moves you, 
Mustang grooves you, 
Mustang, Mustang, '68." 
There are plenty of other ex- 
amples I could bore you with, 
but I'll refrain. 
I'm not bragging about this 
particular ability of mine, you 
understand. I can't brag about it 
because it's strictly an involun- 
tary reflex, like blinking. I hear 
things, I read things, years go 
by, and WHAM! I'D remember 
the words, or at least some of 
them, to, say, the theme song 
from "Car 54, Where are You?" 
The truth be told. I think these 
contests  are,  well, trivial.  I 
mean, here I am, 31 years old, 
and I'm entering a contest 
where I might be as'.-ed "In the 
cartoon 'Beany and Ceadl,' 
what was the name of Beany's 
uncle?" 
It bothers me a little that I 
would put myself in a situation 
where I might be asked that. It 
bothers me even more that I can 
answer it 
I could also tell you the name 
of their ship (the Leakin' 
Leena), the name of the crow in 
the crow's nest (Crowy) and the 
name of Ceacil's girlfriend (Ce- 
cilia). And if you ever want to 
hear the theme song, you know 
where to turn. 
I'm not predicting another vic- 
tory for my team. (I'm the only 
remaining member from that 
championship season. The name 
of my new team? Son of Hoi 
Polloi.) I'm well aware that I'm 
not the only person with a talent 
for remembering the forgetta- 
ble. 
Still, I'm hoping there is a 
trivia contest tomorrow night, 
and I'm hoping my team can win 
it. An English major can never 
have too many dictionaries. 
Hergert a teaching fellow in 
the English department from 
Slayton, Minn., is a columnist for The News. 
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Headaches of Springfest 
by Jay E. Smith 
Inevitably,   as  the  weather 
S-ows warmer in Bowling 
reen, the number of off-cam- 
pus parties grows as well. I 
would even propose that there 
are too many parties in Bowling 
Green. 
Recently, there have been so 
many parties that I have not 
been able to attend but a frac- 
tion of them. My grades are on 
the downslide and my aspirin 
costs are spiraling. 
With the recent cancellation of 
Springfest, my hectic party 
schedule has finally found some 
relief. My friends at other uni- 
versities who traditionally make 
the trek to Bowling Green for 
Springfest have no reason to 
visit this year. 
An entire weekend on my cal- 
endar is basically free. That 
weekend can now be devoted to 
studying, or I can go home for a 
visit without missing anything. 
On its face, the cancellation of 
Springfest seems to be a good 
thing. As I look at the situation 
more closely, however, the 
death of Springfest may not be 
good at all. In fact, the party 
"headaches" may have just be- 
gun. 
Students are angry that the 
fledgling tradition of Springfest 
has been killed in its infancy. 
Rumors of the reincarnation of 
Manville Madness can be heard 
all around campus. 
Many students are now having 
parties to fill the gap left by the 
demise of Springfest. These 
same students loved Springfest, 
but they love parties with FREE 
beer even more. It seems that by 
rescinding their support of 
Springfest, the University ad- 
ministration and the City of 
Bowling Green have effectively 
doubled the number of off-cam- 
pus parties. 
How did this happen? Why are 
the city and the administration 
encouraging more parties in 
town? Springfest was created as 
an alternative to large, outdoor 
off-campus parties. 
After Manville Madness, the 
University and the city correctly 
decided that a controlled out- 
door party would reduce prob- 
lems In the community created 
by parties such as Manville 
Springfest was not intended to 
be a community festival or a 
SOCKDV 
campus picnic. It was born to 
replace irresponsible PARTY- 
ING with responsible PARTY- 
ING. 
The city and the University 
are now concerned that they 
could be held liable for Spring- 
fest-related injuries or dam- 
ages. Additionally, they both 
argue that they should not ap- 
pear to endorse a "beer blast." 
It appears that the reasoning 
used to justify the cancellation 
of Springfest ignores the rea- 
soning behind its creation. 
The primary sponsors of 
Springfest have actually made a 
choice between potential liabil- 
ity problems ana potential may- 
hem in the community. In the 
end, both the University and the 
city of Bowling Green will have 
to live with the results of their 
choice to abandon Springfest. 
Personally, with all of the 
parties now expected on what 
used to be Springfest Weekend, I 
am preparing in advance. I am 
trying to get ahead in my classes 
and am looking for special 
prices on aspirin. See you at the 
parties! 
Smith is a senior human re- 
source management major from 
Grove City. 
by David Harris 
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Separate ceremonies out 
by Kay Flthet 
staff reporter 
A proposed separate gradua- 
tion ceremony for graduate stu- 
dents will not take place this 
spring. 
The Graduate Student Senate, 
at its last regular meeting, voted 
on a proposal that would allow 
undergraduates and graduate 
students to have separate com- 
mencement ceremonies. 
Loring Crepeau, vice presi- 
dent of GSS and chair of the 
welfare committee, said that 
although GSS had hoped to ob- 
tain University support for the 
separate commencement in 
May, it will no) be feasible. 
"We are concerned with 
spring graduation because the 
largest number of students go 
through this ceremony," Cre- 
"I don't think it will be accepted because 
the faculty would be unwilling to go to 
separate ceremonies," 
— Loring Crepeau, vice president of 
Graduate Student Senate 
peau said. 
Graduate students receive the 
least amount of recognition for 
their academic studies during 
the graduation ceremonies, he 
said. 
Crepeau said that obtaining an 
undergraduate degree is an ac- 
complishment worth recogni- 
tion, but that graduate students 
should also be recognized for 
their many achievements. 
"Students who have the perse- 
verance to get in and through 
graduate school is another step 
of betterment and should be 
recognized," Crepeau said. 
Crepeau said that the proposal 
for a separate ceremony in the 
future would be considered by 
several University committees 
along with the Faculty Senate, 
but that it is not likely to be 
accepted. 
"I don't think it will be ac- 
cepted because the faculty 
would be unwilling to go to sepa- 
rate ceremonies,  Crepeau said. 
Crepeau said that another, 
more   feasible   possibility   for 
Kaduate students would be to 
ve a formal separate recep- 
tion for graduate students. 
International Week set 
Fashion, food, sports events stress understanding 
Ferrari 
O Continued from page 1. 
earoflment of about 5.M0 students. It also has 
mibstanUal graduate programs, Ferrari said. 
Ferrari's children, Elizabeth Anne and Mi- 
chael, grew up in Bowling Green and he said 
they allhave very good memories of their lives 
hen. 
"There's no doubt that we have our fond 
memories for Bowling Green and the people 
there. It was a tremendous part of our lives,' be 
said. "There's no doubt that it was the high 
point of our careers." 
Ferrari attributes bis popularity on campus 
to the fact that he always made himself very 
accessible to students. He said be does this 
because be believes students are what makes a 
university a success, and he has continued that 
policy at Drake. 
"Strong ties with students make it all worth- 
while," he said. 
He taught classes every semester he was at 
the University, another policy he has main- 
tained at Drake. He Is a professor of manage- 
ment. 
HOWEVER, FOR all of the fondness he has in 
his heart for Bowling Green, he said he is happy 
to be in Des Moines. 
"Probably the best thing about our time in BG 
was that I ended up at Drake," be said. 
Ferrari served the University for 11 years. He 
first came to the University in July 1971, as 
coordinator of planning and budgeting, and 
later had the resooMibilities of 
research added to his duties. 
He served as acting provost during the 1872-73 
academic year, a position that is similar to vice 
president of academic affairs, which was cre- 
ated when Oiscamp restructured the Universi- 
ty's hierarchy. 
When the off ice of vice president of resource 
planning was created in the spring of 1171, 
Ferrari waa given the position. He became the 
University provost and executive vice president 
fat May of 1971. 
He was named interim president on May S, 
1981, following the death of HoUis Moore on 
April 19 of that year. 
After Oiscamp was hired, the Board of Trust- 
ees and Faculty Senate granted Ferrari the title 
of trustee professor of administration and a 
research leave at full salary. 
TODAY THERE is a Michael Ferrari Award 
given annually to a member of the administra- 
tion who has aW an exceptional Job to the oast 
year, according to Paul Yon, director of ar- 
chival collections. 
The main attributes looked for in the candi- 
dates for the award are innovations, initiative. 
—nattivity to others, performance ''above ana 
yond that required by the position" and 
tective interaction with the University com- 
munity, be said. 
The award has been given for the past four 
iears. The first recipient was Suzanne Craw- 
ord when she was the University's Affirmative 
Action director. She is currently serving as 
interim director of that office 
by John Meola 
staff reporter 
Understanding is the secret to peace and inter- 
national harmony, according to the World Student 
Association. 
To help strengthen that understanding between 
American and foreign students, WSA is sponsor- 
ingan "International Week" beginning Monday. 
The week will feature events such as an interna- 
tional fashion show on Wednesday and a dinner on 
Friday. 
The purpose of the week, according to Arasu 
Mariappan, president of WSA, is to expose Univer- 
sity students to other cultures. It also is to expose 
foreign students to American culture. 
"This is a give and take. We both learn from 
each other," Mariappan, a Malaysian citizen, 
said. 
Mariappan said that there are approximately 
450 international students currently at the Univer- 
sity. They come from more than 50 countries, 
mostly China. But there are a number of students 
coming from African and European countries. 
Some of the events next week include a "Mini 
Olympic" at the Intramural Field on Sunday and 
a U.N. Simulation" on Tuesday in Room 114 of 
the Business Administration building, which will 
focus on the role of the United States in Central 
America. It is co-sponsored by the Political Sci- 
ence department. 
There will also be cultural shows featuring 
dances, musical performances and songs from 
different countries. 
USG wants divestment on ballot 
In an effort to get the divest- 
ment issue on the voting ballot 
for this year's Undergraduate 
Student Government elections, 
USG is circulating petitions 
gauging student response. 
According to USG's constitu- 
tion, 750 signatures are needed 
to put the issue on the ballot 
before the campaign kick-off 
Monday in the Falcon's Nest of 
the University Union. 
Before the petitions started 
circulating,   USG   President 
Kelly McCoy, along with other 
student representatives, was in- 
vited to attend an impromptu 
meeting of the BGSU Founda- 
tion's investment committee or- 
Sanized to allow students to air 
leir views on the divestment 
issue. 
Although McCoy was in- 
formed about the regularly 
scheduled board meeting of the 
foundation in May, she said she 
did not know about the commit- 
tee meeting in time to circulate 
the petitions and present the 
A provocative musical production that turns the familiar Alice 
In Wonderland Into a modern morality play A whimsical 
experience about a not so whimsical possibility we all face In 
today's wot Id    nuclear extinction. 
Performed by The Toledo Area Unifyinx Ohio for Peace Project. 
Where?: 121 West Hall 
When?:Sunday. April 5. 300 
How much? 11 at the door. $2 for a family 
Sponsored by The Social Juilice Coaaitte*. The Peace Coaltioa. 
and United Chriilian Fellowihip 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS«S=«S5*5SSSSSSS«S«!SSS?5SS« 
PART-TIME 
YOUTH FUN AND FITNESS LEADERS 
Needed Summer 1987 at the 
(&&%  Student Recreation Center 
•Must enjoy working with children and have experience 
leading groups in a variety of activities. 
Applications can be filled out in the main office on the 
SRC April 20-24. 
For more information call Tommy Summers at 372-2711. 
results to the committee. 
"I was called and asked to 
attend the Friday before spring 
break and was told the meeting 
would be the Monday we re- 
turned. There just wasn't any 
time," she said. "I'm just 
pleased we were given the op- 
portunity at all." 
Before the elections on April 
15 and 16, candidates will be 
given an opportunity to give 
their platform addresses and 
answer questions Tuesday, 
April 14, at 8 p.m. 
SUPER SALE! 
Take an additional 20% off 
on sale shirts and sale gifts. 
ONE DA Y ONL Y! 
FRIDAY, APRIL 3 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
M-F 8-5:00        Sat. 9-5:00 
oLJelta 2Leta fKoAe Zr* 
Jlpri? 4,  1987 
otma I 
Lisa & Mike 
Jane & Mark 
Andrea & Doug 
Kim & Mark 
Julie & Joe 
Gretchen & Doug 
Donna & Jeff 
Susan & Nick 
Karen & Eric 
Karen & Matt 
Traci & Bob 
Ann & Chris 
Jessica & Bryan 
Sally & Jay 
Karen & Don 
Andrea & C.B. 
Jeannle Marie & Scott 
Debbie & Bret 
Susan & Jim 
Sandy & Bruce 
Kelly & Ed 
Betsy & Shawn 
Sheila & Paul 
Maryrose & Randy 
Laurie & Dean 
Michelle & Steve 
Susan & Steve 
Linda & Chuck 
Ann & Ken 
Sheila & Jeff 
Christi & Todd 
Beth & Keith 
Kelly & Brad 
Amy & Blake 
Pam & Mitch 
Cheri & Kevin 
Dawn & Craig 
Julie & Matt 
Melissa & Doug 
Kathy & Steve 
Dana & Tom 
Chris & Gary 
Chris & Bob 
Kim & Larry 
Eileen & Eric 
Robin & Ron 
Chris & Doug 
Lisa & Monty 
Amy & Luke 
"FAMILY 
CHOICE" 
pizza that makes the kids just as happy as the adults. 
TWO LARGE PIZZAS 
One for you. . .On* for the kids! 
ONE PIZZA. . ."with everything" '" 
(Original or Mexican) 
ONE PIZZA. . .with up to 2 items 
Val«J witn coupon « participating Lima C 
Of coupon p*f Cuatomat Not vaM wrth any otn** oflai 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
354-6500 
112 Mercer St. 
Bowling Green, OH 
EXPIRES   4W87 
l VALUABLE COUPON —y 
little Caesais Pizza 
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He's above it all 
Erving sets example for everyone 
Reed   This 
by Tom Reed 
sports reporter 
These days, good role models 
are hard to find. 
Wednesday, we learned that 
star Dwight Gooden will be 
sidelined because of a drug 
problem. So now, the Mets need 
to find some more arms. But 
don't fret. 
I hear the White House is 
selling them to just about 
anyone these days. Maybe 
manager Davey Johnson should 
give Ronnie a call. 
Whose bid for big bucks was 
more outlandish, Orel 
Hersheiser or Oral Roberts? 
The pitcher lost his case, but the 
minister got his money at the 
buzzer - Just avoiding sudden 
death. 
And in the wake of all this 
mayhem, one of our nation's 
great role models is stepping 
down. Julius Erving will retire 
from the Philadelphia 76ers at 
the end of this season. 
Over the last 16 years, Erving 
has kept his nose clean. He's 
always played by the rules. In 
fact, the Doctor has only defied 
one law - gravity. 
They say man cannot fly, but 
no one put that theory to a more 
stringent test than Doctor J. 
He would take off and just 
seem to be suspended in mid-air. 
There were the swooping dunks, 
the eloquent reverse layups and, 
of course, those underhanded 
finger rolls. 
It was Erving who forced the 
NBA to borrow the term "hang 
time" from the NFL punters. 
Off the court, he said "yes" to 
every good cause, but said "no" 
to drugs. Erving was as 
gracious in defeat as in victory. 
Despite all of his 
accomplishments, he never 
True, he dropped out of 
college to play pro ball. 
However. 15 years later, Erving 
went back and graduated from 
the University of 
Massachusetts. 
He has been a class act on and 
off the court. Now though, it's 
time to call it quits. Thus, we are 
left with the 1986-87 farewell 
tour. 
In each city, they conduct 
ceremonies and give the Doctor 
a gift. 
In Los Angeles he got a 
rocking chair. Tuesday night in 
Cleveland, Erving was given a 
crystal basketball. Along the 
way there have been golf clubs, 
ski outfits and furniture. 
His storage room probably 
resembles a Wheel of Fortune 
showcase. 
In Boston, they play on a 
Parque, but Erving usually went 
through the Celtics like butter. 
Thus, it was fitting they gave 
him a section of the fabled floor. 
The NBA is trying to pay back 
Erving for all he gave to the 
game. But not even Oral could 
raise that kind of money. 
In his absence, it's comforting 
to know we still have Air Jordan 
and Magic. Don't forget 
Dominique and Spud. Yet, it was 
Erving who made all this high- 
flying excitement possible. He 
was the catalyst. 
Before Erving, the game was 
dominated by jump snots and 
layups. You had your occasional 
rebels like "Pistol" Pete 
Maravich or Connie Hawkins, 
but for the most part, the game 
lacked any flair. 
Then a reed-thin kid from New 
York burst on the now-defunct 
ABA circuit. Playing for the 
New York Nets, he practically 
carried the troubled league to a 
merger with the NBA in 1976. 
During his five-year tenure in 
the ABA, he averaged nearly 30 
points a game. His eye-popping 
moves made him a legend in the 
ABA. but the critics wanted to 
see if the Doctor could cut it in 
the NBA. 
In one of his first games with 
t •f 
Delta Gamma 
Spring Formal 
1987 
Maria and Greg 
Julie and Adam 
Julie and Carl 
Keri and Joel 
Lynn and Todd 
Marty and Dave 
Bucky and Cha Chi 
Janet and Chris 
Lisa and Dave 
Mary and Jim 
Tracy and Mike 
Lori and Chris 
Elaine and Doug 
Jane and Gary 
Claire and Chris 
Kelly and Bob 
Celia and Mike 
Wendy and Scott 
Eggs and Crash 
Bronzed Boz and 
Malibu Boots 
Becky and Greg 
Donna and Todd 
DiAnna and Brian 
Amy and Mike 
Chris and Art 
Kim and Brian 
Kim and Kevin 
Jenny and Todd 
Rhonda and Steve 
Mike and Kris 
Molly and Greg 
Jenny and Brian 
Julie and Tony 
Heather and Mel 
Kelly and Mike 
Vicki and Paul 
Francie and Matt 
Vanessa and Ricky the 
SAE 
Mr. and Mrs.   2  Be 
Anne and Tony 
Sprunger and 
RastaFerence 
Michele and Bob 
Debbie and Mike 
Dan and Tracey 
Allison and Clarke 
Tricia and Mark 
Amy and Mike 
Amy and Stu 
Lori and Brian 
Brigid and Dave 
Linda and Eric 
Dan and Melissa 
Susan and Dan 
■f- -^ 
q?KT 
Phi Kappa Tau Basketball Marathon 
FRATERNITY BRACKET 
7:30 *K+ 
ATA pin 
1:45am 8:45 EN 
Bon pm A .AH-,." 
9:30 *AO 
L*K pm 
2:45am nKA 10:15 
ZBT pm 11am 
7:30 riK* Sat. CHAMPIONS AL* pm 
1:45am AXA 8:45 
EAE pm 
KE 5:00am 10:15 
pm ex 
2:45am 11:00 BYE 
FIGI pm 
SORORITY BRACKET 
Delia Zeia 
8:15pm 
Chi Omega 12:00am 
Alpha Gamma Delia 
2:00am Delia Gamma 
10am 
Sat. 
9:30pm 
Phi Mu 
Alpha Xi Delia 
CHAMPIONS II :00pm 
Alpha Delta Pi 
3:00am Gamma Phi Beia 
12:00am 
Alpha Phi 
\ 
GOOD LUCK TO ALL TEAMS 
THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
the 76ers, Erving stole a pass, 
raced down court and took oft 
from the foul line. The play 
culminated with a patented 
windmill dunk. 
America was flabbergasted. 
All over the country, kids tried 
imitating Erving's sleek 
technique. Fights broke out on 
playgrounds over who got to 
play the role of the Doc in a 
pickup game. 
He didn't possess the best 
jumper and his defense wasn't 
Seat, but man could that guy 
ip. 
I used to love when the Sixers 
called the clearout play for 
Erving. It was the Doctor one- 
on-one with a helpless defender. 
And every spectacular drive 
to the basket was followed by 
that familiar voice of the 
Spectrum's late public address 
announcer Dave Zinkoff: 
Juul-ius Ei m living. 
The crowd would go wild as 
the Doctor just loped back down 
the court as if it were just a 
normal lay up. Yet Erving 
thrived on making the 
extraordinary look ordinary. 
During his first six years in 
the NBA, he averaged nearly 24 
ppg. He made the All-Star game 
every season. In 1981, the Doc 
was voted the league's MVP. He 
had everything, except what he 
cherished the most - a 
championship ring. 
The Sixers always came close. 
Between 1977 and 81, they lost in 
the finals three times. But after 
years of disappointments, 
Erving finally won the much- 
coveted title In 1963 with a 44 
rout of the Lakers. 
In pursuit of a championship, 
the Doctor played with several 
great athletes such as Moses 
Malone. He also competed with 
his share of loons. 
There was Darryl Dawkins, 
who called the planet 'Lovetron' 
his home. As for Lloyd Free, he 
was also in a "World" of his 
own. 
All three have left 
Philadelphia. Now it's the Doc's 
turn. In his final year, Erving 
still averages 18.1 ppg. But he 
knows you can't play forever. 
Erving refuses to play past his 
limitations, unlike other greats 
such as Steve Carlton and 
George Blanda. 
In his prime, no one was more 
colorful than the Doctor. 
He dribbled a red, white and 
blue basketball and married a 
women named Turquoise. He 
influenced men of all colors, 
both in and out of the Spectrum. 
Dr. J, though, has finally 
reached the end of his rainbow. 
He carried the torch, now it's 
time to pass it on. But finding a 
worthy replacement won't be 
easy. 
When he played the game, 
Julius Erving walked on air. But 
off the court, no one was more 
down to earth. 
NBA decides to expand league 
NEW YORK (AP) - A five- 
member NBA expansion com- 
mittee recommended yesterday 
that Charlotte, N.C.; Minneapo- 
lis and either Miami or Orlando 
be awarded franchises for the 
1988-89 and 1989-90 seasons. 
Each city would pay $32.5 mil- 
lion for its franchise. 
The committee recommended 
that Charlotte be admitted for 
the 1988-89 season, Minneapolis 
the following year and the Flor- 
ida team in one of those two 
seasons. 
The recommendation will be 
submitted to the league's Board 
of Governors for approval when 
it meets in New York on April 22. 
A three-quarter vote of the own- 
ers is needed. 
The committee also consid- 
ered Toronto and Anaheim. 
The last big expansion came 
in 1976 when the league ab- 
sorbed four teams from the now- 
defunct American Basketball 
Association. Those teams in- 
cluded: the New York Nets, 
Indiana Pacers, Denver Nug- 
gets and San Antonio Spurs. 
Hurry! Availability Limited! 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835 High St. - Rental Office      Phone: 352-9378 
Available for fall rentals: 
Piedmont-8'" & High St.   650 Sixth St.   707 Sixth St.   818 Seventh St. 
Our apartments feature two bedrooms, carpeted, gas heat, laundry 
areas in each building, lots of closet space, IVi baths. 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
All residents will be granted membership to the Hearth Spa. The facility features Hydro 
Spa Whirlpool, Sunlamps, Shower Massage, Indoor Heated Pool, Metos Sauna, 
Complete Exercise facilities and Equipment. 
 Stop in and see our listings for summer rentalti  
^J\appa oLJelta 
IA/nite  iKo&e   formal 
.Aprils   1987 
J(atkf  & %JJ 
BA & a 
B.tk Jinn  & Ji.Uk 
Jjonna CT ZJodd 
2)..ni. & Scott 
Ck.ryt&Ck* 
Jam. an   CT iiob 
(  iillfen   <ST   (f<<j 
Woniau.  & Wik. 
oLaura  & aLarry 
Jftnniftr   C7" JJaut 
$an  & Kok 
j.nnfir   & Bok 
J\rUtin  CT' John 
nkcUL &■ Scon 
J\rU  ib1 o/*v# 
rrluru   Cf ZJonu 
^jKatku   C? yohn 
sftnniler   CT1 .3/•**/•• 
_^nn- rr/urie   (Sf t rtiia 
Jinn  & Scott 
W.nJ^o  & Dim 
goJ,   &PU 
Wick.lt.  &  Wa,k 
Unaresa   C7* f\on 
Jua  & Wark 
jXim   & Wik. 
Wart,  & Sban 
Jisa   &ttck 
St.pkani. £r  Watt 
JLt &J.D. 
_^my  & Bok 
aLisa   tjy lime. 
B.tk  & JnAi 
Jori & Watt 
JUti&fam 
B.tk &■ 2w 
tll.aan  CT Ji.an 
.An^ta  & Kick 
St.pkani.  &■  Wik. 
fcSaroi.   CP^ jimoo 
Jim,  & Wark 
Jl.tti.  &■ $0. 
W.nJ.   & Vic 
BrtnJa  & Dark 
^tnn.  CT John 
J.nniftr  C7" ZJim 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
• 'Booing Qrawi Setsng Out- • 
• • •SAIUNO. CLUB" ■ ■ 
•••SWUNG CLUB"" 
WITH    ALL    THOSE     PROFESSIONAL 
CLUBS   TO   CHOOSE   FROM.   CHUCK 
YOUR   BOOKS  AND   DO   SOMETHING 
CRAZY   THIS SEMESTER    'JOIN  THE 
SAILING CLUB' WE OFFER A GREAT EX- 
CUSE TO DUMP YOUR SCHOOL WORK A 
FEW TIMES A MONTH SO IF YOU ARE 
FUN, AND DON'T MIND GE TTING OUT OF 
BO ONCE IN A WHILE. LOOK INTO THE 
SAILING CLUt 
' 'TRIVIA CONTEST t JAZZ CAFE" 
Come one. come M to the last big gradual* slu- 
dent "Blowout" ol lha semester' The Trivia oorv 
lett Mara al 7 30 pm (cat 2 2428 lor data*) 
and the Jazz Cafe totowe at 0:00 pm-Both on 
Saturday. Apr! 4 al me Ice Arena Lounge. A12 
donation wtl be requested at the door. Please 
bring your I.D. Sponsored by Graduate Student 
Senate and the World Student Association See 
youtherel 
Malaysian student Aieoctatton (MASAI 
Welcome you to 
•" MALAYSIAN NKJHT" • • 
Saturday. Aprs 4. 1067 
Amenl Room 7:00-1:00 PM 
BE THERE. MALAYSIAN FOOD AND ENTER- 
TAINMENT ARE PROVIDED" 
NONMEMBERS   ENTRANCE   FEE    $2 
MEMBERS SI 
■ ilStMMR TO ALL WOMEN IN COMMUIIICA- 
TrONS, MC. MEMBERS: ELECTIONS FOR 
THE I Mr"-SI EXECUTIVE POSITIONS WILL 
SE HELD AT 7:30 PM IN THE ALUMNI ROOM, 
UNION ON MONOAY, APPAL S. MEETING IS 
MANDATORY FOR MEMBERS 
LOST >FOUND 
FOUND PRESCRIPTION GLASSES IN TAN 
CASE REAOMQ WICKUFFE. OHIO FOUND IN 
FRONT OF EPPLER NORTH ACROSS FROM 
CEMETARY ON TUES CALL 2-2971 
■ATTENTION SPECIAL ED MAJORS' 
The Student Council of Learning Disabilities wfl 
be meeting on Sunday. Aprs 5 at 8:00 In room 
201 Education Al are welcome to attend!" 
Lost Long. Black wool coal 
Mrkka Oay. Keys In 
C.ll 353-0071 
Irom Marks on St. 
Please return. 
RIDES 
1087 UNIVERSITY BALL 
Friday. Aprs 10 
8:00 pm Lsnhsrt Grand Ballroom 
Reservations 
425 Student Services 
BG Chamber of Commerce 
Mortar Board Members 
Featuring 
Stan sterner s Big Band Sound 
Sponsored by Mortar Board 
ATTENTION FUTURE 
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS 
Initiation ceremonies Ml be held al 7.30 pm 
Sunday Apr 5 at Prout Chapel Please be there 
by 7.00 pm. 
Attention   Bowing   Omen   PuMc   Relations 
Organuarion 
FACTUNE WORKDAY IS SATURDAY. APRIL 
4-TomorTowl At Kefy A Deanna s 505 Clough 
A4 (behind Dexter s)  The lun begins I 1 00 
p m Be there' 
B.QS.U. RACOUETSALL CLUB 
WE BE JAMMIN TONIGHT AND TOMORROW 
MORNING WITH UNVTVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
AND C M U WEAR YOUR JAMS AND CLUB 
SHIRTS AND WE'LL SEE YOU EARLY SATUR- 
DAY MORNING 9 00 AM 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORQN. meeting 
Monday April I, 8:00 PM 302 Hanna 
AS members please lit end-fundraiser data 
to b* announced 
RUe needed to and Irorn Otto U. Can leave 
anytime Thura Apr 9. Wash to return Sun Apr 
12. WI provide gaa SI Tan) 372 4523 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, ob- 
lecttve Inrorrnalloii. By appointment or walk-in. 
CM NOW 354-HOPE 
Typing and Word Processing Services and 
Resumes Thesis and dissertations IBM quality 
punt spaing checked A to Z Data. 352-5042 
TYPING SERVICES lor M typee ol papers m- 
cajrSng datesrfatfons. using Xerox Memory 
Writer 352-3087 from 8 am   -0pm 
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
2700 Monroe SI . Toledo. Offering 
gynecological services A pregnancy terntinratlon 
by Iconaed physician VKajrJng: prenatal, 
obstetrics pregnancy tasting. Pap test (tor cer- 
vical cancer). VD screening birth control info.. 
Tube) Lrgarron. tontwielton ol pregnancy up 
Through 10 weeks (special rales for students I 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
Wordprocessing--typing done, tree dtek 
storage, eel Sue <i Meumee 803-4186 
DEADLINE! 
Nrjmrnetlona lor the Outstanding Contributor to 
Graduate Education Award are due m the OSS 
office by 5 PM Friday. Apr* 3 For debate cal 
GSS 12-2428) 
PERSONALS 
DO YOU NEED GREAT JOB EXPERIENCE? 
SOME   CONNECTIONS   IN   THE   CAREER 
WORLD? 
A LITTLE ADVENTURE IN YOUR LIFE? 
The Washington Center Program Is offering 
Internships this fsll for ALL MAJORS!!! All In- 
tern ihlpi are In WASHINGTON D.C.. Find out 
noes. Tuasdly, April 7th 
3:30 pm. T.tt Room or call 3724202 
Anbque Jewelry Reproductions 
in brass 
Lockets Bar pros 
Eemnge. Necklaces 
al Calico. Saga & Thyme 
116 Clay SI 352-5417 
ELECTrONSI 
The erection tor president, vice president, 
secretary and treasurer of OSS we take place 
on Aprs 24 Those Interested In the poslbone 
MUST FIE a nomnatng petition by Friday April 
10 Details avaaabte through OSS 122426) 
FREE CONCERTIII 
BARRY   DRAKE Fc*    Blues.   Rock  1   Rol 
Gunenst TONITE-el the Off-Campus Studnrtt 
Canter. Moeeiey Hal 8 PM - Open to mil! 
WANT TO TRY 
'PUB-GRUB' 
OR ENGLISH LAGER?? 
FIND OUT ABOUT III! 
EVERY WED. EVENING at 7:30 IN 
411 SOUTH HALL 
GRAO STUDENTS! 
Tans'a running out to enter the 
GSS TRIVIA CONTESTI 
CM 2-2426 lor details Deadline tor 
entry Is 5:00 pm Thursday. Aprs 2 
The contest wi be hold at 7 30 pm. 
Saturday. Apri 4 in the Ice Arena 
Lounge Get your act together and 
make your education at BGSU worthwhile' 
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA 
WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME EVERYONE 
BACK FROM SPRING BREAK. 
WE HOPE EVERYONE HAD A GREAT 
BREAK 
MaM's-MlM'i-MtM's'MIM's 
Al those involved with the 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM. 
Don't torget to   Meet and Mingle 
on Monday. Apri 6th in Founders 
Gold Lounge. 6-8pm. Munchies and 
refreshments provided 
MeM <'M1M I-MIM ■■M1M ■ 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
TIME TO SHOW OFF THOSE 
TAN BODIES. UPTOWN, 
SATURDAY NtOHT, BEER. PRIZES. FUN 
SPONSORED SY 
DELTA TAU DELTA AND 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
immmmtmmm* i   S.T.C. Conference   $ 
Attention Ladiee ol Alpha XI Delta 
Oat Psyched tor Snow OH Yew Tan 
We Expect Lots ol People and Lola 
of Fun See You Friday. 
Love. The Brothers or 
Delta Isu Delia 
S100 reward tor Vilormatlon leading lo the ar 
reel and oorrvtctton of persons who stole my 
targe coascfton of horses and rstrsrlum from my 
garage Fab 10-12 - 207 ByM Avs B G CM 
353-6306 or 352-7160 or Crime Stoppers 
352-0077  
' UNIVERSITY BALL ' 
Apri 10 
8:00 PM Grand Bstroom 
PI BETA PHI 
• 
BETA THETA PI 
THERE ABE NO SUBSTITUTES 
GET PSYCHED FOR 
THE BETA 500 
" 'Mary Anns Casrnpstfo* *' 
Congratiaattone on being chosen Outstanding 
Engieh Male' I always knew you were outatan 
rjngl I mtaa youl 
Love. Uzbsth 
""Suzy Burgman*" 
Congnttasstons on being elected V.P ol Pubic 
Relations lor HMS I'm so proud of youl 
Love QB Beth 
•••UAO*" 
•••ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR'" 
•••COHTEalT'" 
•ESSAYS DUE APRIL B IN UAO OFFICE' 
"A VrsTTFa»DMPI«e^L»NT CH-S^AW77" 
TO OFFENHAUER TOWERS 
APRIL 7, 1SS7 7:00 PM 
Question-Answer session and reception 
Sponsored by Otfenhauer RA's 
' 'ALPHA PHI SENIORS" 
We are so proud of youl 
Got excited for senior week' 
Apri 6-10 
"ALPHA PHI SENIORS" 
"ALPHA XI DELTA" 
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN HAPPY HOURS 
SAT, APRIL 4, 4-S PM AT UPTOWN 
"DELTA TAU OfLTA"* 
• -Attention AGO Pledges' • 
Christy. Sara, Eva. Kris, Use, 
Jenny. Kann. Sue. and Mary 
Thanks SO MUCH for the Ross Necklace' 
You guys are the greatest! 
Get psyched for Beta Love, Patty 
•'Cono»a«k«lons JorJI Bernard" 
on your acceptance to 
Mortar Board' So, has Doug 
approached you In   class' yet? haha 
Love. Valerie 
• • KIM SPIEZIO • • 
Congratulations on getting accepted into the 
Pnyecal Therapy Program at MOD Your Chi O 
i are proud ol youl 
• DANCE • DANCE • DANCE • 
UNIVERSITY BALL 
Apri 10- 6:00 pm 
with Stan Sterner s Big Band Sound 
'WICI EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS- 
MONDAY, APRS. • 
7:30 PM ALUMNI ROOM, UNION 
ALOHA KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA. 
Gel psyched lor the tug beech party and try lo 
get W'd Thursday and Friday 
The Brothers ol Sigma Nu 
Alpha Dstta PI and the Beta 500 
A winning comblnallonll 
Appacabona for Unvksrslty intramural Advisory 
Board tor 1087-88 deadline has been extend- 
ed unti Apri 20. 5:00 p m In 108 SRC 
ATTENTION RUNNERS 
CM Omega "QM Your Sunday to Sunshine 
rrw. marathon la Sunday. Apri 5th Sign up In 
the loyer ol Math Science or University He* the 
weak belore the race Ch. Omega Give Your 
Sunday In SurwtsTte."  
BARRY DRAKE - 8 PM TONITE 
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER 
FOLK, BLUE8. ROCK S ROLL -FREEIM 
BARRY DRAKE - 8 PM TONITE 
CCF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER 
FOLK, BLUES. ROCK 1 ROU--FMEIII 
aUUMY DRAKE - 8 PM TONITE 
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER 
FOLK. BLUES. ROCK S IXXl-FREEItl 
BETA 500 
Saturday Apri nth 
Union Oval I 2 00 4 00 
BETA 500 HAPPY HOURS 
AT UPTOWN 
Friday. Apri 10th 
4:00-0:00 
Beta 500 OksVaYI 
Unbn Foyer 0 30-5 00 
CHI-O'PHI TAU'CM O'PHI TAU 
VOTE CRISTY AQNES 
PHI TAU BASKETBALL QUEEN 
UNION FOYER 
CHI-O'PHI TAU'OHt-O'PM TAU 
CHMS SCHOMasEJl 
Delta Gamms ' PM Kappa Tau 
These two words say H al' 
Skoal, flattops, even sweats. 
I know these are M rust threats 
00 Formal wll be a bleat 
'Causa you are the one that I asked 
Get Psyched! 
Love, 
Janet 
Dave Morrow 
Get ready Is have a blast at KD White Ross For- 
mal I hops you are sa excited as I am! 
Love. Jennifer 
Dinner In London?? 
An assntnrj In Paris?' 
For more Info.: 
411 South Hall 
Wad. nights at 7:30 
OonT maw BARRY DRAKE- Uve in ccncsyTai 
the Off-Campus Student Center, Moeeiey Hal 
Friday Apri 3 8 00 PM 
ENTER YOUR ROOMMATE IN UAO'S ROOM- 
MATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST. ESSAYS DUE 
APRIL S AT I PM. 
ERIC COPE 
WHAT THE HELL? YOU WERE TWO HOURS 
LATEI  WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE  TWO 
HOURS -WHY   NOT   THREE?   8URE 
HARDROCK WAS FUN BUT I REALLY DON'T 
WANT   TO   LEAVE     SORRY   WE   NEVER 
STAYED UP PAST ELEVEN 
LOVE.    YOUR   HOSTESSES   WITH   THE 
LEASTEST. 
LYNNE, LAURA. KEUY 
Eva. Donna, & Tracy 
Daytona was such s bJsstl Welch out tor the 
13th lloor (1322) Donna's face smashed 
Tracy's foot in glass. Eva's arm stepped on. and 
me drownng in the oceen The tun times Beer 
chugging contests, buying more cases of beer, 
drinking me bottle ol Seagrams (Eva where did 
rt go), beds breaking jumping in the ocean with 
Boston men. Boom Boom Boom (what's that 
song say), male reviews. 7 to 0 free drinks (did 
we take advantage of that deal), meeting Ten- 
nessee boys, sleeping on floors whan the room 
was occupied, playing quarters with the guys 
on the 6th lloor. and rtdtng home with the toast 
smsi of bus 6 Thanks tor a grsat spring break 
871 Andrea 
FRED S BUCKETHEAD 
GET PSYCHED FOR 
A NrOHT YOU'LL 
NEVER REMEMBER- 
FORMAL '871! 
LOVE, 
PENCILNECK S LOVE WING SHACKOUEEN 
I I 
$ 
The Bowling Green student chapter ot the Society 
tor Technical Communication will be holding its 6th 
annual conference this SaturOay (April 4th) in the 
Student Union This years topic is Cost Management 
and will deal with methods tor estimation cost lor 
protessional communication protects 
Advance regislroton Contact Andrea Pork English Department 
t i 
SPRING-SUMMER 
IS HERE 
SWEATERS Fl^uA 
SWEATS                  d T °ML1 W 
SLACKS                   1 
SKIRTS 
w XM 
WORTS 
DRESSES ~&«" 
ACCESSORIES 
... and MUCH MORE 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
Franklin Park Mall 
Portsldc         , 
mmmmmmmm 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
ft 
Summer & Fall Housing 
Got ya stumped Bunkie? 
Take a Break & Come See What 
►H R.E. Management 
Can do for you! 
615SecondSt,  701 Fourth St.   640 Eight*. St. 
Thurrtln Manor  limited at Campus Manor 
505 Clough St. B15 352-9302 
issBWeWsV 
Association 
Residence Hall Week 
April 6th—10th 
Window Splash 
Food Service 
Appreciation 
Day 
Neighbor Day 
Custodial Staff 
Appreciation 
Day 
RA 
Recognition 
DAYI 
Hall Director 
Recognition Day 
Take your Roomate out Day 
"Bust Your Roomate 
Personals" 
ta*rMN> 
I hope you are setting peyched 
For the OZ formal tomorrow night 
Hwibetun. I cannot wart 
I oouHn't lave asked lor a better data 
So don't be leery and do not tret 
Because I know Itwj *■ De e weekend neither 
one ol us w« ever forget! 
Love always 
Nutraswaetneaa 
0ET PSYCHED FOR «HOW OFF YOUR TANIII 
LTPstay, 
Wars you surprised leal night? I'm so glad 
you're my Hand my roomie and my Mtasl! Oat 
psyched lor tormal with our Beestle Boys "I 02 
love and tola ol mine  Bag Jinny 
CcrvjtatiasOone on your engagement to Gary' 
We wan you the best 
Love, 
PI and Use 
■ tram (I (Urapatrl Dean 
qusrrt tax property Repossessions Cal 
805 887 6000 En! GH 9B«8 lor current repo 
■at. 
HAPPY HOURS 
Friday Apri 3rd 5 pm - ? at UPTOWN 
»l lor AMA member 12 tor guest 
Free T-starts lo tat 200 people' 
Al AMA members welcome' 
Hey AJphs asms 
Let's get the Itrst place Bets trophy back1 
HCY tHJ€, 
HEY WHY DON'T YOU NOMINATE YOUR 
ItOOMK FOR UAO'S ROOMMATE OF THE 
YEAR CONTEST? 
ESSAYS AM DUE APR*. • IN THE UAO 
OFFKEI 
MATT 
HOPE   YOU'RE   AS   EXCITED   FOR   TH» 
WEEKENO AS I AM: FORMAL. THE   BIG 8. 
AND YOUR 20TH BsBTHOAY CANT WATT TO 
CELEBRATE 
ALL MY LOVE. 
SUZY 
MCA- KAPPA SsOMA 
RUN FOR UPC 1N7 
MkeCrawiord 
Trwd nme's a charm" 
Love. Crass 
PS I LOVED the flowers'" 
ONE VOTE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 
VOTE USO 
Apri 1516 
9   5 LMon loyer-   -5   9 Jerome Library 
INTRAMURAL MEN'S SOFTBAa TOURNA- 
MENT entries due by a 00 pm. Aprs 7th m 106 
SRC Trouney wi be Sunday Aprs 12th 
IT'S UP TO YOUI 
Don't  torget  to vote in the upcoming USG 
elections! 
Apri 15-16 
9-5 Union foyer --6-9 Jaroms Ubrsry 
JENNIFER VAN DEN BERG 
1 Basking <i the sun at Beer Hols, Cruco 
2 Bats rtdrng through Eadwsi Park with Elol 
3 Campground tVes et the beech vi Senta Crur 
4 Cenoemg In the mldrSa ol Lake Tahoe 
5 Midngnt speedboat nose on Gun Lake 
Five good reasons why you should get In touch 
with an old Mend who St* thinks about you too 
much 
-•"Cetlomal Dreamer 
JOHN SCHULLER ARE YOU LOOKING FOR- 
WARD 10 SATURDAY NIGHT? I SURE AM 
GET READY TO HAVE LOTS OF FUN AT 
ASHLEY'S SEMI-FORMAL JENNIFER 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA OELTA 
Span Sailer ot the Weak 
Ann Mane Notaro 
KD Spelt! KD Spelt! 
KAPPA SIGMA - MOA 
RUN FOR LIFE 1M7 
Keith Evades. 
Evan though the past couple of months have 
been rough the last 14 months have been the 
beat bme of my Ifa I'm reaty looking torwe/d to 
forma] and hopefufy a lot more good tunes 
Goodsjck on al your tests I know youl do 
great! Keep smeng because Be -a get better 
Love. Bath Arm 
Laura 
Happy tnh Birthday to the Beet Roomie and 
Frtendl 
Luv, Suzy 
Messrs* 
Avoid beckttashee   SING to your P B  > J I 
WHAT"? What ha sard"' 
-Ssly WaObrt 
PENGUIN SILKSCREErwNG WE CUSTOM 
PRINT HATS. JACKETS, SHIRTS AND MORE 
TOP QUALITY. GUARANTEED LOWEST 
PRICES CALL FOR FREE QUOTES 
1 396 3382 
PtaTeua. 
Good kic* with the basketbal marathon 
Love. The Setter, of AGO 
Port Authorrnes In New York Today are stunn- 
ed A cargo step carrying a load ol Stosohneya 
Vodka arrived there empty from the Soviet 
Urvon Authorities suspect the wor* ol escaped 
atooholc Paddy O Murphy m the rjaap- 
pasrance Apparently Mr Murphy enuck mto 
the USSR and Stooed away aboard the 
vassal Authorities bsseve that Paddy consum- 
ed the 2000 rjatona of vodka on tha thrssday 
voyage to the United States Omceva are seer 
crvng for Paddy Murphy whose currant 
whereabouts are unknown They say that Pad- 
dy has vowed not to be taken Sober. 
SCOTT WWTEHEAD 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY"' 
: hope it w* be your best one ever at the Kappa 
Deter White Rose lormel' 
Mtchete 
P.S I love you more than cornflakes 
Sormg a Summer MerchenoVse 
arriving daily 
Jeans N Things 1331 Ridge SI 
STU HENOERSON AND IRIAN PETIT 
We're at*. In Florae The weathers greet 
Don't even worry, you sta have a date It you 
rrw. its HAPPENSN at 501 Pt«e. JUST WATT 
TILL DEE GEE FORMAL   P8YCHI 
Suzy Burgman 
Congratulations   on   being   elected   Vice 
President  ol Putec  natations  ol   Hospassty 
Mastagement Club 
   Love, your Kappa Stetars 
Continued on p. 6 
ww-wwwwwvwwvwv 
j> Now you can FOR ONLY $1 695a day 
plus 16* a mile 
weekend special 
$2990 
plus 16* a mile 
DISHOP FORD 
■ft 
•vX 
•tt 
$ 353-5271      Toledo 246-95^21 
The dealer outstanding in his field 
Ht.25  Bowling Green, Ohio i 
WANTEDI 
Lifeguards & Swimming Instructors 
Summer '87 
Student Recreation Center 
for info - call Scott Levin 2-7477 
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooot> 
Classifieds BG News/April 3,1987 6 
Continued from p. 5 
TEXAN S10 
"Boom, boom, boom." Wo had lo stay in our 
room, couldn't work on our tan. or find ue a man 
lor at Mat ona mat could raad) 
VTSA-Oon t laava home without It   Care lor 
another bag ol Dorrlos? I'm glad 'Crash King 
decided to change ha} stwi  We finely aaw a 
concert those ware the Good Oe Days 
LOVECAKES: It's tummgi Why rjd you think he 
waa moving over? You should have dona It on 
the back  Do you always lock visitors on fifth 
floor befconM*? What did you take that night 
next time take a kjde. 
SrfUOS: How was your midnight tour of Atlanta? 
Old the Lenox have enough Ice? How many 
souvemers ol Daytona dxJ you get? Why waa 
everyone looking at your neck? Has it really 
been six months? 
•LOfKNE I: [alas Em) 81 m a 55? You realty 
shouldn't rafy on thorn thlnga. Another en- 
counter wtth the ookoa-Why ddn't you loin the 
force? Next bme don't be so generous with the 
maids Wasn't ha a fine looking man1 How did 
you do on your tear? You studied a lot with your 
book stuck In the drawer 
BLONOfE II: Let's have a picnic. Just dip it m 
there It's fust down the road How about 
another Corona before we cross the bridge 
Were the Donto cups thai important? Gotta love 
mat parmi Next time you wear your bathing suit, 
cut the tags off 
The Cap and Gown Chapter of Mortar Board 
congratulates its new mitteles 
1M7-U Mortar Board 
Cralg Auge 
Jool Barnard 
Thomas Beeancon 
Oouglaa Born 
Wendy Bridges 
Collean Cavanaugh 
Chert Copeiand 
MKheel Doherty 
Betsy Gardner 
CoktOrrlfln 
Oaanna Griffith 
Kelll Halter 
Diana Hudson 
Mariene Lowrey 
Steven Martenet 
Jamee MeCratre 
Garry Pennycuft 
Teresa Petry 
Katherlna Relgle 
Eiuabeth Bice 
Carrie Roads 
Julia Seerfoss 
Tammy Slack 
Elizabeth Smith 
Klmberly Ihul 
Melissa TraMr 
Jennifer Young 
19*847 Officers 
President Kim Brown 
V P Selections John Nairln 
V P Tapping and Initiation 
Holly Kirchhoft 
Secretary Jenny Shlnaberry 
Treasurer DUane Oonakfeon 
Fundrarsing Chans AHcIa Emmerth, 
DonHllty 
Easier Seals Chair Ann Arlng 
University Bel Chan. 
Julie Buffenbarger. 
Ranee Slhrus 
Senior Party Coordinators Mark Srry, 
Alicia Emmerth 
THE POWER It IN YOUR HANOS 
VOTEUM 
Apr! 1518 
9-5 Union loyer--5   9 Jerome Library 
Don't forget to cast your voteP 
The alatera of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like 
lo congratuale Moty MoGeough on her KKG 
Delta Tau Delta lavallertng toChna V Waytogo 
MutfyM 
The Setters of Cfx Omega would Ike to con- 
gratulate DENSE AVER on receiving the 
Outstanding Penheeanlc Representative Award 
Way to goi 
The aiaters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would eke 
to congratulale Maureen O'Neal on her KKG-Phi 
Tau Lavoienng to Rick Nie from Case Weetern 
Reserve 
The aiaters ol Kappa Kappa Gamma would eke 
to congratulate Sherte SpauUsrtg on her KKG 
Sigma Nu lavalenng to Matt Schleich from U C 
To A I 
Thanks lor the beautiful carnations and roses 
CM me sometime 
Uaa 
TO THE TREEHOUSE TROUPE 
SCOTT, RIE. BJ. JIM. DALE. > KPJSTEN- 
BREAK A LEG THIS WEEKEND1 
ITS BEEN GREATiMli 
-LKB. MASTER THESPIAN IOOPSI 
TO THE "NUTTY'' SKI EPS Of THE LANI KAI 
HERE'S TO THE BEST SPRING BREAK EVER- 
FT     MYERS   WILL   NEVER   BE   THE 
SAME   BROWN DERBY (NICE DIRECTIONS') 
BALCONY SHOWS. HEAVY SARCASM, AT- 
TITUDE   ADJUSTMENT.   WAFFLE   HOUSES. 
THE ROYALS ROADTRIP, PITCHERS WITH 
GEORGE. TEQUILA SUNRISE.  "I'M SCARED 
OF YOU". HANGING OUT AT COZY CAFE 
AND PETES. PIZZA HUT. "I AM SUPERMAN" 
LETS DO IT AGAIN SOON! 
LOVE, THE "NUTTY" ALPHA XIS 
P S WELCOME TO THE LANI KAI -TODAY! 
Tom Ftynn and Daniel Wade. 
Tomorrow 
Columbus 
Dee Gee Formal 
BE THERE1 
your Dates. 
 CW IT 
Tony Chenevey 
Big Chat waa a Heat, but KD White Rose Formal 
we) be even better. I hope you are as excited lor 
Saturday night as I am 
Mary 
Tracey. 
I rrnea you already I wish you were with me 
Love. Sean 
Tract. 
How aM you enjoy Las Vegas? I haven't seen 
you at aerobics recently' Can me (372-1937) 
Brian from S C 
TUNE IN 
TURN ON 
DROPOUT 
"TIMOTHY LEARY" 
DURING DO'S WEEK-APRIL 22 
MARK'S I i 
MEDIUM 2 ITEM PIZZA 
I ONLY $5.00 
Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
=rCHARLESTOWN= 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—Summer 
1987 and 1987-88 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
1987-88 
O.S.E.A. Officers 
President 
Vice President 
Pres.-Elect 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Treas.-Elect 
Social 
Publicity 
PR. 
Membership 
Fund Raising 
Program 
Historian 
Timothy Bodnarik 
Jane Weber 
Nancy Gulick 
Shelly Reed 
Tonda North 
Carla Gaier 
Kathy Wank 
Maria Santarelli 
Angela Falter 
Heidi Mellon 
Meredith Reese 
Dave Ritzmann 
Jeanna Scherger 
Congratulations 
UAO AOOattlATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST 
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST 
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST 
USD ELECTIONS 
Pennons available NOW for 
AHerge reprassnlatrvee 
Preeldent-vice-president 
At 405 Student Services 
DeerJsne Apr! 3rd 
WIN A FREE "STAND BY ME" ALBUM AT 
CAMPUS FaJAS MOVIEI DRAWING HELD AT 
EACH MIDNIGHT SHOW ON FRIDAY 1 
SATURDAY! 
WIN A FREE "STAND BY ME" ALBUM AT THE 
CAMPUS FILMS MOVIEI DRAWING HELD AT 
EACH MIDNIGHT SHOW ON FRIDAY S 
SATURDAY' 
WORRYING ABOUT FINDING A SUMMER 
APARTMENT OR F»VDtNG A SUMMER JOB? 
BE A SUMMER RESIDENT ADVISOR1 AP- 
PLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 425 STUDENT 
SERVICES APPUCAITONS DUE FRI APRIL 
3RD 
"Deegs" 
Are you reedy lor tonight? 
We're gonna knock them dead 
Regina 
WANTED 
1 or 2 female roommates to share apt. lor 2nd 
live week summer session Cheep rent, close 
to campus, furnished with AC Can 354-5108 
1 or 2 norvamoklng females to snare large 2 
bedroom apt for Fat 1987 and Spring 1988 
Can 354-7803 
1 or 2 persona to subleess apt lor summer. 
Close to campus, furrashed Al unities Includ- 
ed 353-7503. Evea 
1-2 Christian grta to share 4 person apt lor 
87-88. 2 blocks from campus very reasonable 
rent Cel Sara or Barb 353-7909 
2-3 girts to subaeio parity furniahed house on 
Wooaler (summer) Reasonable Rent Sue-Mary 
352-4420 
Desperately Needed One female roommate to 
share apt with three others Please contact 
soon Tonya or Keese at 372-1121 or Heather 
at 353-2059 
Going to MCO or BGSU mis summer? Female 
grad student la looking lor a female non- 
smoking roommate to share an apt In Per- 
rysburg or Maumee areaa 382-4113 or 
372-8149 
GRADUATE STUDENT8I 
OSS la looking lor a lew good people lor leader- 
ship si next year's Senate Election lor PRESI- 
DENT. VICE PRESIDENT, SECRETARY. AND 
TREASURER will lake place April 24 
Norrknetrig petitions lor candidates are Due In 
the OSS office by 5 pm April 10 
HELPI NEED TWO ROOMMATES TO SUIV 
LEASE APT. FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO CAM- 
PUS. AIR CONDITIONED, CHEAP, NICE. 
PLEASE CALL 354-4807 AND ASK FOR 
BECKY OR LORIE 
Looking for a dependable lemsie roommate lo 
co sign apt lease tor summer and next year 
Cel coeeel everange   1-419-888-5067 
Mare roommate needed lor SUMMER 1987 
Apartment a nicety furnished, air conditioned. 
and cfoae to campus Rent kt S100 a month 
Contact Doug at 364-8502 
Needed Servloaa of an uppercleaa ardifrec" 
tural design-construction major tor the* 
technical skis In drawing Fee negotleNe Cel 
352-0851. 
Non-smoking female to share 2 bdrm apt. (own 
room) for summer lei & spring of 87-88 Cal 
Anne 352-2895 
ROOMMATED NEEDED FOR SUMMER 
Non smoking female   huge, cheap apartment. 
Please cat In evening. 352-1230 
WANTED 2 femetoa to I utilises for summer 
Own rooms, great, new furntahed apartments 
CM 353-1408  
WANTED 2 men apt. tor fat subleeae or wetng 
lo room with other for one earns*** Cat 
352-4474 ask for Dave. 
WANTED ONE FEMALE TO SUBLEASE ONE 
BEDROOM APT FOR SUMMER; $500. 
WHICH INCLUDES UTILITIES CENTRAL 
LOCATION CALL 354-2810 
HELP WANTED 
BG NEWS ADVERTISING SALES REPS 
tor positions Summer 1987 and 
1987-88 academic year Gain valuable 
setae experience working at one of the 
highest paid fobs on campus Al majors 
may apply Musi have car. Applications 
aiatatlls: 214 Weat Hat 
E RESUMES 
kinko's 
113 Railroad 
354-3977 
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
POSfTONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer 
Camp in Pooono Mta . PA Contact Cayuga. 
P.O. Box 234BG, Keneworth. NJ 07033 
(2011-276-0108 
Attention Cotege Students 
Summer lobe In your hometowni' Obtain 
valuable work experience! Earn $2,000 rran. 
whte gaining on the fob experience' Only am- 
bitious and energetic people should apply, in 
tomews at 1 00. 2:00. 3.00, 8 4 00 p m in 
Fort Rm . Student Union Thursday * Friday Apr! 
2nd 1 3rd 
Attention students Now taking applications lor 
tun loving, out-going energetic a honest peo- 
ple Al positions available at the Toledo Itgh- 
energy mghtdub 8 fundrmkery Apply at Henry 
J'a In person at Glenbyrne Shopping Center dai- 
ry after 7 pm except Tuesdays. 
Attractive Male 8 Female Coatume Delivery 
People needed tor The Besoonmen Must have 
own car. Musi be outgoing May through Aug 
352-8081. 
Cotege student to babysit pt time m exchange 
lor 1 bdrm apt Cat 352-9815 
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON 
NANNY? 
Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys 
apendeig time with children? Lrve in lovely, 
suburban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent 
salaries benefits, your own tiring quarters and 
knitted working hours Your round-trip transpor- 
tation is provided One year commitment 
necessary Cat or write Mrs Fisch. ChKdcare 
Placemen! Service, Inc (CCPS). 149 
Buckmmeter Rd . Brooklne. MA 02146 (617) 
586-6294 
Dover Lake Perk, under new ownership, la loo*- 
ng lor tun people to staff their water theme park 
fntt summer Fut a pt lime positions liissstlla 
Includes tteguerde security, perking atten- 
dants, grounds, courtesy staff, food service 
memtenence etc. We're located In Clevelend 
near the Coeseum For more Info, a appscstJon 
write PO Box 192, NorttiflekJ OH 44067 or 
cal (216) 548-2444. 
Food OporaUone Fan 'IT 
Pick up appsosflorie In the Student Services 
Forum Mon  Apni i3-i 00-5 00 pm; Tuts 
Apr. M.8sm I 2 noon Competed epr*cstionB 
must be returned to the appropriate dining hat 
o> snack bar by Fit Apr  17. 
Hotp Wanted Energetic, tun loving people tor 
bartender a floor walker positions) at Buttons 
Nightclub Apply alter 8:00pm 
Kmney Shoes la now accepting resumes al the 
darnel office PO Box 167756, Oregon, OH 
43818-7766 or apply In person at Kmney 
Shoes. Southwyck Mat for fut or psrt-nme posi- 
tions for our new Woodland Mat. located In 
Bowing Green 
Uve In cxjnxjarerjn for etderty womsyv-Berjsinlng 
May 15 Private quarters. 1 b* trom man cam 
pus. Ideal situation for female majoring in care 
for the aged Cat 353-9753  
Part time position St termie club lor either pro 
ship or reservation desk Some tennis 
background helpful Pleasant personalty Send 
resume to Shadow Vsssy Tennis Club, co pro 
shop, 1161 S Hotand-Syfvania Rd Maumee. 
OH 43537 
Put In Bay summer jobs Ice cream parlor Inter- 
view April I 20th Sally Slevent 
419-766-4860 
SALES: Party favor ram seeking on-cempus 
representative lor seiee lo Greek houses during 
1987-88 school year Excetent commission 
and flexfole hours. To reserve an Interview with 
our national recruiter cat by April 3, 1987; at 
1-800-331-3891 and ask for "A Touch of 
Glass' 
Staying for Summer School? We're tooting' 
for enthusiastic Individuals to be Summer 
R.A.'s. Application, are available In 42S Stu- 
dent Service.. Application, due Frl   April 3rd 
Summer employment at one ol Ohio's hottest 
resort areas The newly restored Island House 
Hotel, the Catawba island Club a Greenhouse 
Restaurant aro looking lor wall staff, bar staff a 
kitchen personnel Above average earnings in 
the beautiful aland arsa of North Coasl Ohio 
Please cat or write Pete Satrnonson, Food a 
Beverage Director. Island House PO Box 767. 
Port Ctnton. OH 43452   1-800-233-7307 
Thinking ol traveling seeing another part ol the 
country? Au* Pairs Untmlted needs Mother's 
helpers Earn salary plus tree room and board 
with ramies In Metro NYC Area Immediate 
placement, no lees, cat 201-870-7611 
FOR SALE 
PRO-DEK SIGN INC. 
RENTALS I DAY, 
I MONTH, 3 MONTHS 
CALL (419) 335-0682 
OR WTi BUILD ANY TYPE SIGN 
DEALER WANTED 
1977 Monte Carlo New Wet .exhaust, brakes 
$500 or best offer Cat 352-8317 
1983 Ford Escort two door hatchback Air con 
dmoning. AM-FM stereo, new Urtroyaa 
45.000 mess, excetent condition wet man- 
tamed. $3,500 Cat 353-1601 
20 | 30 Gel fish aouanum with power filters 
stand | other accessories- $85 Sharp 
PA-1000H IntalUwriter (typewriter) with 
memory | tut ana display, brand new $ 1 50 Cat 
352-8216 
Can you buy Jeeps. Cera. 4 X 4's Seized in 
drug raids for under $ 100? Cal lor tacts today 
802-837-3401. Ext. 299 
Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4'a Seized In 
drug rads lor under $ 100 00? Cat lor lects to- 
day 802-837-3401  Ext  299 
FOR SALE 
Racing BsXe-TREK 560 Pro SIS 
Perfect Trlathalon or Sport bate 
Many Extras. Brand New 354-2700 
FOR SALE 
Racing. Trathston. Touring Bike 
Performance S trade by Bianchi 
Many Extras. Ex Cond. 354-2700 
FOR SALE: PC ►. one yesr cad Greet lor 
papers in at ctodptnes Al manuals and DOS 
Cat 3521681 or 372-8143. 
Four Chuck Menglone tickets lor Apr! 11th. 
3rd end 4th row Mezzanine, price negotiable 
phone 372-5436 
OBNOXIOUS AC BV   flRTPRtte 
cMTiFF.'vep!... 
VOU SofSSEI) IT.. 
..flSYou CHN see, 
•roo/Yf is 
HUD**:! 
Loft lor sale   In excetent condition. $160 or 
bast offer Contact Jean or Tina at 372-5913 
Pioneer stereo for sale 
sanest new $260 
Cat 372-3591 
Tan bucket east covers • $76. 
Buy one Skier go* weekend to Boyne Mt Mich 
SX   2   -   $400   value   1250    Sherwood   car 
slereo-$150 Negotiable Dave 372-5866 
FOR RENT 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
800 3rd Street 
Futy furnished 2 bdrm apts for 
1987-88. Free heat t a* cond 
Reasonable rates  1 a 2 bdrm units 
evsleble for summer 1987 FREE AIR 
CCrlfXTIONING CALL 352-4966 
RENT   YOUR   SUMMER   APARTMENTS 
NOW! 
Special Rates Amiable 
en Newfove Rentals 
J52-M20 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Assortment of ma ny apts 
a duplexes for summer 1 
fall rentals CALL NOW 
for choice apts 364-22*0 
Office located at 119 E. Wooaler 
1 8 2 bedroom furniahed apts lor summer a 
1987-88 school year S a V Rentals. 
362-7464. 
2 bdrm  utl  pd  Oust  $325 • month  Aval 
May. Ptl 354-0535. evenings 
2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED APT. LOW 
ELECTRIC BILLS, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. 
DISHWASHER FtVE MWUTE WALK TO CAM- 
PUS 9 OR. 12 MONTH LEASE AVAILABLE 
CALL 354-0625 OR 354-3533 
2 spaces available In house this summer 
(female) On Wooaler across from Rodgers 
Many extras a low rent Cat Immediately 
353-0010. 
422 N. Prospect. 4 bdrm house, $500 Sum- 
mer. $2,350 Fat Ssm . $2,350 Winter Sem 
Cat 782-5451 
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTING lor 
school year 87-88 Furnished or unfurnished 2 
bedroom apartments 9 or 12 month lessee 
svssable Rent a $530 a month for 9 month or 
$475 month for 12 month Summer rent a 
$500 per apartment Cat Tan at 352-7182 or 
354-1035 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 
Next lo Aspen Wine Rastsurant 
2 bdrm.--turn a untum 
Cat Tom 352-4873 days 
352-1800 eves 
FOR RENT  1 bedroom apt . 5 bedroom house 
lor Summer Term   1 -267-3341 
Furnished Efficiency 
Complete with color T V , Cable and HBO Al 
utaltes pad Ideal for upporclassmen or 
gradualee Semester leases BG's finest 
apartment value $320 per month Phone 
354-3182 or 352-1620 
Steve Smith Apt Rentals 9 8 12 month leases 
aval 1987 88 school yea 352 8917 262 
1-2 Troup-2 bdrm duplex. $310 8 utl 530 
Marrvas-3 bdrm has $310 8 utl 805 Fifth St 
Apt. A 4 bdrm tn-plex $450 8 uM 
Subleeae apt lor summer One bdrm Furnish- 
ed, at cond. very dose to campus. Cat 
352-9620 after 5 30 pm 
Summer Rentals 
3 month lessee 
Apartments starting at $180 per mo 
Ph 352-7365 
Two bedroom, furnished spartmenta lor tha 
87-88 school year 352-2663 
CO-OP CORNER 
Genera) Info Sett Ions concerning summer 
employment through the Co-op Office we* be 
held on wed Aprs 1 at 2:30. Mon Apr! 6 st 
3.30; and Thurs Apr! 9 st 9:30 AM Select 
one of the above and report to Rm. 238. Admin 
Btdg 
Summer Jobs 
$2,400 PLUS 
PER MONTH 
National corporation has summer 
openings for undergraduates in North- 
ern Indiana and Northwestern Ohio. 
All subject majors considered. Earn- 
ings to $6,000 plus scholarships. Cas- 
ual attire. 
Interviews: Mon., April 6 
Student Services Bldg. 
Conference Room 360 
Interviews Hourly 10:00 - 4:00 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Roommate Of The 
Is your roommate 
the best In the world? 
Let him or her knowl 
Simply write an essay 
detailing their good points. 
Forms are available In the UAO office. 
3rd floor. University Union. 
Forms are available NOW and need to be 
relumed by Apr* $ at S.OO pjn. 
•CO 
The winning essay will receive a Q 
plaque, a dinner In downtown ^ 
Bowling   Green.   Campus   Films Q 
movie passes and a free album Q 
from Finder's Records. ^ 
1
 ttttttt sttstttttttete^ 
ovnt^ 
Friday, ftprll 3,1987 
Takin' what they're given 'cause they're working for a livin' 
1 ».<• 
^'♦.v^ ,N1 i-"5I 
olrTO*  T«*"-1?,£•«*» f.-'  * 
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Rocker removal p.4 Toilet tallying p.6 Roach patrol p.9 
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Campus   Comments 
fndou intervicujs by Deneta Jones 
What is the strangest job you've ever had? 
Friday photos by Mkhele Thomewell 
Frank Pugh, senior procurement 
major from Pittsburgh, "/ cleaned 
pkUe tanks for the Heinz company. It 
was strange because I hod to wear 
this big uelow raincoat." 
Don Hughes, Junior computer sci- 
ence major from Westloke, "I sold 
vacuum deoners. k was strange be- 
cause I never pictured musef doing 
flndrvo Smith, marketing education 
major From Cleveland. "/ worked at a 
nursing home. I was In high school, so It 
was prettu strange not working with 
onuone muoge." 
Rick Tooled, freshman pre-tow ma- 
jor from Pittsburgh. "Setng encvdope- 
dtos It was strange going from door 
to door meeting people." 
Temp jobs not always temporary 
by Jenny Hudson 
I riday reporter 
Starting a new job can really be a 
pain sometimes. Stomachs begin to 
hurt, nerves start to fray and people 
tend to worry about fitting In and 
pleasing the boss. 
For some, this tension Is an every- 
day thing because for them, working 
two or three new jobs a week Is not 
uncommon. These Maalox-guzzlers 
tend to be the unsung heroes In 
today's business world. 
They are the temporaries, people 
who fill In for absent workers and are 
still expected to keep offices running 
smoothly despite absent-minded 
bosses, tickle machinery and co- 
workers who equate temps with pond 
scum. 
"I guess I'm lucky," says Betsy Lee, a 
current New York City resident who 
has worked temporary jobs off and on 
for three years while attending grad- 
uate school. "I've never really had a 
terrible assignment, but I've heard 
some horror stories that would curl 
your hair." 
These horror stories often deal with 
being sent to the wrong building, 
having a boss that Is either a lecher- 
ous creep or Ghengls Kahn In a three- 
piece suit or having co-workers treat 
them like absolute dirt. 
"The only time I had a really bad 
assignment was when I was sent to a 
large advertising firm," said Carol 
(not her real name), a University senior 
who has "temped" for five years. 
"The bos*' secretary really didn't 
feel like dealing with me since I was a 
temp so she snubbed me or acted 
Incredibly rude. As a temp, you've got 
to ask questions left and right be- 
cause usually you're only around for 
a short time. This lady would lust stare 
at me like I was an Imbecile when I 
asked a question, or else tell me to my 
Catherine Card, a University grad- 
uate student, worked for Richmond 
Temporaries and earned between $5 
and $6 an hour for a secretarial 
assignment. Carol, who worked on a 
long-term assignment for General 
Electric, earned $5.50 an hour. Rates 
for Lee, who works In New York doing 
word processing, have gone from $8 
an hour to the $13 an hour she cur- 
rently makes. 
Along with the fact that the money 
Isn't bod, temporary workers some- 
times  have  long-term  assignments 
"I've never really had a terrible assignment, but IWo 
hoard some honor stories that would curl your hair" 
-letsyLee 
face that she really didn't have time 
to answer me," she said. "II the office 
staff Is helpful, though, your assign- 
ment can be a dream." 
Agencies that assign temporary 
office help are plentiful In larger 
cities, and even mid-sized towns have 
their lair share. Toledo boasts Kelly 
Girls, Richmond Temporaries and oth- 
ers. Wages earned depend on the 
Job, such as whether a computer Is 
being run. whether the Job Is strictly 
clerical or even II it's light Industrial 
work. 
which enable them to get comfort- 
able working within a company and 
often lead to permanent employ- 
ment. 
Lee has been working nine months 
lor Honeywell In Manhattan. She has 
been offered a permanent position 
that would Include a salary Increase 
and benefits. Carol has also been 
ottered many permanent positions, 
with Hones Hosiery, ArtCarved Jew- 
elry and the Dreyfuss Corporation, 
but she, like Lee, has had to turn them 
down. 
"It's one ot the biggest drawbacks 
to my doing temp work," said Carol. 
"I've been offered many great Jobs, 
but since I usually work during breaks 
from school, I've had to turn them 
down to stay In school. It's Just so hard 
to say 'no' to a fob thai would get me 
$20,000 a year at age 20." 
Another helpful aspect of temping 
Is the diversified Jobs and companies 
one Is assigned to. 
"Temping has realty shown me 
what it's like to work tor so many 
different corporations," said Carol. 
"I've worked for stockbrokers, movie 
companies, TV companies, Jewelry 
dealers, florists, book publishers, plus 
a great many other people. Getting a 
small glimpse Into what lite Is like 
Inside these businesses has helped 
me decide what businesses I like and 
which ones I'd like to avoid." 
Another Important aspect to temp- 
ing Is that II an employer Is truly 
disliked, the temporary can leave 
that position for another one, Lee 
said. 
"It's really terrific." she said. "Every- 
one's fantasy of being able to tell your 
boss to go hang can be fulfilled. You 
may not want to say It exactly like 
that, but you also don't have a Job- 
security complex about leaving It you 
realty can't stand where you are 
working. You can always get another 
assignment and get another Job." 
I. 
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Musicals slated for July opening 
by Keith Cornelius 
Friday reporter 
Shows have been chosen, directors 
have been selected and production 
dates have been set, but the shows 
have not been cast. Preparations for 
two summer musicals at the University 
are currently under way. 
Productions of Oliver and Grease 
will highlight the 1987 season of the 
Bowling Green Summer Musical The- 
ater program at the University, said 
James Brown, producer and musical 
director for the program. 
Oliver will be presented July 10.11, 
13 and 14. Grease will follow on July 
30,31 and August 1. Both shows will be 
revived In the fall when the school 
year begins. 
This summer marks the eighth year 
lor the program, which began when 
construction on Kobocker Hall was 
completed In 1980. Since the hall was 
virtually empty during the summer, 
the College of Musical Arts decided 
to produce a musical under the 
guidance of the opera department. 
Since the first show, The Music Man, 
all productions have been open to 
members of the community and Uni- 
versity students alike. James Brown, 
choral music director at Bowling 
Green High School, first became In- 
volved when he was called to help 
out with the second show, Carousel. 
He has had an active part In the 
program ever since. 
In 1982, the group decided to re- 
vive Hs summer production of Brlgo- 
doon In the fall when classes had 
resumed. "I remember the day before 
the first show In the tall; the box office 
had only sold 150 tickets and I really 
felt mat (the fall revival) was a wrong 
move," Brown said. "But then the 
phone didn't stop ringing and we had 
Columbus, has designed all of the 
sets tor the program. 
Successful runs of Oklahoma and 
fiddler on the flooded to the addition 
of a second show In 1985. That year, 
The Sound ot Music was presented In 
Kobocker Hall while Joseph and the 
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoal was 
staged In Bryan Recital Hall, right next 
door. Both shows were revived In the 
fall. 
Joseph and me Amazing Technlco- 
'•We had tome Incredible applicants for Htm position, 
Including ono ot the chief choreographers tor the Royal 
Ballot In London'' — Jamos Brown 
a very successful run." 
The University Theater department 
joined In sponsorship of the program 
In 1982 when they began providing a 
director for the shows. This year profes- 
sor Allen White will direct the produc- 
tion of Oliver. 
In 1983, a decision was made to 
upgrade the program by hiring a 
professional scenic designer. Since 
that time, Rob Johnson, scenic de- 
signer at the Jewish Center Theater of 
tor Dreamcoal and Godspell, which 
was produced In 1986. both toured to 
Hoover Auditorium In Lakeside, Ohio, 
for one performance. 
With the addition of the second 
show, an additional director was 
needed. The organization decided to 
conduct a nationwide search tor an- 
other director. 
"We had some incredible appli- 
cants for the position, Including one 
of the chief choreographers for the 
Royal BaHet in London." Brown said. 
After reviewing the applications. Ray 
Miller, a director from New York, was 
hired as the other director. He will 
return for his third season when he 
directs Grease this summer. 
The Bowling Green Summer Musical 
Theater program Is unusual In the fact 
that sponsorship Is entirely local. 
"Even the Ohio Arts Council is 
amazed that we are able to not only 
carry this off, but to carry money over 
(to the following season) based com 
ptetely on ticket sales." Brown said. 
Although the program has been 
self-sustaining. Brown said thai they 
are looking at possible grants to aid 
In future expansion. The group Is also 
considering adding a marketing 
campaign to reach audiences In the 
Toledo area. 
Technicians are still needed for the 
summer season. Some positions are 
paid. Interested persons should con- 
tact Keith Hofocker at 372-2954. 
Auditions for both Oliver and 
Grease will be held on Sunday. May 
3. beginning at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.. 
respectively. A second audition has 
been scheduled for Sunday, May 17 
at 2 p.m. for the boys' parts In Oliver. 
Audltloners should prepare one song 
and be ready to read from a script 
and dance a routine that will be 
taught at the auditions. 
DES.NQ.El 
Come in and Try Our 
EXCITING NEW MENU 
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Peny Chair says farewell to fans 
by Kelly Row 
Friday stall reporter 
Add Perry Chair to the Hit ot adver- 
tising gimmicks that have made their 
way to the big drawing board In the 
sky. 
Bob Kelly has made his last com- 
mercial as Perry Chair lor Perry House 
urnirure  on   North   Dixie   Highway. 
uesday evening a commercial fea- 
turing Perry Chair appeared on tele- 
Ision as a (ond (arewell to his public. 
According to Chuck Allen, creator 
of the Perry Chair concept, con- 
cerned citizens In the Bowling Green 
area began calling Perry House Furni- 
ture and letting the owners of the store 
know what they thought about the 
announcement of Perry Chair's de- 
mise. 
Although the reaction to the chair's 
fate was mixed, Allen was pleased 
with the large numbers ol callers 
expressing an opinion. Allen ex- 
plained that the store ran commer- 
cials lor a month encouraging 
people to vote whether Perry House 
Howard's club H 
•TONIGHT- 
Loved by Mrs. Athortag 
Wat Stonhip?? 
He, H't 
Loved By Millions 
btni starts at 9:30 
Howard's is a designated driver participant 
210 N. Main No Cover 
should keep Kelly In the rocker or 
depict him In future commercials off 
his rocker. 
Pat Limes, owner ol the store, said, 
"We had a lot of feedback from 
customers that the Image no longer III 
the store." 
The store was recently expanded 
and Limes wanted to portray a more 
sophisticated Image to the public. 
She decided an advertising cam- 
paign with Kelly In a suit Instead ot 
dressed up as a plaid chair would 
better fit the new Image of the store. 
Allen said the customers voted to 
trash the chair, or at least to ship It to 
Goodwill. 
Allen created Perry Chair In 1976 In 
conjunction with the advertising 
agency Ad Ideas, located In Percys- 
burg. He said he wanted to create a 
different way to sell furniture for the 
store. 
Kelly's costume began as a regular 
rocking chair which was sold at the 
store. Allen explained that the rockers 
were removed and a hole was cut In 
the bottom to make room for Kelly. The 
company also hod a suit tailored for 
Kelly that matched the labrlc of the 
chair. 
Allen said the Perry Chair cam- 
paign has been very successful. Few 
days passed when at least one per- 
son did not enter the store and ask for 
Perry Chair, he said. 
Allen believes the crazlness ol the 
commercials has made people more 
aware ol the store and has had some- 
thing to do with Its recent expansion. 
Kelly has a history of dressing up In 
costumes and appearing on tele- 
vision. He said In the late 1960s he 
appeared on channel 24 In Toledo as 
Applications are being accepted 
for 
Summer 1987 BG News editor 
Fall 1987 BG News editor 
1987-88 Gavel editor 
1988 KEY editor 
1987-88 Miscellany editor 
1987-88 Obsidian editor 
Application forms may be obtained at 
The BG News office, 214 West Hall. 
Applications due 5 p.m. Thursday April 16. 
— dHtHMU 
Sklppy the Scarecrow. 
Currently he Is a disc Jockey for 
WCWA radio station In Toledo. Al- 
though he Is not teen by his audi- 
ence, he said some listeners have 
figured out who his alter ego Is. 
During the campaign to decide 
whether Perry Chair should stay or go, 
he said he was frequently called and 
asked what the future of the rocker 
would be. This could be compared to 
the who-shot-J.R. syndrome. 
Kelly said that wearing the costume 
to shoot the commercials can be 
uncomfortable because the outfit 
makes It difficult to sit down and since 
It Is a real chair. It becomes heavy 
during the hourlong shoots. 
Last spring. Perry House Furniture 
broadcast live on channel 24 the 
grand opening of their expanded 
store. In these commercials, Perry 
Chair spruced up his upholstery and 
wore a tuxedo. 
The concept ol Perry Chair has 
brought notoriety to Kelly, who said 
he Is often asked to say "HI, Perry 
Chair here" when he Is seen In public. 
Kelly said he does not mind being 
recognized In public but "It always 
seems that people will spot me when I 
haven't shaved and parents will want 
me to talk to their kids, or I'll be 
recognized when I am already late 
for an Important meeting." 
He added that once In a while 
someone will come up to him and tell 
him that "Perry Chair Is the most 
stupid thing they've seen." 
Kelly has already filmed some spots 
for Perry House Furniture where he has 
gotten out ol his chair and appears 
"in a nice blue suit." He added that If 
people believe In Perry Chair, they 
should contact the store and express 
their opinion. 
Allen gave some hope to Perry's 
tans He said "While Perry may be 
gone temporarily, this may not be the 
end ol him." 
Kelly said he will go along with 
whatever concept the management 
ol the store decides on. As lor Perry 
Chair's personal Hie, he said, "I hope 
to settle down, meet a sofa and have 
three little stools." 
Week's top video rentals 
1."Top Gun" (Paramount) 
2."Allens" (CBWox) 
3."Ruthless People" (Touchstone) 
4. "Back to School" (HBO-Cannon) 
5 "Running Scared" (MGM-UA) 
6,"The Karate Kid, Part 2" (RCA-Co- 
lumbta) 
7."About Last Night" (RCA-Colum- 
bla) 
8. "Stand By Me" (RCA-Columbla) 
9."Heartbum" (Paramount) 
10."Blg Trouble In LltHe China" (CBS- 
Fox) 
Copyright 1987. Billboard Publica- 
tions. Inc. Reprinted with permission. 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
»Mm«sMU>s<«aHsfclti».i l,«.*iJ 
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Travel agent shows the way 
by Deanna Griffith 
Friday staff reporter 
Flight 107 to Barbados boards at 
gate 6 at 3 p.m. on the 11th. 
Yes, Mr. Jones. Your reservations at 
the St. Louis Hilton have been con- 
firmed tor the week ol the 28th. 
I have your travel Itinerary right 
here, Mrs. Smith. You're touring three 
countries In the Orient, five European 
countries, and are returning home 
around Africa via the cruise ship 
"Wild Swan." 
The above soliloquy Is a normal, 
everyday conversation that Lou Ann 
Kohrlng may have with one or more of 
her clients. 
Kohrlng has been a travel agent 
with the Bowling Green AAA, 414 E. 
Wooster St., tor approximately one 
year. She became Interested In the 
travel Industry "from traveling a lot 
when I was younger. I saw a lot of new 
and different things." 
For her training, Kohrlng chose the 
Toledo Travel School. The four-month 
program Included eight weeks of 
theory, bookwork, technicalities of 
business aspects, lormats travel 
agents use, and resource materials. 
The second part ol Kohrlng's train- 
ing Involved eight weeks of hands-on 
training on the United Airlines Apollo 
system. The system provides a direct 
link to United as well as access to 
other airlines. 
Kohrlng described her job as "chal- 
lenging, Interesting and frustrating 
when I can't get what the customer 
wants. I try to meet their needs." She 
added, "It's rewarding when I save a 
customer money; then you know 
you've done your Job well." 
Knowing the where, when, why and 
how of planning vacations and trips 
"Is easier If people know approxi- 
mately what they want." Kohrlng also 
added, "It's frustrating when they 
have no Idea of where to go, then you 
delve Into the where and when." 
Through her job, Kohrlng has trav- 
eled to Anaheim, Cailt., on what Is 
called a "familiarization trip" by the 
travel Industry. The trip was sponsored 
by the Anaheim Business and Visitors 
Bureau and was open only to travel 
Industry personnel. 
Kohrlng commented that "a famil- 
iarization trip Is discounted, but not 
free. They are only offered when an 
area decides to promote Itself." 
Kohrlng added, "Travel agents 
don't travel for free. It you get offered 
a trip, It's because you've earned It." 
Kohrlng said there has been an 
"Increase In European travel In the 
last six months, as well as a greater 
number of people going to the Carib- 
bean." 
She added that "the busiest time at 
the agency Is right before spring 
break and around Christmas. It gets 
really hectic around those times." 
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Flushing out toilet deflects an art 
by Dave Buehler 
Friday reporter 
Many of the financially desperate 
harbor favorite martyr stories of bi- 
zarre, ludicrous or downright miser- 
able jobs they took in order to scrape 
enough money together to make It 
through the next Ramen-Noodle 
binge during the school year. 
One University student has etched 
her name In a porcelain Hall of Fame 
honoring those who have held the 
genuine "odd |ob." Her "John" Henry 
was earned at American Standard, 
maker of fine toilets. 
Kelly lannantuono, junior procure- 
ment materials management major, 
worked at the American Standard 
plant In Tiffin, Ohio, last summer as a 
recorder of defects. 
lannantuono said her job as re- 
corder consisted of logging what was 
wrong with each toilet, during which 
shift It was made, the Identification 
number of the person who cast It, as 
well as that of the person who In- 
spected it when It came off the assem- 
bly line. 
Thus, If a lot of toilets had defects In 
the same spot, the setting of a mold 
might be off and could be traced to 
the person who cast the flawed com- 
modes. The mold could then be ad- 
justed. She said the most frequent 
defect wos known as a "clay crack," 
a crack In the finish of the product. 
"Some defects were more impor- 
Inspector. lannantuono moves In, 
does her notebook thing — Oops! 
One crapper Is beyond repair. A 
nearby worker cuts in, helps lannantu- 
ono take It off the rack. Oolnk — It's on 
the floor. 
Next, the power-truck driver passes 
the salvageable toilets off to the re- 
pair crew. Meanwhile. American 
Standard team members cut back 
"Some detects were more Important than others, so I 
would pick the most Important one and write that on the 
front of the toilet" — Kelly lannantuono 
tant than others, so I would pick the 
most Important one and write that on 
the front of the toilet," lannantuono 
said. 
The basic game plan of toilet In- 
spection Is as follows: 
First, a co-worker sallies forth with a 
power truck laden with a rack of 24 
toilets, each toilet bearing at least 
one defect previously marked by an 
and toke the bad toilet to "dump 
court" and smash It to bits. The play Is 
complete. 
lannantuono said very few toilets 
suffer the awful fate of being "taken 
away" to the formidable "dump 
court" (that dreaded Island of Misfit 
Toilets where Rudolph the Red-Nosed 
Reindeer would not even chance a 
visit). The commodes needing to be 
repaired or destroyed represent a 
small percentage of all toilets made 
by American Standard, she said. 
Though the job may sound simple 
enough, lannantuono said she first 
had to train for five weeks. 
There were more than a dozen 
different models of toilets. Each model 
number had to be learned, and each 
part of the toilet had a different num- 
ber which also had to be memorized, 
she added. 
In addition, she hod to deal with a 
virtual smorgasbord of other powder 
room apparatus ranging from sinks to 
urinals. 
Days were usually busy, but some- 
times she had to do odd jobs to till the 
hours, she said. One morning she 
might arrive at work to a sea of toilets 
staring one-eyed at her; the next day 
she might have to sweep the floor. 
The |ob was not that bad because 
"I liked the people I worked with," 
lannantuono sold. However, It was hot 
where she worked and even hotter In 
other parts of the factory. 
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The tech crew lakes down the elaborate set of "Marriage of Figaro. 
Literally behind the scenes, Keith Hofacker's job is part magician, part technician and all 
miracle-maker with a lot of hard work. 
"You go into a theater and see all this magical stuff. It didn't happen overnight," Hofacker said. 
Though hii actual title is technical director, Hofacker creates the background for all stage 
productions in Kobacker Hall. 
All sets begin with the set designer. "A grand plan and renderings, that's what he must provide 
and from this comes the set," Hofacker said. Then Hofacker and a crew bring the stage sets to life. 
To bring the designs to the spotlight, Hofacker also works with various professionals such as 
master carpenter, Dana White. 'The master carpenter turns them into reality," White said. 
Hofacker must devise ways of creating the designer's vision. Sometimes this means taking a 
bicycle tire and turning it into a windmill or making a chandelier out of copper tubing. Beams may 
be paper towels on planks, painted canvas becomes walls. 
"It's done in a shop for two or three months," Hofacker said. The designer mixes all the paint, 
oversees and supervises. "He starts the job and shows the technique he wants," Hofacker said. 
Later there will be technical end lighting rehearsals 
and lots of late nights. Coming in at 7:30 a.m. and 
leaving in the wee hours of morning is not uncommon, 
Hofacker said. 
This job is made even more difficult by the fact that 
Kobacker Hall is used for many different perfor- 
mances during the same time period. Sets must be 
built so they can be moved. 
'There is a way of assembling it so that it's 
shiftable," Hofacker said. The hall stage must con- 
stantly be returned to its orginal purpose, musical 
recitals. "We're always moving the acoustical shell 
around," Hofacker said. 
Once the creative labor is over and the production 
complete, the crew goes to work again. Striking the 
set — dismantling and removing it — is just as diffi- 
cult. 
"In this profession, when someone calls a strike, the 
work triples," Hofacker said. 
A somewhat dangerous job, this task calls for a 
variety of skills and talents. Jim Mabry, a crew 
member, said, "It's not like flipping burgers, it takes 
some kinds of skills." Taking down 20-foot flats can be 
as tricky because of the numerous nails and scraps. 
High ladders, scaffolding and electrical circuitry all 
demand alert workers and teamwork. 
Even the smallest details, such as spike marks, floor 
markings to show the different set locations, must be 
painstakingly removed on hands and kneee. Screws 
are removed and reused until they won't turn, said 
Hofacker. Wooden structures change from set pieces 
»o reiw siat*#Ul fc* *e next production. 
Joel Yeasting Jr., Pre-med major, 
takes down the doors and removes the 
screws, recycling them for other pro- 
ductions. 
11
  Keith Hofacker, technical director supervise* as well as participates,. 
.woo.** .tsM ors A9£ ^ creation and dismantling of a set. 
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Games make light work 
of hosting fun parties 
by Kelly Vaughn 
Friday stall reporter 
Meeting people at a party can 
often be a challenge without the help 
ot mixers or party games, and orga- 
nizing a successful party can also be 
a great expense. However, with the 
use of few creative partlclptlon Ice 
breakers, party-goers can relax and 
meet people with a low cost to the 
host. 
The activities should begin with 
non-threatening games with little sell- 
disclosure, and gradually Increase 
the amount of disclosure as the group 
begins to feel more relaxed. 
To begin, as the guests arrive the 
host can pass out Index cards with the 
name of one member of a famous 
pair on If, and then let them find their 
match. When Laverne and Shirley or 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde meet up, they 
can Introduce each other to the 
group. 
After the group Is acquainted with 
one another, "Charades" could be 
played. Charades Involves acting out 
names of books, movies or television 
show titles, with guests trying to guess 
the titles In the shortest amount of 
time. 
As party-goers age, some become 
party animals. They begin by playing 
drinking games and progress by add- 
ing alcohol to everyday activities, 
such as watching television. 
An easy game to organize is 
"Thumper." Five or six people sit 
around a table and everyone 
chooses a sign, such as the peace 
sign, a tug on the ear or holding his 
nose. 
According to Charlie Sexstella, ju- 
nior marketing major. "The cruder the 
sign, the harder to do." 
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Without talking, participants begin 
thumping on the table. The leader 
then asks, "What's the name of the 
game?" The others answer. 
"Thumperl" Leader: "How do you 
play?" Response: "Slgnsl" The leader 
then does his sign and someone 
else's. That person must do his own 
sign and yet another person's. II a 
player takes too much time or messes 
up, he loses that round and must 
begin the next. 
Sexstella added. "People begin 
making up non-existing signs when 
they've been drinking or playing too 
long." 
Most students have heard of, If not 
played, "Quarters" by the time they 
graduate from the University. Once 
the shooting technique Is mastered, 
game variety lies In the ability to 
constantly create new and exciting 
rules when the third shot Is success- 
fully made. 
Some of the more original rules Rob 
Schenk, junior physical education 
major, invented Include dancing be- 
fore you take a drink, Imitating ani- 
mals, taking off a piece of clothing 
and making the person whose birth- 
day It is drink whenever anyone else 
has to. 
"I Never" Is a game played by 
people who want to learn deep dark 
secrets about others. Everyone partici- 
pating has a beverage In front of him 
and the leader begins by saying, "I 
never..." and what he never did. If 
any other participant has done the 
activity mentioned, he would drink, as 
would the leader if he had lied. 
For example, when Joe the basket- 
ball player says. "I never played 
basketball." he and all the ball play- 
ers would drink. The statements tend 
to get more personal as the game 
progresses. Charlie Sexstella 
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE. 
to develop your sales abilities in college with the 
potential of being one of the highest paid 
students on campus ... 
to prepare yourself for the post-graduate career 
hunt by showing your initiative now! 
Applications are now being accepted for BG News Advertising Sales 
positions for Summer 1987 and the 1987-88 academic year. 
Job descriptions and applications available at 214 West Hall. 
Application deadline: Friday, April 10   5 p.m. 
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Exterminator: li to kill; 
B.G. offers variety of bugs 
by Mlckoy Molnaf 
Friday reporter 
The exterminator, the pest's pest. 
Is Instrumental In the year-round 
control of numerous bugs that In- 
fest Bowling Green residences. In 
fact, the term exterminator Is sel- 
dom used because It Is often easier 
to control rather than completely 
eliminate pests. Therefore, the pro- 
fession Is referred to as pest control. 
A pest controller becomes li- 
censed by the State of Ohio after 
he passes one of several general 
core examinations In a particular 
field, such as pest control, verte- 
brate control or plant disease. The 
person Is then Issued a three-year 
license during which he Is required 
to attend state-approved seminars. 
Lack of participation can result In 
the license being declared In- 
valid. 
Once accredited, the pest con- 
troller devotes a great deal of his 
time performing termite Inspec- 
tions for realtors. In Bowling Green 
this Is done before the residence Is 
occupied, or on a monthly basis. 
Termites however are not the major 
problem In the area. 
The three most common pests In 
the Bowling Green area, accord- 
ing to Tom Cookson, a licensed 
applicator for Banfax Pest Control, 
are "naturalized" German cock- 
roaches, carpenter ants and fleas. 
"German    cockroaches    are 
usually found In apartments hang- 
Ingaround the kitchen and bath- 
room, while carpenter ants are 
located tunneling through moist 
wood," Cookson said. 
Strangely enough, Bowling 
Green seems to be a melting pot of 
cockroaches. American types are 
found In campus tunnels, Orientals 
In sewers and a "little Germany" 
has been established In apart- 
ments. The reason for the ethnic 
labeling Is unknown, yet the Ger- 
man name could be based on a 
Franz Kafka story. 
Carpenter ants, the biggest con- 
cern In Bowling Green, are most 
noticeable during the spring and 
summer seasons when they begin 
to swarm. However, It Is not the only 
time they are present. 
Cralg Davidson, manager of Ter- 
mlnlx International, said a lot of 
pests In homes and apartments are 
present year-round but may not be 
visible. "Termites work throughout 
the year, regardless of outside tem- 
peratures because the complexes 
are often warm during winter." 
The treatment of pests varies with 
each Individual problem. An exter- 
minator's arsenal Includes a wide 
array of pesticides and chemicals 
specifically designated for each 
pest. Cockroaches are controlla- 
ble buf difficult to eliminate while 
carpenter ants can be destroyed If 
the nest Is located. 
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by Betsy Smith 
Friday reporter 
Clean residence halls, spotless 
classrooms and neat offices can all 
be accredited to the custodial work- 
ers of the University. These employees 
work long hours to keep the atmo- 
sphere of learning and living a little 
more comfortable. 
While students en|oy a long holiday 
break, the custodial workers are busy 
preparing the buildings for another 
semester. 
Norma Rose, a custodial worker In 
Offenhauer East, has been working for 
the University for 22 years. She has 
worked In many different buildings 
but has been In Offenhauer since It 
opened In 1971. 
"During Christmas break we usually 
get Christmas Day and New Year's 
Day off — sometimes we get the day 
before Christmas off," said Rose. 
The bathrooms are completely 
scrubbed down from celling to floor, 
and other floors are waxed and pol- 
ished, Rose said. Staircases get spe- 
cial attention, as do student lounges. 
Spring break Is another time for 
busy cleaning, as Is summer. 
Summer Is a time for carpets to be 
cleaned and the tiny corners to be 
scrubbed. 
The staff concentrates on getting 
each building Into perfect shape for 
the new school year. Residence halls 
that are open are staffed as they 
usually are during the year. Some 
halls are used for camps and pre- 
reglstratlon and these are also fully 
staffed. 
Dorothy Brooks, a custodial worker 
In Founders, has been working for the 
University for 10 years. After two-and- 
a-half years at McDonald Quad, she 
has spent the remaining years at 
Founders. 
"Founders Isn't dirtier than McDon- 
ald, but It Is more destructive," Brooks 
said. She likes working In Founders 
better because of the staff. "I like the 
people better here, we all get along," 
Brooks said. 
Her responsibilities Include clean- 
ing the bathrooms, sweeping the 
halls, and emptying the trash. 
Brooks works 40 hours a week, with 
her workday beginning at 7:30 a.m. 
and ending at 4:00 p.m.. 
Don Ray is a custodial worker also 
In Founders. Ray's responsibilities are 
different than Brooks'. Because he Is a 
man he does more heavy mainte- 
nance. Changing lights, fixing sweep- 
ers, cleaning entrance-ways and 
filling In where he Is needed are some 
of Ray's lobs. 
Ray has been with the University for 
nine years. He began In Overman Hall 
and then moved to Founders. He has 
also worked In Harshman for a short 
while. "There are less problems In 
Founders," Ray said. According to 
Rose, what makes one hall better than 
another are the co-workers. "II you 
have good co-workers, the building Is 
good," said Rose. 
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Alcohol is a campus problem 
by Dave Buehler 
Friday reporter 
One in 10 students at the University 
suiters from alcoholism. 
This statistic comes under the as- 
sumption that alcoholism among Uni- 
versity students corresponds to the 
national average, according to Dr. 
Elizabeth Yarrls, coordinator of alco- 
hol programs at the Counseling and 
Career Development Center. 
The chance of becoming an alco- 
holic is greater for those persons who 
have an alcoholic In the family, she 
added. One person In four with such 
a background suffers from alcohol- 
Ism, Yarrls said. 
She said alcoholics are often less 
trusting of others since It was difficult 
for them to predict when a parent was 
going to be drunk and behave as 
such. 
In an effort to cope with the prob- 
lems of living with an alcoholic, peo- 
ple often assume roles, Yarrls said. The 
"caretaker" may care for the mother 
when the father Is an alcoholic, for 
Instance. Guilt can arise when the 
student leaves the mother by herself 
to go to college, she said. 
Yarrls said another role is that of the 
"family hero," who tries to make 
something of himself to redeem the 
family's reputation or for other rea- 
sons. Such a person usually goes to 
college and strives for perfection in 
classes, Yarrls said. 
These role-playing students have a 
harder time learning to build inde- 
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pendence from the family In the col- 
lege environment, she said. 
Students who are alcoholics them- 
selves face problems which Include 
missing classes because of hangov- 
ers, with a consequential drop In 
grade point average, and physical 
injuries sustained while Intoxicated, 
Yarrls said. Arguments also occur with 
roommates and friends when the al- 
coholic Is drunk. 
Romantic relationships suffer when 
the alcoholic does something to an- 
noy or offend the loved one but can- 
not remember doing It the next day, 
she added. 
"Alcoholism Is a disease that can 
be treated. A lot of people don'f 
realize that," Yarrls said. 
The only way an alcohol addict 
can be cured is to quit drinking for- 
ever, she said. The person Is, in effect, 
always recovering and can never 
again drink responsibly. 
"People are usually pretty ignorant 
about alcohol and alcoholism." Yar- 
rls said. Treatment involves education 
about alcoholism as well as group 
therapy with other alcoholics. 
Yarrls said a difficulty recovering 
alcoholic students face Is "returning 
to the social atmosphere that In- 
cludes so much drinking. They really 
have to work hard at finding new 
support systems — friends whose so- 
cial lives don't revolve around alco- 
hol." 
She added that beyond those who 
suffer from alcoholism, a much larger 
percentage of students seriously mis- 
use alcohol, often damaging resi- 
dence halls or committing other 
offenses while Intoxicated. 
Derek Dlckenson, director of stan- 
dards and procedures, said about 
half of some 500 cases he receives 
each year Involve disorderly conduct 
while under the Influence of alcohol. 
Students can be advised about 
alcohol abuse at the Counseling and 
Career Development Center, though 
they are not treated there, Yarrls said. 
However, some alcohol self-help 
groups meet locally. Alcoholics Anon- 
ymous meets at 8 p.m. Sundays at St. 
Thomas More Auditorium and at Prout 
Cafeteria In the Union at 8:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays. Al-Anon, a group for 
relatives and friends of alcoholics, 
meets at 8 p.m. Tuesdays at Peace 
Lutheran Church. 
Adult Children of Alcoholics meets 
at 8 p.m. Sundays at Peace Lutheran 
Church and on Tuesdays at St. 
Thomas More. 
The Wood County Council on Alco- 
holism and Drug Abuse also offers 
assessment and counseling. 
Vanna reveals more than letters 
between pages of Playboy 
CHICAGO (API - Despite a lawsuit 
by Vanna White, photos of the star of 
television's "Wheel of Fortune" In Play- 
boy magazine will only enhance her 
popularity and sales ot her new book, 
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a Playboy spokeswoman says. 
The game show hostess filed suit 
Feb. 13, contending Playboy had no 
right to publish the pictures. 
"We feel we've done her a great 
favor by giving her a lot of publicity at 
the time her book Is coming out," 
Playboy spokeswoman Elizabeth Mor- 
ris said Sunday. 
The May Issue of Playboy, which 
goes on sale Tuesday, features White 
on the cover and devotes 10 pages to 
a series of photos of her wearing 
lingerie. 
The photos originally were sched- 
uled for Playboy's January Issue, but 
the magazine postponed publication 
until May to coincide with the publi- 
cation of the game show celebrity's 
new book, Vanna Speaks, the mag- 
azine's spokeswoman sold. 
The photos were taken In 1982 by 
Los Angeles photographer David Gu- 
rlan, who sold the negatives to Play- 
boy for $75,000 last fall, Norrls said. 
Norrls said White originally showed 
the pictures to Playboy publisher 
Hugh Hefner because she was Inter- 
ested In posing for the magazine. But 
after she got the television job, the 
i photos were forgotten until Gurlan « 
"offered them to Playboyt'MWC eiu St r  »« 
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Crossing guard enjoys job, kids 
by Deborah Goftschalk 
Friday staff reporter 
She stands on the corner faithfully 
each school day, twice a day. She 
ushers children across the street 
safely, greeting students by name 
and with a smile. She must be cour- 
teous and courageous, as well as 
alert, attentive and weather-proof. 
Her |ob Is that of a crossing guard 
and her name Is Beverly Hill. 
Hill, who has been a crossing guard 
for three years after being Instructed 
at the Bowling Green police station, 
stands at the corner of Summit and 
East Wooster streets. Adorned with an 
orange safety coot and armed with a 
bright red stop sign, she escorts stu- 
dents from St. Aloyslus and Ridge 
Elementary schools across busy East 
Wooster. 
She works from 6:25—9:00 a.m. and 
from 3:15-3:40 p.m. Although the 
hours are short, Hill's job Is no less 
Important than those who work 9-to-5 
lobs; she protects students. There Is no 
stoplight at her corner to slow speed- 
ing cars, a problem common on 
Friday afternoons when the weather Is 
nice, Hill says. She attributes this to the 
fact that both University and high 
school students are dismissed for the 
weekend. 
HIM sold that although It may not 
appear to be. the |ob Is dangerous. 
This Is partly due to cars which park 
along the road and block the view of 
cars pulling out of the side streets, as 
well as students who may also be on 
the road. 
Not only must Hill deal with students 
who follow her Into the street before 
she has completely stopped traffic, 
but "sometimes we get cars that lust 
don't stop." 
Even though cars speed past her, 
Ignoring her authority and red stop 
sign, she feels no anger toward those 
drivers. In fact, Hill laughs when she 
relays the story of a lady who unknow- 
ingly sped by her, then "slammed on 
the brakes and apologized," she 
said. 
Hill stops busy traffic so students 
can cross the street, but also 
"watches out for the little kids, making 
sure no strangers approach them." 
The students seem to appreciate 
Hill, who appears to care about chil- 
dren and love her |ob. "There really 
are no disadvantages to It ... It's 
great. Oh, except for the cold 
weather," she added with a chuckle. 
But making up for any hardships the 
weather might bring are the stories 
the smaller kids tell her. "They tell you 
what they shouldn't, and If their par- 
ents knew they would lust die," Hill 
said. "They (the kids) are very nice ... 
I really en|oy them," she added. Beverly Hill Friday photo by Michelle Thorneweli 
World Student Association Presents: 
The International Week '87 
April 5 - April 10 
"Gateway to the World 199 
SUNDAY APRH. 5 
•Mini Olympics 
2:00pm at the Intramural Fields 
(Opposite Kreischer Quod) 
(In COM of rain: Epplor basement) 
MONOAY APRIL 6 
•Flag Parade 
Begins 1:00pm 
From Intl Lounge 
TUCSDAY APRIL 7 
•European CoHee Hour* 
2:30 4:30pm Intl Lounge 
•UN  Simulation (Discussion) 
"U.S. role in Central America" 
7:30pm at BA114 
'TO  THE 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 8 
•Asian Coffee Hours 
2:3O-4:30pm Intl Lounge 
•Fashion Show 
7:30pm at Amoni Room 
THURSDAY APRIL 9 
•Coffee Hours of America 
2:30-4:30 Intl Lounge 
•Mexican Band "Raramuri" 
7:00pm at West Hall 121 
FRIDAY APRIL 10 
•International Dinner 
7:00pm at 1st United Methodist Church 
1506 E. Wooster 
All events are free) except the dinner. 
Tickets for the dinner are available from the International Office and W.S.A. board members. 
Cost $6—no tickets will be sold at entrance. 
I Special Thanks to: 
[ International Programs, Political Science Dept., L.S.U., G.S.S.. U.A.O., C.O.C.O., Spanish Honor Society, Italian Club ond to all the people that cook, entertain and help lor this event] 
Pridou/Rprl S, 1*87 It 
• *  Critic's Corner 
by Mark A. Zimmerman 
Friclay reporter "Some Kind of Wonderful" 
John Hughes has acquired quite a 
reputation lately tor producing youth- 
oriented motion pictures. Films like 
"The Breaktast Club." "Sixteen Can- 
dles" and "Pretty In Pink." all written 
and produced by Hughes, have been 
devoted to exploring the trials and 
tribulations ol being a teen-ager. 
"Some Kind ot Wonderful" Is the 
latest 111m In that line. 
His films approach the subject with 
a great deal ot respect. He usually 
presents young adults with realistic 
personalities In realistic situations. This 
approach is his strength. 
People who have seen "Pretty In 
Pink" will tlnd the story ol "Some Kind 
of Wonderful" quite familiar; It seems 
that Hughes has written the same 
movie with the roles reversed. This is 
the basic boy-meets-girl formula that 
Is used In most romantic films. 
Eric Stoltz updates the high school 
outcast role played by Molly Ring 
wald in "Pretty in Pink," and his odd- 
ball sidekick Is played by Mary Stuart 
Masterson, who Is very much in love 
with her best trlend. 
Stoltz foolishly pursues the spoiled 
princess (Lea Thompson) while Mas- 
terson watches, her heart breaking all 
the while. 
There ore plenty of Hughes' stock 
oddball accomplices: the rich brat 
spurned by Thompson, the skinhead 
delinquent that befriends Stoltz, and a 
host of prom queens and potential 
vandals to make It Interesting. 
In "Some Kind Ot Wonderful" Lea 
Thompson continues her overrated 
career. She Is lifeless and cardboard- 
like In her characterization. She has 
said that she was afraid that she was 
not pretty enough to carry oft the part; 
perhaps she should have been afraid 
Lea Thompson, Eric Stoltz and Mary Stuart Masterson 
that she was not talented enough to 
bring life to this lame script. 
Eric Stoltz Is by tar the most boring ot 
Hughes' lead actors. His screen pres- 
ence Is minimal and It Is hart to like 
him. Someone a little more charming, 
or at least engaging, would have 
been a wiser choice. 
Playing the spurned rich kid, Cralg 
Shelter Is perhaps the weakest link In 
this cinematic chain. Not only is he a 
geek In his appearance, he delivers 
his lines as if he Is constantly search- 
ing tor off-camera cue cards. 
The saving grace of "Some Kind Of 
Wonderful" is Mary Stuart Masterson. 
Hers is the only character (or which 
the audience can muster the least bit 
ot affection. She is unquestionably 
moving as the masochistic would-be 
lover. Her performance Is virtually 
cause tor recommendation. 
This tllm's weaknesses can be 
blamed on Hughes, for they each 
stem directly trom his script. The story 
Is predictable, trite and overly senti- 
mental. Perhaps Hughes has gone to 
the well one time too many. 
The idea that Stoltz cannot see that 
Masterson is a doll and that she Is 
madly In love with him Is preposter- 
ous. Everyone In the theater knows It 
after the first few scenes, but It takes 
him 90 minutes. 
Paying full price to see this movie Is 
an embarrassment. Yet, It's worth a 
Saturday matinee to lorget the real 
problems of the world. "Some Kind Of 
Wonderful" should be called "Some 
Kind ol Boring." 
Top 
ten 
tunes 
"    HO! SINGLES 
1."Nothlng's  Gonna  Stop  Us  Now"  Starshlp 
(Grunt) 
2 "lean On Me" Club Nouveau (Warner Bros.) 
3"l Knew You Were Waiting" Aretha Franklin & 
George Michael (Arista) 
A "tonight. Tonight. Tonight" Genesis (Atlantic) 
5."Don't Dream It's Over" Crowded House 
(Capitol) 
6 "Come Go With Me" Expose (Arista) 
7."Slgn O' the Times" Prince (Paisley Park) 
8."Mldnlght Blue" Lou Gramm (Atlantic) 
9."Let's Gol" Wang Chung (Geffen) 
10 'The Finer Things" Steve Wlnwood (Island) 
TOPLPS 
1."Licensed to III" Beastle Boys (DeWam)-Pla1l- 
num (More than 1 million units sold.) 
2."Sllppery When Wet" Bon Jovl (Mercury)- 
Platlnum 
3."The Joshua Tree" U2 (Island) 
4 "Graceland" Paul Simon (Warner Bros (-Pla- 
tinum 
5."The Way It Is" Bruce Horruby Si The Range 
(RCA)-Platlnum 
6 "Invisible Touch" Genesis (Atlanticl-Platinum 
7 "Look What the Cat Dragged In" Poison 
(EnlgmaH3old (More than 500,000 units sold.) 
e."Control" Janet Jackson (A»M)-Platlnum 
9."The Final Countdown" Europe (Epic) 
10."Llte,   Love   and   Pain"   Club   Nouveau 
(Warner Bros (-Gold 
Copyright  1987,  Billboard Publications,  Inc. 
Reprinted with permission. 
Gary & Anne 
The Lady it 
The Tramp 
Steve & Annette 
Brad & Jennifer 
Beanpole & Hooter 
Steve & Cindy 
Mike & Tabitha 
Jim & Megan 
Larry & Sheryl 
John & Annie 
Doug & Maryjo 
David & Jackie 
Doug & Denise 
Matt & Suzy 
Mike & Corrine 
Joe & Michelle 
Sauce & Noodle 
Jerry & Laureen 
Bocephus & Caroline 
spring '37 
Tadd & Erin 
Thorn & Gail 
Bono & The Edge 
V.D.K.& Julie 
Steve & Cindy 
Gumby & Mindy 
Tit & Tal 
Cooler & 
the Taintland 
Church & Butch 
Robo & Tracy 
Thorn & Felecia 
Paris & 
Charlie Manson 
Jim & Caroline 
Jamaican Joe & 
Jamaican Jane 
P. Lynott & G. Moore 
Bob & Paula 
Scott & Christie 
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DAVTIME 
MORNING 
6:00 
(ESPNI       BIG       LEAGUE 
DREAMS   SPORTS   MAGA- 
ZINE  (FRI) 
(ESPN) ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS SOROS (TUE) 
If SPN) SPORTSLOOK (THU) 
maa MOVIE IWEDI 
6:16 
(TMCI MOVIE (FRI) 
6 JO 
■BAG DAY 
■SPN) AEROBICS 
6:00 
O CBS MORNING NEWS 
• PATCHES AND POCK- 
ETS (WED. FRI) 
• THREE CHEERS FOR 
LIFE (MON) 
SONS ON ONE (TUE) 
ALL THINGS NEW (TMU) 
9 9 CNN NEWS 
O JtM AND TAMMV 
(ESPNI GETTING FIT 
MO 
O SB TOOAV'S BUSINESS 
• CBS MORNING NEWS 
9 NBC NEWS 
• ID FARM DAY 
9 CHALLENGE OF THE 
GOSOTS 
It SPN I     NATION'S      BUSI- 
NESS TOO AY 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. WEO) 
6:46 
SJ FARM REPORT 
■ SAM   WEATHER 
7:00 
0 CBS MORNING NEWS 
OTOOAV 
9    GOOD    MORNING 
AMERICA 
9 9 NIGHTLY BUSINESS 
REPORT 
9 DENNIS THE MENACE 
9 FUNTSTONES 
1 IMC) MOVIE (MON. THU. 
FRI1 
7:30 
O    9     MORNING     PRO- 
GRAM 
9 9 CAPTAIN KAN- 
GAROO (R) 
(Q SHE HA    PRINCESS OF 
POWER 
fflAlVIN SHOW 
6:00 
9 CD SESAME STREET (R) 
9 INSPECTOR GADGET 
ffilHUNDlttCAISg 
8:30 
(D ffi MY LITTLE PONY   N' 
FRIENDS 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI SHORT FILM   SHOW- 
CASE (TUt) 
(TMC I MOVIE (WED. THU) 
B:0O 
O VALUETELEVISION 
OJ OPRAH WINFREY 
■ DONAHUE 
8TJ HOUR MAGAZINE 
9 0 EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING 
ID DALLAS 
(E LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
(EVNI   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL (MON. TUE. FRI) 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
(WED) 
(ESPN) SKI WORLD (THU) 
(TMC)   MOVIE   (MON.   TUE. 
FRI) 
8:30 
O MORNING STRETCH 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL (THU) 
IOBOO 
O 9 826,000 PYRAMID 
9 FRED PENNEfl'S PLACE 
00 SALE OF THE CENTURY 
9) SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
O 700 CLUB 
9 HAPPY DAYS 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED) 
10:16 
O FRIENDLY GIANT (MON. 
WED. FRI) 
9)     CURIOUS     GEORGE 
(TUE, THU I 
10:3O 
91    S1.000.000    CHANCE 
OF A LIFETIME 
8 MR   DRESSUP 
CARD SHARKS 
S BLOCKBUSTERS 
LOVE CONNECTK>N 
MORNING BREAK 
(ESPN)       BIG        LEAGUE 
DREAMS        MAGAZINE 
(WEO) 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
11:0O 
09FRICE IS RIGHT 
Q SESAME STREET 
9) WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
9) FAME FORTUNE I RO- 
MANCE 
9) 0 3-2-1 CONTACT Q 
9 BEWITCHED 
9) 700 CLUB 
(ESPNI SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
(ESPN)     JIMMY     BALLARD 
GOLF CONNECTION (MON) 
(ESPN) LPGA GOLF (TUE) 
(ESPN) NBA TODAY (WED) 
(TMC)   MOVIE    (TUE.    THU. 
FRI) 
11:30 
9) SCRABBLE 
9) WEBSTER (R) 
9) GD READING RAINBOW 
(FRI) 
9)    MADAME.    MERCI   ET 
MOU(MON) 
9     EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUE, WEO) 
9 9 NOVA (THU) 
9   COMPUTER    APPLICA- 
TIONS (MON) 
9      EDUCATIONAL       PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUE) 
9     DEUTSCH      OIREKT 
(WEO) 
9 MISTER ED 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
Q 9 9 NEWS 
9 MIDDAY 
! RYAN'S HOPE 
TO    BE     ANNOUNCED 
(FRI) 
9    O    EDUCATING    THE 
SPECIAL CHILD (MON) 
9 THIS OLD HOUSE (TUE) 
9 BOOYWATCH (WED) 
9 GEO (FRH 
9     EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUE) 
9    EDUCATIONAL    COM- 
PUTING (WED) 
CD ASK DR. RUTH 
9 BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 
(ESPN) AEROBICS 
12:30 
9   9   YOUNG   AND   THE 
RESTLESS 
9 WORDPLAY 
9 LOVING 
9 EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING 
9 EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING (MON. WED 
FRI) 
9 MOVIE 
9 • LOVE LUCY 
(ESPNI GETTING FIT 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED-FRO 
1:00 
9 MARKETPLACE (FRI) 
9 WHO WORLD (MON) 
9 WILD KINGDOM (TUE) 
9 FIFTH ESTATE (WEO) 
9   NATURE    OF    THINGS 
(THU) 
9 DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
9 ALL MY CHILDREN 
9 OUKES OF HAZZARD 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL (FRI) 
(ESPN) TENNIS (MON THU) 
(TMCI MOVIE (MON. TUE) 
ISO 
9   9    AS    THE    WORLD 
TURNS 
8 MAN ALIVE (FRI) 
VENTURE (MON) 
9 THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
(TUEI 
2:00 
9 HAWAII FIVE-O 
9 ANOTHER WORLD 
9 ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
9 LAVERNE B SHIRLEY 
(TMC) MOVIE (WEO) 
2:30 
S 9 CAPITOL 
HIGH FEATHER (MON) 
9 HISTORICALLY SPEAK- 
ING (TUE) 
9 ' DREAM OF JEANNIE 
9 BRAOY BUNCH 
(TMCI MOVIE (THU) 
3:O0 
9 9 GUIDING LIGHT 
OOOIT   FOR   YOURSELF 
(FRI) 
9   CORONATION   STREET 
(MON. TUE) 
9   TO    BE    ANNOUNCED 
(WED. THU) 
9 SANTA BARBARA 
« GENERAL HOSPITAL 
NEW      SOUTHERN 
COOKING (FRI) 
9    THIS     OLD     HOUSE 
(MON) 
9 FRUGAL GOURMET 
(TUE) 
9 FRENCH CHEF (WED) 
9 MOTORWEEK (THU) 
9   A   VOUS   LA   FRANCE 
(FRI) 
9 FROM JUMPSTREET 
(MON) 
9 MADAME MERCI ET 
MOU(TUE) 
9 VOYAGE OF THE MIMI 
(WED) 
9 READING RAINBOW 
(THU) 
9 HEATHCLIFF 
9 GHOSTBUSTERS 
(ESPN) KICK BOXING (FRI) 
(ESPN)     SW1MWEAR      '87 
(MON) 
IESPN) TRUCK AND TRAC- 
TOR PULL (TUE) 
(ESPNI SKIING (WED) 
(ESPN) TENNIS (THU) 
(TMC)   MOVIE   (MON.   TUE. 
FRI) 
3:30 
9   EDWARD   ANO    MRS. 
SIMPSON (FRI) 
9     UPSTAIRS.      DOWN- 
STAIRS (MON) 
9 FORSYTE SAGA (TUE) 
9     COUNTRY     MATTERS 
(WEO) 
9   GEORGE    fc    MH.DRED 
(THU) 
9   SQUARE   ONE   TELEVI- 
SION C? 
83-2-1 CONTACT O 
SCOOBYDOO 
9 SMURFS   ADVENTURES 
(ESPNI LPGA GOLF (MON) 
4:00 
9 LOVE CONNECTION 
9 ROBIN'S NEST (THU) 
I MAGNUM. P.I. 
DIVORCE COURT 
9 TRANSFORMERS 
9 9 SESAME STREET (Rl 
9 THUNOERCAT8C? 
9 SILVERHAWKS 
(ESPN) ROLLEHMANIA (FRI) 
(ESPN)    CBA    BASKETBALL 
l MON I 
(ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE (TUE) 
(ESPNI   WRESTLING   (WED. 
THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED) 
4 30 
O DIVORCE COURT 
9 FOCUS NORTH (FRI) 
9     SHARON.      LOIS     * 
BRAM'S ELEPHANT SHOW 
(MON) 
OVID KIDS (TUE) 
9 WONOERSTRUCK 
(WED) 
O WHAT'S NEW? (THU) 
9 PEOPLE'S COURT 
9   HE-MAN  AND  MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
9M.AS.KP 
9G l   JOE 
(TMC) MOVIE (THU) 
4:36 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
6:00 
9 PEOPLE S COURT 
O NEWFOUNDLAND OUT- 
DOORS (FRI) 
O VIDEO HITS IMON-THU) 
9 BENSON 
9 FACTS OF LIFE 
9 HOLLYWOOO SQUARES 
9 O MISTER ROGERS <R> 
9 SILVERHAWKS 
9 WHAT S HAPPENING" 
(ESPN) WATERSKIING (FRI) 
(ESPN) NBA TODAY (TUE) 
(ESPN)    WINNER'S    CIRCLE 
HORSE RACING MAGAZINE 
(WED) 
IESPN)      MARK     SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER      FISHING 
JOURNAL (THU) 
(TMC) SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE (TUE) 
6:30 
9 JEFFERSONS 
9 9 NEWS 
9 THREE'S COMPANY 
9 THIS OLD HOUSE (FRI) 
9   OHIO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK (MON) 
9   BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
RUM (TUE) 
8 ART BEAT (WED) 
TIME OUT (THU) 
9   SQUARE   ONE   TELEVI- 
SION Q 
I BRAOY BUNCH 
GOOO TIMES 
(ESPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA (TUE) 
(ESPN)    INSIDE     THE    PGA 
TOUR (WED) 
(ESPN)   TOM   MANN   OUT- 
DOORS (THU) 
(TMCI MOVIE (MON. TUE) 
FRIDAY 
APRl 3. 1BS7 
6:00 
8999 NEWS 
PM MAGAZINE A --POM 
on  lha  Mat»n  civikfation    MIAI 
rfevmg oil  rha  COMI  ot  Comma* 
Mtitco 
|ROO AND REEL 
> CHANNEL 30 AUCTION 
|©DIFF  RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) LPGA GOLF CONTIN- 
UES 
a so 
9 CBS NEWS 
9 NBC NEWS 
»ABC NEWSQ 
NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE 
PORT 
S GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
700 
SCBS NEWS 
VIOEO HITS 
9 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
9   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   MNRMM   «*itf>   smgar 
Carly S-mon 
9 NEWLYWED GAME 
9    MACNEIL     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ffl GIMME A BREAK! 
© M"A»S*H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)    MOVIE    ***      Tha 
OoubWMan    (19671 YulStynnv 
hen EhUnd A CIA agani mvttii 
gating h.» ton l dMtti ■« a akxng 
acodant ekscows torargn oo*>a 
iivas plotting to 'apiaca him with 
akiokakka 
7:30 
9 PM MAGAZINE lost Oty 
Mauco acuba *vmg oft in* coast 
o* Cojumal Mauco   Tnba *i Tus- 
con       a pramaw   of   tha   1967 
Oavaiand Indians 
9 JEOPARDY 
9 TAXI 
9 DATING GAME 
9 TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT   Jack*   •iga*i,   awaits   a 
marriage proposal whan Stad <a 
turns  from  a  trip  but  tha  young 
man <a having sacond thoughts 
©THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
6:00 
9 9   NOTHING   18 EASY 
Lvi and Marion go out on a OOu- 
bla data with two atiomays 
9 S I M COMIC BOOK Sa 
in com*» Tommy Sa«ton and 
Cuag Matona parlor m skits includ- 
■i-a Da* Abby. Amancan naws 
■with Ronald Raagan   and Barbara 
Wattars mtannaws Afc MacCV aw 
9 ROOMIES NK* (Burt Young) 
(rams Matthaw (Cora* Maim) for 
the   collage   wrastkng   team    In 
atarao 
9 STAR SEARCH TO 
STARDOM Hoai Ed McManon 
walcomai Star Search alumni 
back to parlorm and ta* about 
thaa careers Among rhOM ap- 
pear iig ere recoroVuj aniata Sam 
Mania and Sawyer Brown come 
actora Rc*-» OOonne* ( G*nma 
a &>•+< ) and S-noed I Keep on 
Ctunwn I and tpokaamodai-ac- 
tress Trecay Roaa I Ryan « 
Hopa I m atarao 
9 WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
REVIEW Q 
J GUN SMOKE 
NBA   BASKETBALL   Oe 
trot   Pittont   at   Boaton   Caltica 
evW6t 
B 30 
0 9 POPCORN KID Baryt 
Oaaaman comai to tha Mepestx 
Thaatar IO My and ta* Scott out 
01 a career m mow business 
S SHUTTER HUNTER 
AMAZING STORIES A 
teen egar learns that hit paranta 
■■a actuary visitors horn another 
pianat m atarao Q 
9 WALL STREET WEEK 
Hoi Newsletters Guaai Hu*an 
(manoai Digest Editor Mark MJ 
bart 
BOO 
9 9 DALLAS Bobby and J R 
angaga in a brutal cuatody bailta 
with CI.H for iha atuawa 10 pa*- 
cant of EwngDi Q 
9 PROFESSIONALS 
9   MIAMI   VICE   Thraa '«na- 
gada motorcycbata cut a awath of 
murdai   acoai South Florida   to 
avanga tha daath of a comrada 
Story   by   John   Mwua   I   Apoca 
iyp»* Now   )   In itarao 
9 DOCTOR WHO 
9 CHANNEL 30 AUCTION 
CONTINUES 
CD MOVIE ** Eia<tr< 
Oaami 119641     Lanny     Von 
Oohlan V«g*n>a Madaan An unu- 
sual lova tt>angta davafopt wnan a 
bumbang San Franciaco archatact 
programs hrt paraonai compulaf 
to compoaa Iowa tonga lor a cap- 
tivating calbit who movaa into hit 
apattmani bu4d«tg 
IESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Savanth Anmvaraary Show from 
Laa Vagaa Bart Coopar «t Boona 
Putti m a crmarw»ghi bout 
ichaduiadlor lOrounda (Liva) 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Tha 
Road Warrior II9SH Mai G* 
ton B'uca Spanca In a daadata 
Auttraaa of tha fuluta. an aa-rwgti- 
•■ay cop raluctantly fdai with an 
oi producing commm.1, unda* 
attach lor 111 pracwua fual   R 
10:00 
9 9 FALCON CREST Anga- 
la offart to halp WAmton cam 
pa>gn tot aitornay ganaral rf ha 
can prove thai hat lormar ton m 
law it guilty of murdar ^J 
9 NATIONAL Q 
9   STINGRAY   A   Hollywood 
ciNbrity turns 10 Sltngtay lor hasp 
whan   his   i>'a   is thraatanad    In 
9 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
10:26 
Q JOURNAL 
10:30 
9 NEWS 
1 1:00 
© O 9 9 9 NEWS 
CD 9 LATE SHOW Hoat 
Joan Rrvara Schadulad actor 
Robart Unch I Spanaar For 
Ha*"|. muSKian Thomat Dolby 
Janna (Panlnouaa Pat), come 
Judy Tanuta In atarao 
(TMC) MOVIE ** -Whan N» 
tura Cafla' 119651 Oawd Orartga. 
Barbara Mannaau   Coming atirac 
appaali and laatura Nma coma m 
lor a rftbmg m ttua «ravarani tat 
■a of a night ai tha movat    R 
11:30 
9 MOVIE * *   i    Tha Shout 
119791    Alan     Batat      Susannah 
York A duturbad man bahavaa ha 
can   maka   a     daath shout '   a 
sound that w* . ,i i 
O GOOO ROCKIN   TONITE 
iniarvwws   with   Wang   Chung 
Crowdad     Mouta     and     Frotan 
Ghost wdaoa by U2 Lou Giamm 
and Ganasis   wmnart of tha Rob 
Wt   day  and  Strypar   trivia  con 
tat It 
9 MOVIE ** Star P4ot 
(19701 Kafc Morris. Gordon 
Miichad A profatsc* and ha col 
Maguat *aga a harca aitarpiana 
tary battia agaaist apaca paots 
horn tha pianat Hydia 
9 TONIGHT SHOW Hoat 
Johnny Carson Schadussd ac- 
hast ton* Da.it ABC Naws tor 
'aapondanl Sam Donaldson In 
starao 
9 NKJHTLINE [ J 
9    MYSTERYI      Covar   Har 
Faca    Oalghash focuaas hra mui- 
dar   awaatigamn on   tha Maua 
household and   m partcular. tha 
lamavs   domaanc   hatpar   SaRy 
Jupp (Pan 2 of 61 g 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
(DUKES OF HAZZARD 
MOVIE * # '1     Tha Bndas 
Of Diacula    (I960) Patar Ckiah- 
mg   laranca FiShar 
9 HONEYMOONERS 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
0 MOVIE * * v> Tha H10h 
Comnvsa-snar (1966) Rod Tay 
lor. Chmtophar Plummar 
9 FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Hosts Ahmad Phykcia and Con- 
doia PhykM Rashad Vidaoa by 
6*y Joat 6 Ray Charlaa (Baby 
Grand I. Banglas I Waskmg 
Down Your Suaat ). Pha CoNna 
1 Ycu Can t Hurry Lova ). Janat 
Jackson I VVhanlThjnkolYou'l. 
Stava W^wood I Tha Fmar 
Thmgs I in starao 
9 THE JUDGE 
(ESPNI LEGENDARY WORLD 
OF GOLF 
12:46 
(TMCI MOVIE   **    M«ch*f 
(19661 Doug McKaon. Katy Prat 
ton 
1:00 
9   MOVIE   **     Mr    Motos 
Last    Warnmg      (19391    Patar 
laria Gaorga Sandara 
9 JIMMY SWAGGART 
© COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPNI AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR Iranaouth 600. from Oart- 
mgion  S C  (R) 
1:30 
9    MOVIE    **      Kiss   Ma 
DaadY    (1965)   Ralph   Maahar. 
AJbartDakkar 
1:48 
9 MOVIE ** v,     Tha Sa.m 
Aid Tha Stava Gooaa ' 11981) 
Ian Ogsvy. Geyta Hunrwcutt 
2:00 
9 NEWS 
2:30 
9 NEWS 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
Ll I I  II I II I II 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION 
INBG! 
OVER 5000 MOVIES! 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
9P to 11.95 depending on movie 
• H.UEVEWEP 
• THE ay 
• WIZARDS 
• AROOMWITHA 
VtW 
• THENAMECfIHE 
ROSE 
NOW SHOWING 
STAND 
BY 
ME | rsYrl tWO IRQYaM I I  taaalm  I 
ll«#M«nsml 
112 E.WASHINGTON      352-4171 
^mm^mm 
Sweetheart Roses 
Many Colors 
7.50 a doz. 
Cash & Carry 
428 East Wooster Street        --..'_ 
.. 
Friday/April 3,1987 14 
BBPN) POA OOLF Greets. 
QwWoto Open, aecend round. 
from Forest Oaks Country 0**> sn ■—■—i h c mi 
(TMC) MOV* ** Mortem 
ProUvnt- 119611 Oww O — 
Pern DiMmtl 
3:36 
• MOVK   **»    Far HMV 
ena Sake" I1960) Cotton Webb. 
1:00 
• ■OOYTALX 
fONEONONT 
■iFl/TUM "LIGHT HMonetf 
and ■rchwl footage corntenee 
•trrfh computer proo\jc*cl run* 
tton M skg— mm BBbBB BB*BBB<BP1 
i> WCWM rranepartoaan Hoot 
3:46 
• TONY RANDALL 
4:16 
4TJPHYVLIS 
4:46 
• HLMFCATUM 
(TMQ   MOW   **     I 
tn'i   Ci 
UTURDAY 
AffM.4. 1967 
•T T V OM *m 
11:00 
!• GALAXY M*GH 
COBONATIOW STRSET 
■OOFUR 
•INK PANTHCR 
FMNCH CHCF 
M6V1 ***    ilolyood 
CwMtn     Il9*4i   BMW   Daw*. 
Jock Canton 
■ WRE STVING 
K9PN)   TOM   MANN   OUT- 
DOORS 
(TMO      MOVIt      *** I ha 
■raakfan CM> ' I1M6I ErnAo Ea- 
sever. Morh, Biny-aW 
11:30 
SB CM   STORYBREAK 
PUNKY 6REW8TC R 
EWOKS 
600YWATCH 
(fSPN)     SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
12:O0 
O MOVIE * *    Death Sta* 
11074) Vine* Edward*. Anooette 
Comer 
8 REAL FISHING 
NEWSMAKERS 
tZ) LA2ER TAG ACADEMY 
In stereo 
S) WEEKEND SPECIAL 
Jester Maaon and tha Magsc 
Headset A lO-yaar-ord o»1 «■« 
Heueer) comes into poiaawon ol 
a rn*cse moon rook features iha 
•roc* ol Nancy Weber (RIQ 
6B KEN HOMS CHINESE 
COOKERY 
O MOVIE*** Who a Been 
Sleepmc, In My Bad* (19631 
Daan Merlin Ekiabeth Montgom- 
ery 
SD FAME 1*11 tormar ostrnend 
horn London disrupts rwa Me 
■man aha amvaa *i N •-. York 
(ESPN) C8A BASKETBALL 
PLAYOFFS final Round Gam, 
ILivel 
12:30 
S OPEN ROADS 
COMMUNITY    SHOW- 
CASE 
1KID0 VIDEO 
HEALTH SHOW 
VICTORY GARDEN A <H 
cueesan ol lawn cara and a vast IO 
Holland s Ml ckatnct. (HI 
« HERE S LUCY 
PRUOAL GOURMET Jeff 
SmNh    prepare*    a    vanaty    of 
axsudkntj   broccoa   and 
Aaaaa.    BBBBBBB    and 
.mi 
• WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII n»i • agant want* Io 
turn Nodsno's caaa atudy on 
hamilan woman Mo ■ mow*. 
N 
(TMCI MOVIE *** v, Bat* 
To The Future" <1M6t Mchaal J 
Foe. Chnatophar Lloyd 
IfM 
• MOV* *** Thay Os*d 
With The* Boots On 11941) Ir- 
rol Flynn. Okvta da Hevskend. 
1:30 
« DATELINE ONTARIO 
GUNS   OF   WILL   SON 
NETT 
(AMERICAS TOP TEN 
TH* OLD HOUSE Plan 
rang a two-atory addrnon to an 
1B60a Vctonan houee m Auburn- 
date Maes <R>g 
61 MOVIE * H Tha Phantom 
From 10000 league* (1966) 
Kant Taylor. CathvOowna 
O MOVIE * * ■■•> Tha Mao 
nrncent Seven RrdoT 11972) Lea 
Van Claal. Stefene Powara 
(WRESTLING 
WOMEN'S TINNI8 US 
indoor    Championship      Imal 
matth«*. horn Ptecetawey. N.J. 
LMel 
• SOFTBALL Top mi» 
league ptayara compete <n tha an- 
nual Puua Hut Ai-Star Game. 
horn Tampa. Fla. (Taped! 
• LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
■ LAP. QUILTING A demon 
■nation ol the house block and na 
venations an ABC Ourfi uses the 
fleeter paper technique 
O MOVIE * * * The Bhaa 01 
Mr* Blossom llBBBI Shaiav 
Manama Richard Attanborough 
(ESPN) PGA GOLF Great* 
Graenaboro Open, thad round. 
horn Foreat Oak* Country Club m 
Greanaboro. N C llnrel 
2:30 
S COUNTRY EXPRESS 
3:00 
SSPOFITSWE E K E N D 
TENNIS Volvo Tournement 
horn   Tha   Pavilion   m   Chicago 
ILive) 
0 PSA BOWLING S140 000 
Fa* Lanes Open horn Hveitiv-He 
Md dive! 
9 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Teiaa longwritar Lyla lovett 
»«gB Cowboy Man. Cloemg 
Tana' and God Win "I've 
Bean Had By Love Before      Until 
1 Mel You' end Gme Ride Hor*- 
e*. loo'' ere performed by Judy 
Rodman In stereo 
CD MOVIE * * Doc Sevega 
The Men Of Brome M976I Ron 
Ely. Paul Glee*on 
fTMCI MOVIE ***• Edge 
Of The City 119571 Sidney Pot- 
her   John Ceeaavetea 
3:3* 
**H Each 
Down I Da* ' H93*l Jemaa Cee- 
>**,   Gearoa Raft 
4BM 
69 MOVK **V» 'Hwntsr* 
Are Far Kekng (1B70I Burl R*y 
mjtk. Matey tfrBBBS. 
61 SPORTS SATURDAY 
SchaxkAM Donald Curry v» Car 
Io* Santo* lor ih* USBA Mnav 
middaiwaaght trd*. adtaduaid for 
12 round*, from 1 aa Vega*. N*v 
John Madden wnh an avdeplh 
look at the upcornrng Magta- 
Leonard hghl: pr*vwa of the 
Meater* Gort lournamerrt end the 
IM7beeebeleeeeon (Lnra) 
IOCEANU6 
STARTIIEK 
CSPN) AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR Grand National Sanaa, from 
North VVVkeeboro. N.C (Taped) 
4:60 
fll LPGA GOLF Nabexo Dmeh 
Shor*   invitational    thr/d   round. 
from Ranoho Maage. Cekf arve) 
m     WIDE     WORLD    OF 
SPORTS Scheduled U S Ame- 
teur Boung Cnamprarvjfwpe. from 
Buffalo. N Y   Ftand* D*rby from 
Guff Stream Park at MalanBel*. 
'la ; Santa Anna Oarby   from Ar- 
cedMj. Cekf. iiiva) 
■JOCEANUf. 
(TMC) MOVIE ** vt The Ad- 
venture* Ol Huoklaberry Fmn" 
M9B6I Petnck Day SammArt 
Wekama 
6:00 
6B BIX LlVES 
m CHANNEL 30 AUCTION 
■ DANCIN1 TO THE HITS 
• STAR SEARCH 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING Cher- 
ry Hal Mee and Gotham Stakaa 
horn Garden Slew Park *i Cherry 
M.hJ (Live) 
6:30 
i SNEAK PREVIEWS 
I DREAM GIRL USA. 
EVENING 
6:00 
O tt *D NEWS 
8 SATURDAY REPORT 
RUNAWAY   WITH   THC 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
fS ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
I ITS A LIVING 
»STAR TREK 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Barber 
Saab Sane* horn Mem (Taped) 
6:30 
O CBS NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
I MEE  HAW 
I N8C NEWS 
ffi PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
CD MAMAS FAMILY Mama 
hope* the can keep the ceuae of 
her aiater * death a tecret (R) 
(ESPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA 
(TMC) SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE 
7:0O 
BMUPPETSGueat Twiggy 
COUNTRY WEST Gueet* 
Prerw Oyatar ( Juka Jomt John- 
ny   ) and J K   Gutey (   Getting So 
Taed I 
«MUPf*ETS 
SOLID   GOLD Scheduled 
Jeff Lorbor featurwtg Karyn VVMe 
1 Fetta of Loue'l. Tanya TieAer 
(II Come Beck a* Another 
Women ). Dew) Maaon | Wa 
Juet De)*graa"). Sarnantha Fa*. 
Ed** Money Johnny MaNfva. 
Crowded Houee. 64V Vera imtar ■ 
Viewl  Inatarao 
0 NATURE An eurrvneijon of 
iha diver a* pfant* and aramahj 
that have edapted to the harsh 
anvonment of tha Kalahari 
Desert m South Afnce In asarao. 
(Rig 
m ONE B*Q FAMILY Uncki 
J**. i i*dy fnend (Cvatchen 
WyHrl went* to get merned. (R) 
0 WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII Rii t e0*nt went* io 
turn   Nadvte*   c«*e   study   on 
g: 
Ss 
s: 
(R) 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
(TMC)   MOVK   *V>     Sahara 
(IBM) Brooke Shrekta. Lambert 
Wason in the 1920s, en haaeaa' 
ptedg* to her dyvng tether - thet 
aha w# MI the croae-Sahara auto 
race at * apart* car ol Ml own 
dbapn - leada her atto danger* of 
every aort. PC. 
7:SO 
69   •    SMALL    WONDER 
Jarre* fUMpe a fnend overcome a 
speech impeoVnent IRI 
69 DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Guest JajJBBjaj Oamar* 
« CASH EXPLOSION 
CHARLES   IN   CHARGE 
OvarprotecTrve   parent!   coat   a 
cloud over Chartee' date wrth on 
attractive gal 
• WHAT A COUNTRYI 
(ESPN) COLLEGE 
CHEERLEADINO 
BOO 
O • OUTLAWS A La* Vega* 
vocation tume deadly when tha 
men of the Doubt* Eagki becoma 
involved m a lethal prostitution 
M 
O NHL HOCKEY Boston 
Brwn* at Montreal CaruMken* 
(Lrvel 
• FACTS OF LIFE The gel* 
and Baverty Ann go to New York 
lor TooteVs fret Broadway euoV 
tion Pop linger Stacey 0 guest 
star* in stereo IRIQ 
8B STARMAN A painting could 
Wad Star man to Jenny Hoyden 
the woman who avded ram dur*tg 
rus hrit visit to Earth and gave 
birth to the* son Scott (Part 1 of 
BO 
€S WONDERWORKS Top 
KKf A 10 .aar old boy. aft*r b* 
■ umng ■ raoular on a children t 
owi show laces * cho** be- 
tween cheating to mamtam rva 
status on tha show or b*ng hon- 
est and giving up he; newfound 
tame and fortune Cp 
S CHANNEL 30 AUCTION 
GEO: A TICKET TO THE 
WORLD 
CD NHL HOCKEY Detroit Red 
Wnga    *t    Pittsburgh    Pangu^ta 
(Uv*i 
8 30 
6l 227 L**tar suffers an appen- 
dKitai attack   In stereo 
(ESPN) GYMNASTICS interne 
bonal Muusd Pea* Cfiemptonehets 
homNorfof*. Va ITapad) 
MO 
O 69 MOVIE **Vl The 
Wmter    Of    Our    Discontent" 
(19B3I Donald Suvharksnd. Tori 
Gar. Baaed on John ItakBiAa 
novol of an B6W6BB man • da 
scant mto comprornraa. (Rl Q 
69 GOLDEN GeRL* A reagh- 
bor d)a* •hortfy ahm heYfng B 
haotod argurnant wfkh Roe* in 
• tart..   (HI ij 
69 OHARA A youngjpokc* ca- 
dat vows revenge afjasnat the man 
who framed hts pofccemen father 
and coat the man hra bodfo. Q 
69 ON STAGE AT WOLF 
TRAP H.gh-ghu of the hrat con 
carl parformance together of aat- 
hea loan idols Franko) Avakon. 
Fotsan and Bobby Rydei atcsuda 
ckpa from baech party mover and 
''American   Bandstand"    opeaor- 
69 MOVIE ** Riffraff 
(19471 Pat OBnen. Anna Jof. 
fi eys Intrigue domaietee ratam 
•a * search tor a stolen orf hold 
survey get• underway 
(TMC) MOVIE *** ••> tack 
io Tha futura 11BB6) Michael J 
FOR. Christopher Ltoyd. A teen 
egar aapanoncea a eevere coaa of 
cuttura shook whan a scientist ■ 
nmemachata Band* tern back 30 
yaar* and pieces ham face to lace 
with the taana who w4 become 
his parent* In atareo. PO' Q 
B30 
69 AMEN Fry* fjoe* a* out to 
win * humanitarian award and • 
trsp to the Holy Land In stereo 
10:00 
69 NBC NEWS SPECIAL 
Tha Baby Buemeaa rhghhghta 
advancea mada m fartattation the 
convovarsy *urroun<kng surrogat* 
motharhood. problems encoun- 
tered by caroor couples who put 
off having chadren Connr* Chung. 
Mana Shrrver Bob Boost and 
Lucky Saverson report Q 
69 SPENSER: FOR HIRE 
Spensar protects an *mng*s*c 
who acts kke e stand-up oomsc 
and is markod lor murder IRI Q 
69 MEETING OF THE SPIR- 
ITS 
10:30 
O TWH.IGHT ZONE 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING SPE- 
CIAL  A  took  *t  the  top  drivars 
and car competing at the   1»87 
CART set MM 
11:00 
OEBBTJNEVVS 
O NATIONAL Q 
S MTV TOP 20 VIDEO 
COUNTDOWN 
■ COUNTHY EXPRESS 
A3 CHANNEL 30 AUCTION 
CONTINUES 
fD LIMELIGHT 
© 9 TO B Sherman a -n lor a 
surprise when a women's mege- 
ime wants to taetura her m en ar- 
tcla about superwomen of the 
1980s 
(ESPN) NFL FILMS PRE- 
SENTS Profeed Former rursrnng 
1
 bock John Riggwis 
fTMCI MOVIE *** Th* 
Bresklast Club (l9B6)Em*soE*- 
tevej Moay ftmgweld Fnre teen- 
ogors converge at an all day de- 
tention session and make •trios* 
toward mutual undarstandsng and 
respect   R Q 
11:16 
©NEWS   ProvsncsHAffasra. 
11:30 
69 MOVIE ***    Murder By 
Booth" (1979) Peter Feb. Peter 
Before. Tyeahe) wartd romoua d* 
lectrvea are invskH) IS the men 
•■sn of *n eccenVK malaDnew*. 
who cruBitiaai tham so aolv* a 
■MfJaSB murder... lea. 
69 MOV* ** The Lucsfar 
Compsa* (1979) Robert Vauohn. 
Kaonan Wyrav A U.N. ampsnya* 
tries to convince the author mo* 
that aurvmng Isam ar* rapsstctng 
world leadara with obodksnt 
ctonee 
99 SATURDAY N*GHT LIVE 
Moat Roaama Arajuatta. Muaaaal 
guoot: Pwc Ocaaak (Keep on 
Lauajhrn'." [motion In Motion ) 
In stereo  (HI 
69 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Uniting comedy with country m„ 
arc. the tno Riders *n tha Sky par- 
forme Book m the Seed* 
Again CovAoy Jubeea" and 
Northarn lights btvograa* 
group Hot Rit* performs "PiadkO 
Boogsa.'' 'Apache'' and 'John 
Henry ' In stereo 
S WRESTLING 
MOVIE * * H Com* Back 
To Tha 5 B Dene. Janmy Dean. 
J—my Daan" (1962) Bandy 
Oer*nse. Char. Member* el a 
Jem** Dean fan club sn a amoB 
Te.ae town need a 20 year re- 
union and remsrtssca about the 
peat, ravaakng thee srwsarmoat se- 
crets 
(E8PN) SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
12 00 
« SPORTS WEEKEND 
SOUL TRAIN 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
12:30 
• MOVIE * *    Sr« Pack An 
nsa'   (19761 Lindsay Bloom   Jane 
SUNDAY 
APRL I. 1*4 7 
AFTERNOON 
1:30 
O HYMN SING Mus-:al selec 
tions mclud* The Time lor Smg- 
mfl Mas Com*. My Forth Looks 
Up IP Tha* ' end You Got to Be 
Born Age*)     (R) 
0 TENNIS Vo»vo Tournament 
horn The Paveton m Chicago 
(lrvel 
m WAR OF THE STARS 
S IE) WALL STREET WEEK 
Hot Newsktttars   Guest Hufbert 
Financial Digest  Irktor  Mark  Mul 
■4*1 
(TMC) MOVIE **** The 
39 Step* M93SI Robert Donet 
MeckMeme Cerro" 
2 0O 
Q SPORTSWEEKENO 
69 NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC   ON   ASSIGNMENT 
69 GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES 
IE GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES 
Q MOVIE *** imieFeuss 
And Big Hatsy (1970) Robert 
Redford Msthaal J. Poaard 
MO 
S COUSTEAU S REDISCO- 
VERY   OF   THE   WORLD 
•     NATIVE    LAND:    NO- 
MAD*) OP THE DAWN 
Ferned m Ecsredor and Pom. Hoot 
Jemake IBglieafl fljll the 
achssvemanss of vsvioua South 
American Indian curturea who 6> 
vafopad advanced cnrakismone de 
aptfc* fevsng m ewseuon at the 
VVeetam llerrvepnere IR) Q 
99 MOVIE ** Vi me-de Out 
(1B76) Taly Sevelea Robert 
Cub. 
ITMO MOVIE *** Tha 
Rood Warrwr (1BB1) Mel G* 
**n. Bruce Spence 
3:30 
69   69   NBA    BASKETBALL 
Le*    Angeles    I a*ara   at    Oen-e. 
Nuggets (Lnro) 
4: OB 
69 LPGA OOLF Nsbrscc Osnah 
Shore   invitational    Anal   round, 
from Rancho fnVaga, Cos* |Uve) 
(STAR SEARCH 
GREAT DECISIONS Pok. 
atan and Alghanisten Storm Over 
Southwest Asm" Forasgn effaes 
spaciakst Richard P. Cronsn de 
bete* Columc-a Urwersity poetic *l 
acssnoo profeeeor 2a*nov Krakfi- 
rad 
99 AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE The Star -Croaeed Ro- 
mance Of Joaepf-n* Coenowski" 
Jean Shepherds comedy about 
gr owmg up m t he M idwe* t sn the 
IBBOs rocuaea on a sskfavagar* 
mf atuotson wrth a Pokoh garl from 
East Chicago IRI g 
69 STAR TREK 
(ESPN) PGA GOLF Greaser 
Greensboro Open, hnaf round, 
bom Greensboro. N C (Lnral 
4:30 
99 GREAT DECISIONS 
'Deakng Wnh Revolution ben. 
Nicaragua and me Pttslpprne* 
Puchard T. McCormaok. oorme- 
nonl U.S. repreeentvtnr* to the 
OAS debates former NSC Btaff 
rnombor and author Gary G Sick 
I   AH I a* Down   I 
6:00 
O 0EGRA8BI JUNIOR 
HIGH Sphe bafcevsa *h* may be 
pregnent. who* V<* triee to Bum- 
mon up the courage to eat a gat 
out on a date 
SFAME 
FIRING LINE    Con We Re- 
pubkcenife the South'     Guests 
Republican   Govwnors   Carroll  A 
Cempbe"   J>.   of   South   Carolina 
Jemaa G Martin of North Carokna 
and Guy Hunt of Alabama 
49   TV   AUCTION   A   bid-by 
phone estravegorua where any 
thmg and everything wiH be Sue 
boned to the highest bidet** 
ffi NEW GIDGET Jeff s best 
(■•end lands the top role at * TV 
commercial (Rl 
CD LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Sched 
used Rita Moreno Roy Ort>*on 
actor Edward Albert, actor M. 
chael Pare on vacation ,n the C*n 
tral Amorcen country Beta* (HI 
ITMC) MOVIE *** Th* 
DoubteMan (I9B7) Vut Brynnar. 
Butt Ekkand 
6:30 
O EDISON TWINS Anme and 
Tom attempt to witness an unas- 
pujsned phenomenon occurring at 
Mama s Piu* Palece (R) 
O THROB vVorkors at Throb 
Record* arrange bknd detee lor 
each other (R) 
For 
Cut 
Flowers 
And 
Foliage . . 
906 Napoleon 
3338381 
X liMtin tew'i»i» «■•«■«*<*• 
Hours: Fri. 6-8pm 
Sat. 8-4pm 
The Arrangement 
352-4101 
352-4143 
IB9 Nettie 
181 (B)S. Main 
Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, 
highlighting 
:***-: wn Ism MHHttMmnYtitlfl* 'M/m 
Churchill's 
Video 
°h 
S&S B> 
%. 
Monday - Thursday 
$1.89 Overnight Rental 
VCR Rentals $4.95 
rs5i>r-26£ 
ll41J5uMBtBJSt  3644526 I 
Mdov/flpril 3,1987 15 
0:00 
SOD ID News 
RIVALS   OF   SHERLOCK 
HOLMES 
ffi LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Sehed 
uted Rita Moreno Roy Obison 
•cior Coward Albert actor Mi 
chad Pare on vacation «n tha Can- 
nal American country Behie <R) 
m ADVENTURE Rick Atfc-v 
son ia profited aa ha trams with 
hie dogs to w-> a I OOO-miie Arc- 
trc dogelsd race thai follows tha 
GoW Ruth Trad along tha Yukon 
Rnrer g 
SBUCK ROGERS 
STAR TREK 
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
freestyle     Champmnshtpl      ttom 
Breckenridge Colo (Rl 
6:30 
O CBS NEWS 
CD HOTLINE 
O NBC NEWS 
(ESPN)   SKIING Cross Country 
Nationals      from     Royal     Gorge 
Cakf llapadl 
7:0O 
OO 00 MINUTES 
O FRAGGLE ROCK 6ooba> 
aati out to single handedry o<e 
vani a chemical company from 
storing tone waste m iha Fr aggie 
cave* (flip 
O OUR HOUSE To Kris 
dismay. Jessie bafcevea that ha> 
taw. clean-cut boyfriend wu k> 
volved *i a itoia robbery In star- 
ao (Rig 
B MOVIE * * * Tha Parent 
Trap (1961) Hayiay M*s Mau 
(•an 0 Hara Twin g-is separated 
at b*tt> plan 10 reunite the- par 
§Mi A Disney Sunday Mona 
presentation Q 
0 WONDERWORKS Top 
Kid A 10 ye* c-dboy erier be 
coming a raguiar on a children a 
ou>; show laces a choice ba 
twsan cheating to memtetn hia 
■tatua on iha ahow or bang hon- 
aat and giving up hia newfound 
1 ant and lot tuna g 
O O MARRIED... WITH 
CHILDREN (Premierel Comedy 
A suburban Chicago couple (Kstey 
Segal Ed 0 Na.ul lacai Iha chal- 
lenges ol marnage and param 
hood Fast up Al warns to spand 
a mghi out with tha boys, but 
Peggy has othar plans to haft. 
(ISFNI SRORTSCENTiR 
SUNDAY 
rTMO MOVIE ** Jasua 
(1979) tnan Deacon. Rrvke Ne- 
man Tha Ma o* tha ' Kng of 
Katga." r»om his •arty yaars aa 
tha son ol a poor carpenter to hit 
instigation ol tha rebgsous and so- 
cial ravoMion that lad to his 
daath by cruerrUuon 'G' 
7:30 
O BEACHCOMBERS On Iha 
advice ol two tonaaa tourists 
ConslsMa John hght a back whan 
tha woman of GaSaona ara terror- 
u»d by a puras anateher on 
whaats (Rtg 
0 O TRACEY ULLMAN 
SHOW (Prem-wel A variety Sa- 
naa atarnng srngsr-actreea Tract* 
Utman Jom.ng har .n comadv 
pla-ytsts ara regulars Juke Kavnar 
1 "Rhode I and Dan Caataaanata. 
(ESPN) NHL   HOCKEY Taamt 
to ba announcad lime) 
8:00 
O O MURDER. SHE 
WROTE Jasswa investigate* 
murder corruption and political 
shenanigans m a sms* Idaho 
town Char tana Tflo" and Elan 
B>y guasi star CJ 
O MOVIE 90 Days 119941 
Statan Wodoslswiky. Sam 
Grsna Lacking h.s buddy s stami- 
na to search lor a mata a man 
■asorts lo a mad-order catalogue 
to find tha parlaci brida 
O RAGS TO RICHES Id- 
terpnemg Marva cooks up a wild 
sellmg scheme to reree enough 
money to buy Iha school rood 
■ruck In narao g 
O NATURE Tha year long so 
lourn of artist and naiurabst Karth 
Brock* on Scotland ■ Isle of May 
il caplurad on Mm   In stereo   (R) 
g 
O AUCTION CONTINUES 
(D GD MARRIED WITH 
CHILDREN (Premierel Comady 
A suburban Chicago couple IKatey 
Sagal Ed O Nadu faces iha cha' 
lenges o' marriage and parent 
hood f*it up Al wants to spand 
a night out with the boys, but 
Peggy hai othar plant for him 
8:30 
CD © TRACEY ULLMAN 
SHOW (Prem.aiel A variety se 
r*s starring smgar-acirass Tracay 
Ukmen Jommg har m comedy 
playlets are regulars Juka Kavnar 
t Rhode ) and Dan Caatekanata 
9:00 
Q O MOVIE "M Cei-y L*e 
A Fo> (Pramraral Jack Warden 
John flubmttein VVhrM m London 
lor en important |Ob mterwew. St- 
tornay Harrison fa. end hra pn- 
•aia aye father become entangled 
m a bathing murder case Bated 
on the 1984 86 TV ssrras g 
O MOVIE *** Trading 
Places 11983) Eddw Murphy 
Dan Aykroyd A wetMo-do e.ecu 
twa. a ghetto-brad con man and a 
prostitute davits a plot of revsngs 
again tt two conniving Imancrars 
IRig 
0 MOVIE Daddy (Pramrara) 
Darmot Mubonay Patricia Ar- 
quetta A high school Student! 
dreams take a backseat to the <•■ 
Sponsa>kt«a of impending father- 
hood whan an a«-grtrfiand en- 
nouncaa   that    shas   pregnant 
1 Viewer Discretion Advwad) Q 
O MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Star Ouakty Noaf Cow- 
ard SloraM - Mr and Mrs 
Edgerwi Ian Hokn and Jurk 
Danch star m Mr and Mrs 
Edgahrt which chrorudaa a cou- 
ple t changing retatoneh* after 
they are appomlad tha official 
British rssidants on a sk-atagwaty 
important South Sea a4and at the 
becjmng of World War ll   (Pan 3 
of Big 
O O MARRIED... WITH 
CHILDREN (Premwre) Comedy 
A suburban Chicago coupes (Katav 
Sagal Ed 0 Ner» (sees tha cnet- 
rangaa Of marriage end parent- 
hood Fast up Al wants to spand 
a night out with the boys, but 
Peggy has other plant lor h*m 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Modern 
P-oblemt 11991) Chevy Cham 
Pan, D AAemias. A haplaas sir 
traffic controaar with 
personal probrems is sndowsd 
with tasakinaK powers attar 
being doused w>th nuclear waste 
PG 
9 30 
0 O TRACE V ULLMAN 
SHOW (Premiere) A werrety ks- 
rias tiarnng s>ngar acnais Tracay 
Ullman Jommg har m comady 
pia.tatt ara regulars  Juke rtevnar 
1 Rhode ) and Osn Castatlaneta 
10:00 
O CBC NEWS Q 
O BOSOM BUDDIES 
ffi WASHINGTON REPORT 
10:26 
OVENTURE 
103O 
O WAR AND PEACE 
O  TED  KNIGHT SHOW The 
Rush    family    moves    to    Marm 
County where Henry becomes an 
editor of a weekly newspaper   IRI 
ffi KENNETH COPELAND 
(ESPN)    SUPERFIGHT    PRE 
VIEW:   HAGLER VS   LEON- 
ARD 
11:00 
000 NEWS 
01 SlSKEL 9. EBERT ft THE 
MOVIES A look at the top cult 
lams on videocMSStie IRI 
G3 AUCTION CONTINUES 
ID TALES FROM THE 
DARKSIDE A lottery winner is 
asked to invest m a revokihonery 
invention ihel has eitreorrknary 
powers   IR) 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
SUNDAY 
(TMC) MOVIE ** National 
lampoon s European Vacation 
I19BS) Chevy Chase. Beverly 
D Angeto Attar w>nnmg a Europe- 
an hokday on a TV game show 
the Ornwald dan goes on a ChaO- 
iic tour   of   Old World capitals 
PG 13 Q 
11:30 
O SlSKEL ft EBERT ft THE 
MOVIES A look al (he lop cult 
films on videoceaeetie IR) 
O MOVIE ** H Coma Back 
To The 6 ft Dime Jimmy Dean. 
Jimmy Dean (1992) Sandy 
DenrMs.    Char    Members   of   • 
Jamas Daan fan dub m a smal 
Teus town hold a 20-year re- 
union and rammrtce about tha 
past, revaakng than mnarmoet se- 
crets 
©NEWS 
0 SOLID GOLO Scheduled 
Jeff Lorbar IWturing Karyn White 
(Facts of Love ). Tanya Tucker 
1 i' Coma back aa Anothar 
Woman I. Dave Mason ("Wo 
Just Disagree I Sarnantha Foa. 
Eddra Monay. Johnny Math*. 
Oowded House. 9aty Van (attar- 
vtaw)   In i tar so 
O CHARLES BRAGG: ONE 
OF A KIND A profas of artrat 
Charles Bragg, who humorousty 
attacks tha hypocrisy and pratan- 
Moueness of contemporary kfe m 
has caricatures lithographs and cd 
pemimge   (Rl 
O CHECK IT OUn Hoping to 
panuada Howard to take her on 
vacation. Edna invents a phantom 
aWaT. 
O FOR MY PEOPLE 
11:36 
O NIGHT AT THE RACES 
12:00 
OKOJAK 
O ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Jack Warden and John 
Rubmsiam on the set ol the* TV 
movie SMI Gary L*» alo« 
O STUDIO 34 VIOEO 
MAGAZINE 
0 700 CLUB 
(ESPN) MISL SOCCER Kansas 
City    Comeis    at    Tecoma    Stars 
1 Taped) 
MONDAY 
BOO 
SO O O NEWS 
PM MAGAZINE Holly 
wood s controversial casting 
lachmques a Survivor of 8 dan 
gerous A« force aiperiment 
O ADAM SMITH S MONEV 
WORLD 
ffi©0lfF RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
8.30 
CO CBS NEWS 
O NBC NEWS 
O ABC NEWS Q 
O NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
SGET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPNI ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS BOROS 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
O MONITOR Topic the Nanny 
O WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
O   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT     Inter view     with     actor 
Matthew Broderick 
SNEWLYWEO GAME 
MACNEIL      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
O GIMME ABREAKI 
©M^A'S^H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCl MOVIE   * * » H     Back 
To Tha Future   (19951 M<haal J 
Fo>.   ChrisiOphar   Lloyd    A   teen 
eger eiperetnoas a savars caee of 
culture shock whan a scientist's 
time machine sends turn back 30 
yaars end pieces turn face to face 
with the teens who wal become 
his parents In stereo   PG g 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE Hoty 
wood's controversial casting 
techr-quea Sugar Ray Leonard: 
survivor of a OangarouS As* Force 
eftpenmeni Special high school 
segment stuoents voice their 
opm-ons 
O RACCOONS Animated Bert 
Raccoon decides to meat tha 
creature lurking on Ever green 
Mountain   (R) g 
O JEOPARDY 
OTAXI 
O DATING GAME 
O TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT After many raise alarma 
Muraji hnaky goes into labor whas 
a nervous Henry is at work, ssav 
mg her no chorea but to ask Mon- 
roa for hasp. (Part 1 of 2) 
O THREES COMPANY 
(ESPN)     MAJOR     LEAGUE 
BASEBALL PREVIEW 
8:00 
O O   KATE   ft ALLIE Alka 
goal on str*a from household 
chores Q 
O FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE 
O ALF ALF devaiope a gembkng 
habit and winds up al trouble wilh 
his bookie in stereo 
O MAC GYVE R Attar sever m 
brushes wuh death adventurous 
MecGyvsr dacides to resign from 
the foundation g 
O ADVENTURE Travakng m a 
rapkea of a Stone Age canoe 
Robert Hobman and a crew of 
eight attempi to prove thai Mada- 
gascar was settled by ancestors 
of today S InrJonasiens  g 
CD AUCTION CONTINUES 
CBGUNSMOKE 
© MOVIE ** Hard To 
Hold 119841 fl«k Springfield 
Janat hiber A rock n red star 
Ia*s to a child psychologist and n 
determined to win har love 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASEBALL 
Mississippi at Mississippi State 
iLivel 
8 30 
O MV SISTER SAM Sam is 
slated to be the subject of a tele 
vision profile (Postponed from an 
earlier data I g 
Q AIRWAVES Matt starts to 
sleeps ah after becoming ap 
prehenvve about hn rota as 
Romeo m the school p'av 
UJ 'N GOOD HFALTH 
CD VALERIE Valerie attempts 
to lose weight lo prepare to an 
upcoming beach vacation In ster- 
eo Q 
900 
O O NEWHART Dick chscov 
ers that h.s new typing instructor 
■S none Other than his old mth 
grade teacher Wialam Wmdom 
guest stars g 
Q RACING GAME Hor 
sanap 
O ACADEMY OF COUN- 
TRY MUSK AWARDS Co- 
hosts Patrick Duffy and Naomi 
and Wynorma Judd era scheduled 
■o ba pomad by numeroue per 
formers at the 22nd annual 
awards ceremony honoring coun- 
try muMS tOP recording artists 
live kom Knott s Barry Farm m 
BuanaPark. Cakf In stereo 
O MOVIE Sworn To Sasnca 
(Premiere) Peter Coyote Dabnay 
Colemen Two lawyers nsk nege 
tiva reaction horn tha public and 
thee peers as the* defense of an 
accused murderer re complicated 
by further confidential confessions 
from the* ckant g 
O AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Story of a Memege 
Pan of The Orphans Itona.'' 
Academy Award-winning 
screenwriter Horton Footo'S cycle 
of nma plays. Counstvfi" was 
famad apactfscaty to preeentetion 
on this sanas Tha Story wfach 
Stars Helha foot a Amanda 
Plummer and Mrchaal «w"" 
chroradas the mtarnal tensions 
that threaten a Teias famaV'a uni- 
ty (Part loO.Q 
O MOVIE * Fmai Chapter - 
Wee.mg Tan' (1977) Bo Sven- 
aon. Forest Tucker Just prior to 
hta death m a 'wry car "aco- 
dant.' Tannaaaaa lawman 9utod 
Putter fmda hra own town turning 
agamii rum 
(T*aCI MOVIE *#**    Edge 
Of The City    (1957) Sohay Poi- 
fer John Cassavetes An Army 
deserter is placed m a moral ov 
lamma whan Iva black mend, a 
dock wcksr is savagely mui 
dared 
930 
O O DESIGNING WOMEN 
Mary Jo S (kvorcad father is smrl- 
ten with Char lane 
10:00 
Q O WEST 67TH (Season 
Pramraral Weekly newsmegatme 
feaiuiing reports horn CBS News 
correspondents Jane Wallace 
John Feriugte Meredith Van 
Bob Saott and Sieve Krott Sag 
mant    mtomation    to    be    en- 
O NATIONAL Q 
ONEWS 
10:26 
O JOURNAL 
10 30 
O OSSIE ft RUBY This Ots* 
Da. \ panned one act comady fol- 
lows a struggling actress hopmg 
to get a starring role as she am 
rouely ewfttS a mows producer t 
phone can Q 
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(TMCl MOVIE **     Mischref 
11984) Doug McKeon. Kaky Pres- 
ton   A  lovesick   17-year-old nerd 
begms an obsessive pursuit of the 
most popular gal m his school    R 
11:0O 
OOO09 NEWS 
ffl OHIO BUSINESS OUT- 
LOOK 
© AUCTION CONTINUES 
© tX) LATE SHOW Host 
Joan Rivers Scheduled tomar 
While House spokesman Larry 
Speak as recording artist Karen 
Kamon   In stereo 
(ESPN) BASEBALL'S GREAT- 
EST HITS Highlights of the TB 
World Series (Yankees «s 
Dodgers) (Rl 
1130 
OTAXI 
B SIMON ft SIMON A J end 
Ft-* pose as counsatos at a camp 
to delinquent boys to investigate 
aasged crnvnal activity IRI 
O BEST OF CARSON From 
February 1988 tomar baseball 
manager Bdy Mert-v come Mau- 
reen Murphy and actress Akosua 
Busts jom host Johnny Carson In 
stereo  (R) 
SNIGHTLINE C? 
NATURE The year-long so- 
journ of art.st and naturakat Karth 
Brock .a on Scotland's lass of May 
is captured on fern   m stereo   (R) 
o 
(E9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:36 
O MINDER 
12 CO 
§KOJAK 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
MOVIE     **       Electric 
Oraema"    (19941    Lenny    Von 
Cronksn. Vrgna Madaan 
O HONEYMOON ERS 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:10 
(TMC) MOVIE ***    Rantree 
County" (19571 Eloabath TavWr 
Monlgomery Clrft 
12:30 
O LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN m stereo 
O THE JUDGE 
(ESPN) FIBHIN' HOLE 
TUESDAY 
APRIL 7. 1987 
Cwv»» • »S8? ' v Oau. «f 
EVENING 
fl OO 
S OOO NEWS 
PM   MAGAZINE   A poly 
gemist     motorcycle   gang   mam- 
bars who work es mow eitres 
fflOCEANUS 
CD ffi DIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
630 
O CBS NEWS 
O NBC NEWS 
O ABC NEWS Q 
O NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
CD GET SMART 
O FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPNI NBA TODAY 
7:00 
8 CBS NEWS 
VIMY    VETERAN    RE- 
MEMBERS Archival war loot- 
age and interviews with veterans 
are featured m this  70th anniver- 
sary commemoration of Iha World 
War I battle of Vrmy Ridge 
O WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
(D   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   Iniarwaw   with    actress 
KimBesmger 
O NEWLYWED GAME 
O    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD GIMME ABREAKI 
© M*A*S*H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCl MOVIE * * ' i     Tha Ad 
ventures    Of    Huckleberry    Finn 
(19851   Pew**   Day    Samm-An 
VMkems     In    tha    pre-Gvil   War 
South a boy and a runaway slave 
encounter danger and excitement 
during e trap down the Misnss« 
in 
7:30 
O   PM   MAGAZINE A pot, 
gamut,   motorcycle gang mam- 
bars who work aa move entree; 
laeaa of America. Krdetafk 
O COUNTRY REPORT 
O JEOPARDY 
OTAXI 
O DATING GAME 
O TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT henry gats to tha Iweprta) 
m tune to witness the bath of hta 
son. but at the espenee of bang 
'red by en angry Mr Wasnwrighi 
(Pan 2 of 2) 
O THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN)     ALLISON-HILLIN: 
LEGEND AND LEGACY 
B:00 
O O SPIES Ban and Ian must 
itec.de whathar they should ckso- 
bey agency pokey and attempt to 
rescue Brady from has terror*! 
captors 
O FIFTH ESTATE Hans 
Gartner reports on Mozambique. 
Africa, a country m need of the 
a«1 pledged by Canada to help end 
war an I famine. 
O MATLOCK A veteran foot- 
ball Star ra accused of  murrJsring 
hrs gvtfnand - tha team's owner 
In stereo  (R) 
O    WHO'S     THE     BOSS? 
Get your hair 
ready for Spring 
Custom Cuts *6 
Carefree Perms '20-*75 
MINI MALL SALON 
190 S. Main thru the Brick Walkway 
352-7658 
tftttMaftf Kltifrffl    ,UaUt 
FALCON HOUSE 
ttm MM am i s«ra ittnhM 
Com* to Falcon HOUM 
for all your BGSU T- 
•hirta, Swaatsklrti and 
all othar accoMorloi 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
mi iwe> 
Wdov/ftprt S, 1987 16 
looy •   upas*   whan   Samenthe 
coma* home from a pariy with a 
rwokavonharnack.lflig 
to NOVA Unhang rara ar hnraj 
footaga from NASA and ipaoa- 
oroft   contractors    thai  haston,  o* 
ma GaHao project to eaptar* **■ 
w aunwiaa the U S spec* pro 
gram ■ avangth* and awajaajaji 
after lha Chalangar deueter Q 
to AUCTION CONTINUES 
©GUNSMOKE 
to     MOVIE     **       Elactirt 
Or**m*"    (1964)    Lenny    Von 
DoNan. Vagmaa Madaan An unu- 
sual leva tr .engte develops whan a 
bumoang San Francisco archnect 
program! hit paraonal compuUr 
IO compose love aonga 'or a cap- 
tivating cearst who move* mio hre 
apartment bmkkng 
K8PNI AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR fni Unton 400. from North 
Wtataaboro N C mi 
• 30 
to OROWrNQ RAINS Megg* 
and Jaaon laarn that Ban Mat tun 
up a huga Mi calling a eeauel 'an- 
MM phona serv.ee IRIQ 
MO 
O to MOVIE * * Ot.sess.ve 
Lova H9B4I Vvana Mama**. 
Simon MacCortindata Tna alar of 
a ciayiim* drama « attracted to a 
Ian who hu rmegrned haraal* hit 
low. bul ha discovers that tha 
woman ia mora dangaroua than 
adoring  tRIQ 
O SEEING THINGS Attar lac 
haing at Heather s arena matar 
Iowa pAmgaa into an mvoeiige- 
non ai lha atchnuva private 
school whan tna formar heedmea- 
tar .-i k«ed Q 
• GIMME A BREAKI NaH 
work* on a plan io encourage 
Sam and (nc io atav m coaaga 
(Part 2 of 21 (Postponed from an 
aarlwr data ) In aiarao Q 
to MOONLIGHTING David 
Addraon Sr v>s>ta h.s ton and an 
nouncaa ptana to marry a young 
woman (Rig 
to FRONTLINE A behind the 
acanaa ktoa ai tha procaaa o* 
nominating a party cenordeie can- 
tara on Gary Mart a campaign for 
tha 1904 president.* nommeiron 
imp 
• MOVIE * * * 'i Good 
ova Columbus M969i R.chard 
Ben,em.n Ah MacGraw A young 
man vecet.on.ng with tha fam*y 
of a waarthy businessmen haa a 
aacrat lova aria* with ihe 
tycoon a daughter 
(TMCI MOVU *** Th* 
Breakfast Dub (I98bi [m.i,o ii 
lava/ Motry Rmgwasd f.va lean 
agara convarga ai an art day da 
taniton aaaaMm and make attidaa 
toward mutual understanding ana 
respect   R* Q 
9 30 
• EASY STREET lova m *> 
the ee ea I K Bufty and Ricaido 
aat th*e sights on mambari of 
tha oppoaiia eaa In aiarao 
IOIOO 
O NATIONAL Q 
99 HBO. STREET BLUES A 
famous pro tootbafl aiar aianda io 
loaa commarcujl andoraamanta at- 
lar baang arraatad tar tohcitmg 
Laftu* uigaa Bunu to ariar tha 
annual nwjrksmanshep contaat 
• MAX HEADROOM Cariar 
attampta   io   aapoaa   tna   ahady 
promoter of a lathe, form of 
eftaieboeroang. Q 
0 CRISIS ON FEDERAL 
STREET Nodding Cartar e-am 
mat tha phgfM of Chicago t urban 
poor through ona tamfy that haa 
hvad on pubac ad tar thraa garter- 
enone   AMo   whara lha   1960a' 
war on poverty   has fe-ed ("I 
©NEWS 
ffiSFNI BODYBUILDING Mr 
Universe Compatition. from To- 
kyo ITapadJ 
10:26 
©JOURNAL 
10:30 
ffi) WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11:00 S ana) SJ NEWS 
BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
RUM 
ffi AUCTION CONTINUES 
B   CO   LATE    SHOW   Moat 
Joan Rivera   Scheduled   "ha muex 
group Ease m ttarao 
(ESPN)    INSIDE    THE    PGA 
TOUR 
(TWO   MOVIE   *#**     Tha 
39 Siapa    • 19351 Roben Donat 
MadahMta   Canoi    A   man   be 
comaa tha Quarry of both iha po 
bco and a aacrat group of foreign 
aga-m operating .n England whan 
ha ia framad lor a stranger a mur- 
dar 
11:30 
8 TAXI 
T j. HOOKER Hoohar facaa 
Stern oppoa>l>on fmrn a fongtene 
friend whan a high spaed car 
chaaa results m aaroua miury to a 
byaiandar Ifll 
0   BEST  OF   CARSON From 
February 19B6  modal Branda Va- 
nua.   come   Bonn   lawia    animal 
aipart    >m    lowMr    and   goapal 
amgar   Andraa  Ctoucn   |om   noat 
Johnny Caraon In itarao IR) 
A NIGHTLINE Q 
CB   HERITAGE CONVERSA- 
TIONS WITH BILL MOVERS 
Formar ifraafc Ambaaaador Abba 
(ban   author Cynih-a Onok and 
Pr.ncaton Pf ofaaaor Barnard Lawit 
diacuaa   modam   Jawiah   hiitory 
andthalutura (Rl 
(ESPN! SRORTSCENTER 
11:36 
Q MOVIE ** 'i Swapwaa< 
ar 119751 Dartaan Can Robart 
H-.HI, W..W vivimg ha> talhar a 
young woman bagma to h9<t% dri 
lurbingly raaltltiC mgntmara* 
about a young man aiabbog an 
Otdman 
12 OO 
OKOJAK 
S) DUKES OF HAZZARO 
ID    MOVIE    * *      Tha   B>g 
Straat     (19421 Manry Fonda   Lu 
OBtBBl 
ffiHONEVMOONERS 
1ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
(D LATE NIGHT WITH OA- 
VIO LETTERMAN SchaduhM 
actor ChariiaShaan comic Gaorga 
Mwar   Inatarao 
• THE JUDGE 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Savanth Anrkvaraary Snow from 
Laa Vagaa Bart Coopar .■ Boona 
Puhi m a crunMrwa^ht bout 
achadufadtar lOrounda iRi 
12:40 
0MOVIE**')      tna About 
iron Of Samt Anna    (19751 E G 
Marahal Robart Wagnar 
12.46 
(TMCI    MOVIE    **#       I-* 
Road Wamor    (1981) Mai G4> 
aon   BrucaSpanca 
WEDNESOAV 
APR*. 8, 1887 
S« 
6:00 
D NEWS 
PM MAGAZINE Actraaa 
Haaihar Thomao: a owe arena 
that provtdaa a warhng room tar 
parania whoaa cMdren ara at- 
lanoVig rook conearl$ 
S WILD AMERICA Marty 
Stcuffer surveys tha major North 
American tpeoea of own known 
lor thee proweea aa rughttime 
predators   iRi'.J 
B (0 DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
6 30 
0 CBS NEWS 
«D NBC NEWS 
W ABC NEWS Q 
S NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
S GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPNI    INSIDE     THE     PGA 
TOUR 
7O0 
O CBS NEWS 
Q COUNTRY CANADA 
to WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
9   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT interview witit actor Jeff 
Goldblum 
to NEWLYWED GAME 
Qi    MACNEIL     I    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ID GIMME A BREAKI 
© M-A-S-H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)   MOVIE    *e>      Modem 
Pioblems    119811 Chavy Chaaa 
Pain 0 ArbanviHe   A hapieea ae 
traffic   contioaar    with   numeoui 
personal   problems   II   endowed 
with      laMMmet*:      powers     ahar 
barng doused wiin nuc*ea> waste 
PG 
730 
O PM MAGAZINE Actress 
Heather Thomas a ov* vena 
thai p«uvides a waiting room lor 
parents whoaa ciwoian are at 
landing rock concaris preview 
B4 Chatnng Cioss Road 
Iwghscnool sagmani 
O (ESPN) STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS Division Samrhnal 
Game One Teems to be an 
'i<n.(ii.eii and starting time   \  •*<■ 
IMr« Hi* 
to JEOPARDY 
to  TAXI 
to DATING GAME 
CD TOO CLOSE   FOR COM- 
FORT Henry threatens to move 
out when Mur«l a mother deodes 
to move m 
to THREE'S COMPANY 
BOO 
O 89 ROXIE 
to HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
A (levw dog seeks help whan hi 
owner* are injured *i a aarroue 
auto accident in aiarao IB)Q 
to PERFECT STRANGERS 
With a beeebell league charrvpion- 
ah« on the kna Larry muat decide 
whether to bring m a ico slugger 
or hit Bafti step up to tha plate 
(Rig 
to SMITHSONIAN WORLD 
Contemporary Me mean akenahat 
anal novelist Elena Ponietowefee 
kMka M latin American writer a 
and tha hteraiure created which 
reflects the corniest* That have 
shaped   Laim America a hratory 
Q AUCTION CONTINUES 
toOUNSMOKE 
©MOVIE*** 10 (19781 
Dudhty Moora. 8o Oerek A auc- 
ceaaful eongwritar. d.* imbed 
about reechmg rmddhi age de 
cNtaa lo chaaa after a baauliM gal 
on her way to her wedding 
8:30 
O • TAKE FIVE Monty tr«a 
■o   affaci   a   laconcihation   with 
Andy 
8JJ HEAD OF THE CLASS 
Charlie haa Ns itudania enagma 
what they ii be domg m 20 yaara 
9 00 
O   to   MAGNUM,    P.I.   Mag 
num a former wife laevaa a 6- 
yaar-otd grrt m h.» care whea aha 
triaa io evade Gen Mmh * at 
tempi* to kidnap her IRI 
to NIGHT COURT Harry be~ 
comot involved with lha woman 
judge who leeed Chrratma on con- 
tempt Cher gas IH) 
to OYNASTY make and PCrya 
tie eearch daaparatafy tar Kryaii 
nu Adam lafuctantiy betrays 
Ale.is lo NeelMcVane Q 
to LYNDON JOHNSON leu 
rence . m «.nn.it portrays Lyndon 
B Johnson m this one man show 
based on the stage pray by James 
P'ideeui chronicling the 36th 
pi ef den I % Me and career 
CD MOVIE ** Kraat On 
Board I1977i Claude Ahm* Be 
atr.ee Sueight A deadly and my* 
teiiou* v-u» Ihieatan* the kyas ol 
SOO pe*tengar* aboard a cries* 
*h<p 
(TMCI MOVIE * * Cnmes Of 
PaatMn (1984) Kathleen Turner 
Anthony Perk in* A workahohc 
laaruon designer laheve* new 
deep looted husuations and anm- 
eiie* by nightly eacuraMma .-no 
ihe world olpfoatilution    R   Q 
930 
to     THE     TORTELLIS    NK. 
'eacnes the end o' n-s iope when 
a customer * check bounces   in 
stereo IRi 
10:00 
O to HOUSTON KNIGHTS 
lundy and la Fiemme clash once 
again   when   tnay   laarn  thay  are 
each connected to tha same con 
to BRONX ZOO An outspoken 
pnasl protests egamet Oanug % 
pohcy ol dispensing coniraceptive 
davca* to siudani* In nereo 
to MARIAH The Rev Bouc- 
hard * vints to convict* dying of 
AIDS causes r-% 'amey to react •" 
'ear g 
• NEWS 
10:30 
8 NATIONAL IJ 
HOUOINII Doug M*nn.ng re- 
creates Harry HoudVv. * Me I amor- 
phoant escape ■« th.* portrait of 
the lamou* magKian wh.ch ahto 
features Moudav * na»ce fuaiarien 
Sidney Radner and magroan Harry 
11: 
Otototo^ 
to ART BEAT 
■ AUCTION ( 
O   O   LATT 
Black stone Jr. 
to WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPNI FI8HIN' HOLE 
10:66 
OJOURNAL 
00 
I NEWS 
T €  
I CONTINUES 
I SHOW Hoai 
Joan Rivera In aiarao 
(TMC) MOVIE * » Sahara 
(1984) Brooke Shrefda. Lambert 
Wihton In tha 1920*. an heveae 
pledge to her dying father thai 
she rajBJ win the cros* Sahara auto 
race an a sport* car of hat own 
design - ktada her into denger* of 
every sort    PG 
11:30 
O TAXI 
QNEWS 
• ADDERLY Deposed govern 
meni officials of a imall A».an 
country take refuge -n tha Umted 
Stale* (Rl 
• BEST OF CARSON From 
February 19B6 last ahow hoat 
Oprah Winfrey coma: Jerry Ssm- 
(eld and race car eVrver Shaiey 
Muldowney a»n hoat Johnny Car- 
aon in siereo. IR) 
S NIGHTLINE C? 
BREAKING SILENCE Un 
k*mg candid interview* the omo- 
tionai and social conaaowancaa of 
mcaai aa wa« aa tha madr* * rot* 
m ending ihe laboo agamei <hs 
cusamg the problem ara *•* 
mined Q 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
THURSDAY 
APR! 9. 1887 
C«i-e'i ' »*ar rv Dan -. 
EVENING 
6:00 
OQBi NEWS 
S   PM  MAGAZINE   A forme, 
investigator s   story   ol   unsolved 
crimes   tha shoriesi commercial 
enlhghi 
to OCEANUS 
© © DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI MOVIE * * * Ramiree 
County 11957) EWebath Tavtar 
Montgomery CMt During the Civ* 
War a captivating Southern bees 
i* determined to have the man of 
her choree regardte** of ihe con- 
sequence* in stereo 
6:30 
SCBS NEWS 
#8 NBC  NEWS 
8 ABC NEWS Q 
NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
8 GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
IESPN)    WINNER'S    CIRCLE 
HORSE RACING MAGAZINE 
7:O0 
Q CBS NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
CD WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
to   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   Interview   with   actrail 
Leslev Ann Warren 
S NEWLYWED GAME 
MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
to C4MME A BREAKI 
8JM-A-S-H 
K9PN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:10 
8J PM MAGAZINE A lorme. 
mveatrgator a story of unaoivad 
crimes danger iota; chef Barnard 
mt'oduces Chayoia Souaah; high 
Khool ftegmeni 
O IESPN) STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS OrvHjfon Samrhnal 
Game Two Teem* lo be en- 
nourvced and *iarting tana >• ten- 
tative (Lrva) 
to JEOPARDY 
ft TAXI 
©DATING GAME 
CD TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Andrew i* taken by a aan- 
ea grandmother during one of Mu- 
i iei * photo aasaion* 
to THREES COMPANY 
8:00 
O Sal WIZARD Senon at 
lampt* io proiect a 12-yaar-ofd 
wolf gel horn cmUation (R) 
to COSBY SHOW A longtime 
frwnd (Robert Culp) of Cl.fi* fees 
at from Chicago lor a wail In tier 
to OUR WORLD Stor-aa horn 
the summer of 1944 include tha 
Allied invasion of Normandy tha 
'■■I Un,t»d Service Oganuation* 
lUSOi tour: at home, woman be 
come a *tgnrhcani perl of the 
wok force afao ta*.* with Andy 
Roonay and Milton Berle a wrf*. 
Ruth : j 
to ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S 
WORLD OF STRANGE 
POWERS Topic banding mataf 
to AUCTION CONTINUES 
SGUNSMOKE 
MOVIE * * * ThunoWboh 
AndLrghllool I 19 Ml Clint f att 
wood Jeff Bridge* A thief rob* 
the same bank for the second 
■■me whan he can t Imd the mon- 
ey he itokt tne hrit tana 
8:30 
0 FAMILY TIES N.. k haarna 
thai he needs a rugh school drpta 
ma lo leech an art ciaa*   in n> 
ao (Rip 
to ARTHUR C CLARKE'S 
WORLD OF STRANGE 
POWERS Iop< *uparnaturai 
eaperetnee* 
9:00 
O • SIMON 4. SIMON A 
i ix**   cop   fare*   Ihe   Simons   IO 
imd out rl her veteran partner ■* 
on the lake from a gangster   (Rl 
8JD CHEERS Repnva of tha saa 
ton opener   Sam propose* to D> 
an* ta aiarao IRIQ 
to)   JACK   ANO   MIKE   M*e 
get* caught up ai a ctvid custody 
light between hie ftiatar and h*r 
husbend   IR. Q 
to MYSTERYI Cover Her 
Face Saay Jupp behaved to 
have been the laat paraon to aa* 
Ahc* liddeH alive i* Quaaliorved 
by Oetghesh after the warden for 
St Mary » Refuge •• taund dead 
(Pan 3 of 61Q 
to MOVIE *** The (h*- 
phant Man 119821 Phahp An 
ghm Kevm Conwav Baaed on th* 
award-wmmng Broadway play 
cNorackng tha kta of tha aansrhv* 
but g>-ote*Quafy deformed 19th 
century Enghahman John Marr«h 
end Ihe surgeon who took hen 
into h.» cere Or Frederick Treva* 
(TMC) MOVIE ** National 
lampoon * European Vacation 
M9B&)    Chavy    Chase     Beverly 
D AngeW Attar wmmng a Europe 
en hofcdey on a TV gam* ahow. 
tha OrrtwaM chart goes on a cftao- 
tic   tour   of   Ok)   World capnata. 
-PG-13 g 
8:30 
9 NOTHING IN COMMON 
Devtd must chooee b*tw—n a 
fraNng trip with Mas or auparvra- 
mg a cheni'a commarcujl at horn* 
Inatarao 
10:00 
O ffj KNOTS LANDING 
Mack tot* Ann* know whara tiva 
•tend* m hra hi*: Greg and Abby 
maha San Horhster aware of hat 
uncertern future Q 
to LA. LAW Van Owen de 
tides 10 leave Kuiak until aha can 
■Heighten out hat personal ate   In 
820 / 20 Q 
UPSTAIRS. DOWN- 
STAIRS When Jamaa confesses 
thai Sarah ■* pregnant by hrm. tha 
Bellamy* agree 10 take reapon*. 
baity lor net   IR) 
• NEWS 
10:30 
8 NATIONAL Q 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPNI    MAJOR    LEAGUE'S 
GREATEST    HITS   Advent   of 
lha Game 
10:66 
0 JOURNAL 
11:00 
Itoto to NEWS 
HOUOINII Doug Henr-ng re- 
creates Harry Houdav • Mel amor 
phoai* ate ape m ilus portrait of 
the tamoua maojcian when afao 
feature* Houdtrta * ntec*. nutorian 
Sidney Radner and magician Harry 
Black stone .fe 
S AUCTION CONTINUES 
8B LATE SHOW Hoat 
Joan River* Scheduled newsman 
Sam Donaldson, recording ami 
AI Green comic M*e McDonald 
In nereo 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
(TMCI MOVrE * * # H Baa 
To The Future 119861 Mtfheet J 
Fo> Ctaistopher Lloyd A i**n 
egsr eiperejnc** a severe case of 
culture ahoch whan a acrannai* 
lime macfune tends hen back 30 
year* and placet him lace to lace 
with the ie*n» who w* become 
re* parents In stereo PG : J 
11:30 
■ TAXI 
QNEWS 
• MASTERS GOLF 
HIGHLIGHTS 
to BEST OF CARSON From 
February 1986 coma: Garry 
Shandkng and inventor Joe Ne- 
man (tan hoat Johnny Caraon In 
aiarao IRI 
to) NIGHTLINE Q 
OB FRONTLINE A behmd-tha 
scene* look at tha process of 
norrunetrng a parly cenefcdete can- 
leri on Gary Hart * campaign for 
the 19B4 presidential nomination 
IRIQ 
Banquet Catering & Meeting 
Rooms available to accommodate 
your every need. We can help you 
plan those special events. 
Founder's Days, Parents Days, 
Awards Banquets. 
THE 
ELKS CLUB 
352-21* 
The 
Copy Shop 
117 E. Court SI. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
(419) 352-4068 
Printing and Imprinting 
Trophies & Plagues 
Mon. Thin. 6»im-9pm 
Frl.6»«».|0|>m 
S«. tan-IOpm 
Sun. tan 9pm 
mis.Mrt 
rMlk|Gm,«k 
352-0123 
inert lo Van*? line.) 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp    S6.95 
B.BO Chicken & Rib combo    Sb.95 
Includes all you can eal 
soup, saiad .ind dessert Buffet 
plus ciioice of potato. 
Call us about our 
Dally Specials 352-0123 
  
